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rKEFACE.

The present series of Boyle Lectures, like

the former, lias been placed at tlie disposal of

the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,

at the desire of the Christian Evidence Com-

mittee, expressed in a letter from the editorial

Secretary in February last.

But the Author wishes it to be understood

most distinctly that no editorial supervision, or

correction has been exercised upon the Lectures,

and that, consequently, neither that Committee,

nor the Society itself, is responsible for their

contents, or committed in any way to an

acceptance of their positions or arguments.

They were written, and preached, and are now

put forth, on liis sole and individual responsi-

bility.
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As before, lie introduces them to liis readers

with some words of explanation.

First, as to his general design in the series.

Secondly, as to his special designs in the

choice of the subject of each Lecture, and as

to his treatment of such subject.

1. His general design has been to continue

the consideration of Moral Difficulties con-

nected with the Bible, and to regard them

rather as unwillingly than as willingly enter-

tained by the holders of tliem. From letters

that he had received, from the comments in the

public press, and from the large sale of the

First Series, (already amounting to four

thousand copies,) he had reason to think that

a work of the kind was not ill-timed, and to

believe that it had been useful to many beyond

the congregation gathered at Whitehall. Hence

he was encouraged to attempt this Second Series,

and he thankfully acknowledges the attentive

audience which has been accorded to discourses

of more than ordinary length, and to discus-

sions, which, though cast in a form as popular

as might be, demanded careful thought on the

part of his hearers. And he now commends
what he preached to the perusal of a larger

circle, not indeed as possessing pretensions to
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originality, for he confesses both general and

particular indebtedness to larger and more

learned works,^ but as containing at least hints

for meeting objections of every-day occurrence.

He has only to add here, that, in compliance

with the suggestion of a most kindly critic, he

has, at the commencement, said a few words

upon the reservation with which he intends his

appeal to the disciplined moral sense to be

conducted.

2. And now as to the Author's special designs

in the choice of the subject for each Lecture,

and as to his treatment of such subject.

The First and Second Lectures relate to

questions which have caused many sincere

persons gi-eat anxiety, and given occasion to

much cavilling on the part of those who are

glad to find objections to the morality of Holy

Scripture. How came such Comminatory and

Imprecatory expressions, as the Psalms con-

' He would especially mention, in connection with

Lectures I. and II,, Mr. Perowne's and Dr. Kaj-'s works

on the Psalms, and Dr. Hannah's Bampton Lectures. He
has not been able to agree with the view of the Impreca-

tory Psalms of either of the first-named writers, hut this

does not diminish his sense of the general value of their

learned commentaries, or of the instruction he has derived

from them.
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tain, into the Bible at all ? And liow, being

there, are they to be explained and employed ?

are inquiries Avhich, as they are continually

urged by unbelievers from without, so they

are continually pressed upon the believer

from within, as he endeavours to use the Psalms

devotionally. The Author cannot hope that he

has answered them so as to satisfy everybody.

But he may fairly say that he believes the theory

given in the text of the Lectures to be liable to

fewer objections than any of the other theories

with which he is acquainted. And it is some

confirmation of his belief to be able to state that

several of the ablest of his friends to whose

criticism the sheets have been submitted, declare

that it has gone a very great way towards

solving a constantly recurring difficulty. The

theories which he has rejected, wholly or

partially, as inadequate, have not been exa-

mined by him at any length, or further than

aj)peared to be absolutely necessary towards

clearing the way for his own. He regrets to be

obliged, on grammatical grounds, to differ from

men of such high name as Dr. Hammond and

Bishop Home, and to abandon the Futurition

interpretation. But the reason against it is,

he conceives, quite conclusive. The second

theory, which converts the particular passages
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excepted to, and with them, by implication, the

Psalms generally, into ntteranccs with regard

to spiritual evils and spiritual enemies, thougli

perhaps admissible to some extent, and possible

to be embraced by the advanced Christian,

seemed to have these objections to it : that

it is too far-fetched to be appreciable by the

general reader, and that it makes the Psalms

too unreal to have issued, liow instrumentally

soever, through the lips, or from the pen of

men. The third theory, which has been

recently revived, and with great ability, by the

Eev. C. Taylor, in his Gospel in the Laiv,

namely, that the passages which have given

offence are not the Psalmist's own words at

all, but those of his persecutors, dramatically

introduced by him, is exceedingly ingenious,

Tlie Author almost wished that he could have

accepted it. But its very ingenuity, the

appearance which it has of being a desperate

remedy, and the fact that there is little or

nothing in the Hebrew to lead up to it, were

obstacles which he could not surmount. In

addition to Mr. Taylor's advocacy of it, the

Author has, since las Lectures were preached,

had the advantage of seeing an unpublished

monograph on the Imprecations in the 100th

Psalm, by the Pev. Joseph Hammond, of St.
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Mary at tlie Elms, Ipswich. Even this, tliough

put together with singular learning and close-

ness of argument, has failed to convince liim

that the theory is tenable. He hopes, however,

in the interests of free enquiry, that Mr. Ham-
mond's essay may, Lye and bye, be given to

the world. The fourth theory, that, considering

the difference of the two dispensations, such

sentiments as those expressed in the Impre-

catory Psalms, though objectionable under

Christianity, might have been expected, and

were, indeed, pardonable, under Judaism, is one

which, though plausible enough, seemed to the

Author to labour under great difficulties. Not
the least of these was that it would render

"Him who spoke by the Prophets" the inspirer,

or at least the approver, of utterances differing

not merely in degree but in kind. There

are other theories which have not been directly

noticed in the Lectures, but which are more or

less obnoxious to the objections alleged against

those which have been directly noticed. As
for instance: 1. That the religious consciousness

of ancient Israel seems to have had so strong a

national colouring, that it was impossible for

the individual to separate his j)ersonal from liis

national ideal : and hence, that, Jehovah being

the God of the nation, and of the individual
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only so far as he was a member of the great

organism, personal responsibility for utterances

was lost in a sense of demand for vengeance

on transgressors of the laws of the Head
of the Commonwealth. 2. That when the

Psalmist vehemently asked for retribution

upon the wicked, what he asked for was good

for all, not merely for himself: for that the

unjust should triumph over the righteous was

not good for any. 3. That the imprecatory

utterances really proceeded out of righteous

zeal for God's honour, and that, if w^e do not

sympathize with such zeal, it may be, not

because our religion is more pure, but because

our hearts are colder. Tlie Author will only

observe on the two former of these that they

appear to run counter to what he believes to

be a fact, namely, that the Israelites vjere

taught, and that certainly the best of them,

not indeed always, but in their best moments,

did lenderstand, the difference between personal

and instrumental or judicial action,^ between

individual and national existence. In the

words of Isaac Taylor {Spirit of the Hehrcio

Poetry, pp. 132, 133), "The Hebrew tribes

1 Od the difiO^rence between personal and judicial action,

see Lectures IV. and VI. of the former series, and especially

a passage quoted pp. 152, 153 of that volume from Pcan

Mil man's History of the Jews.
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did indeed enact the extermination of tlie

Canaanitisli races, (so far as this was done,)

but the work of slaughter, dire as it was, did

not settle itself down on the national temper

and habits, so as to show itself on the people

as a permanent disposition. Xo such effects

followed upon the tragedy-period of their

history ;—it would not necessarily do so in any

case ;—it did not in this instance, because the

people, and their chiefs, acted at the prompting

of a command which, in their view, had received

unquestionable authentication from Heaven.

Thus warranted, the act of slaughter was, as we
might say, screened from its impact upon the

moral sentiments of the people. It was as

when, shielded by a charm from the violence

of fire, a man passes unharmed through a

furnace seven times heated." Violent deeds

then which occur in the course of the Hebrew

history, and strong utterances in the i)ages

of Hebrew poetry, if they are opposed to the

view of the disciplined moral sense, seem to

be attributable, not to the causes indicated

in the two above theories, but to personal

circumstances and feelings on the part of

individuals ; unless, indeed, a directly Divine

sanction for such particular acts and words,

distinct from sanction of the habits or
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tempers from wliicli they ordinarily proceed,

can be discovered.^ As ^to the third theory,

it appears to beg the whole question, or rather

to assume as indisputable that conscientious

scruples on the subject before us are frivolous

if not absolutely wrong. *' Such shuffling with

Moral Difficulties," (observes an intelligent and

outspoken lay-friend of the Author,) "such

sliding over them, or treating de haut en has

those who feel them, with orthodox anger or

pious pity, will not suffice in the present day,

and ought not ever to have sufficed."

It may be imagined, perhaps, that the Author

has overstated the difficulties entertained by
Ihe readers of the Psalms, or, in other words,

that he has stated those difficulties too broadly

and candidly. He can only repeat the as-

surance given in page 11, and elsewhere, that

he has made no overstatement. The difficulties

exist, and cannot be ignored. They are pain-

fully felt by devout persons ; they are scoffingly

flourished before weak brethren by profane

persons. The letters which the Author has

received since his design was made public,

and the sceptical literature which it has fallen

^ On this dLstinction, a most important one, see Bishop

Butler, Analogy, part ii. chapter 3.

h
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to his lot to peruse during his prosecution of it,

contain objections put in much stronger terms

than he has thought it reverent or expedient

to reproduce. The comparison of the 109th

Psahn to the Language of Timon, Cjuoted in a

note to page 21, was not of his own seeking,

hut was brought before him incidentally.

The difficulties then being thus very real,

and the solutions ordinarily provided being, so

it seemed to the Author, quite inadequate, he

thought it to be his duty to consider whether

certain principles might not be laid down, on

which, if they could be substantiated, a more

satisfactory solution of them might be given.

These principles are stated at length, in the

course of the argument.

In his general view that an element of human
feeling enters into the Psalms, the Author is

happy to find himself confirmed by Mr. Birks.

That gentleman does not, indeed, refer specially

to the expressions called Imprecatory, and pos-

sibly may have his own method] of accounting

for them. But the passage which the Author

is about to quote, and which he is willing to

adopt in its entirety, most thoroughly covers

{.he positions maintained in his first two Lee •

'
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tiires :
" that tlie Psalms are, under one of their

aspects, unrestrained expressions of the feel-

ings of their respective writers," and "that to

regard them under this aspect, is not incom-

patible with regarding them under an inspired

aspect."

Mr. Birks writes as follows : {The Bible and

Modern Thought, pp. 4G6—468.) '' In the

Psalms, the importance of the human author-

ship is even still more apparent than in the

histories themselves. Their most conspicuous

feature is, that they are voices of a human
heart in its varied experiences of joy and

trial, and in its inward communion with God.

They cannot be understood without a continual

reference to the feelings, emotions, and personal

history of ' the anointed of the God of Jacob,

the sweet Psalmist of Israel.' One reason why
the life of David is recorded at greater length

than any other sacred biography, the Son of

David alone excepted, is clearly that a key

miglit thus be supplied for the fuller under-

standing of tlie various experiences embodied

in these liymns of meditation, prayer, and praise.

Nearly twenty of the Psalms refer us, by their

heading, to the time and occasion, in tlie life

of the Psalmist, when they were composed. A
h 2
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reference then to the circumstances under which

they were WTitten, to tlie feelings and emotions

of the Psalmist himself, and the gushing tide

of joy or sorrow, of fear or hope, of holy

musing, or devout adoration in his heart, far

from being superfluous because of their Divine

inspiration, is the appointed means by which

alone we can enter fully into their treasures of

sph'itual experience Any view of the

inspiration of the Psalms must, therefore, be

fallacious and untrue, whicli turns them into

abstract voices of the Spirit, and neglects the

personal element in those last words of the

sweet Psalmist of Israel :
^ ' The Spirit of the

Lord spake by me, and His word was in mij

tongue/ Deny their special inspiration, and

the Psalms of David, however degraded below

their true dignity, might still retain a high

place among the noblest and purest utterances

of the human heart, in its breathings of desire

and holy adoration. But deny their human
realit}^ and their inspiration itself would be-

come a lifeless and unintelligible paradox, and

their moral power, as the noblest models of

devotion, pass entirely away.

" The v/ords of our Lord are a direct attesta-

tion to the importance of this human element

1 2 Sam. xxiii. 2.
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in tlie Psalms, even with reference to tlieir

doctrinal interpretation. 'Wliat think yo of

Christ? whose son is He? They say unto

Him, The Son of David. He saith nnto them,

How then doth David in spirit call IHm Lord,

saying. The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit Thou

on My right hand, until I make Thine enemies

Thy footstool ? If David then call Him Lord,

how is He his son?' This question, which

silenced the Pharisees, and was an implied but

evident assertion, by our Lord, of His own
Divine glory, depends for its whole force, on

the asserted fact, that David hiniseK was the

author of the 110th Psalm. Its being the

voice of the Spirit taken alone, would lead to a

false doctrine, instead of a great and holy truth.

It is because David was the writer, though he

spake ' in Spirit ' or under prophetic influence,

that the title of Messiah, ' my Lord,' received

its deep significance, and became a proof of

His twofold nature, expressed more fully in

His own words, ' I am the root and the off-

spring of David, and the bright and morning

star.'"

The concluding words of this quotation may,

perhaps, induce the reader to ask. Why has

not the Author entered more at length upon the
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fruitful and interesting subject of the Messi-

anic interpretation of the Psalms ? His reply-

is a very simple one. His object was not to

write a commentary upon the Psalms gene-

rally, but to answer, so far as he could, objections

to certain Psalms, and certain passages therein,

viz. those which are Comminatory or Impre-

catory. This being the case, he considered

that it would have been " travelling out of the

record " to do more than allude, which he has

done in several places, to the typical and pro-

phetical character, which many of the Psalms

undoubtedly possess, and which he would not

be, for one moment, supposed to undervalue.

A similar answer may be given to tlie possi-

ble enf|airy. Why the Psalms have not been

considered in their general and devotional

aspect ?

It may not, however, be out of place here

to mention one or two points, of which even

the most candid objector to hard matters in

Scripture may need to be reminded.

Pirst. It can hardly be expected that any

apologist can answer a difficulty in exactly the

same terms in which, and with the same con-

ciseness with which, it is alleged. For the dif-

ficulty, though apparently simple, is very often

only a result of many previous considerations,
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which must be removed before it can be reached,

and of a state of mind which must be modified

before the sohition of the diiliculty can be

entertained.

Secondly. It is hardly fair for an objector to

pin his faith in the Bible or in any one Book

of it, on the answer to some specific difficulty

being absolutely satisfactory. He should surely

consider the arguments on the positive as well

as on the negative side, and give them their due

weight. And to apply this to the Book of

Psalms : he should consider the following posi-

tions, some of which appear in the First and

Second Lectures

:

(1) Is it not a Book which has animated the

devotions of the Church and of individuals

ever since it was composed?

(2) Supposing it were no more than a

common book of devotional hymns, would its

purpose or value be doubted, because it con-

tained some passages, comparatively few, with

which the heart could not sympathize ?

(3) As several of the passages objected to are

invested with a transcendental and Messianic

meaning in the Xew Testament, should not

this make a person pause before he decides

upon, them, and much more before he rejects

the Book generally ?
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(4) Supposing the difficulties to be absolutely

inexplicable, would it not be as unphilosopbical

to dwell upon them, to the neglect of the noble

setting in which they are placed, as to ignore

the brightness of the sun because astronomy

discovers some dark spots upon its disk ?

But it is time to come to the Third Lecture,

wliich is devoted to a consideration of diffi-

culties concerned with the Book of Proverbs.

Of this, the Author need say little here,

because, as he has intimated on pnge 105, the

outline of its argument has been already put

forth by him as a tract, for a temporary purpose.

He will only make two remarks. First, that

he again holds with Mr. Birks, {The Bible and

Modern Thought, page 469,) the existence of

the human element in the Book to be perfectly

compatible with its inspiration. Secondly, that

though his own view of the object and inten-

tion of this Book may not be that ordinarily

entertained, he has, he believes, done full justice

to the ordinary view. In the course of the

discussion of the latter, he introduced as a

parallel to the manner in which maxims in

common use, and of a lower tone, may be

invested with a higher and nobler meaning,

some remarks on the way in which the idea
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of " Gentleman " may be identified with that

of " Christian." i He has since lighted upon a

passage in Chaucer, who ventures yet further,

and identifies it with the very higliest idea

:

" The firste stocke-f\itlier of gentiluesso

"What man desireth gentil for to be.

Most followc his trace, and alle his wittes dresse,

Yertue to shew, and vices for to flee :

For unto vertue longeth dignitee,

A-nd not the revers, safely dare I deme,
Al were he miter, crowue, or diademe.

"

Ballade on Gentllacssc.

The Fourth Lecture, the Author would
explain, is not merely a gratuitous essay on a
curious and interesting tlieme. It was written
with a special object, namely, to counteract
the teaching of a certain widely circulated

Tract, which contained, amongst other things,

scurrilous attacks upon the candour of our
Lord's method as a disputant. For obvious
reasons it is not desirable to mention the title

of the Tract.

The Fifth Lecture, which is addressed to

those who have been perplexed by certain

allegations of Bishop Colenso, explains itself.

At the time of his writing it the Author did

^ See also a Seraion by Mr. C. Kingslc}', on "The Tnio
Gentleman," No. xx. in his Sermons for the Times.
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not recollect that Dr. Liddon, in the eighth of

his Bamjoton Lectures, had incidentally gone over

much the same ground, and with greater and

more skilful elaboration of the subject. Still,

though deprecating any comparison of the two

treatments, he ventures to think that his own,

written index->endently, and with a more popu-

lar object in view, may be of some service to his

readers. On those deeply mysterious passages,

Mark xiii. 32 and Matthew xxiv. 36, wdiich

are discussed by the Author both in the Fifth

and Sixtli Lectures, he docs not lind himself

perfectly in accordance with Dr. Liddon's view.

But it is a satisfaction to fmd that he is in

accordance with his general line of argument.

The Sixth Lecture, which, like the Fourth,

was suggested by actual attacks upon the

teaching of, and the knowledge possessed by,

the Apostles, the effects of which had dis-

turbed many persons' minds, needs scarcely

any remark.

The Seventh and Eighth Lectures are ad-

dressed to the question. Do the Writers and

Speakers in the Ncav Testament cite passages

from the Older Scriptures uncandidly or inac-

curately ? It has long been the opinion of the
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Aiitlior that the charges implied in this ques-

tion are due in a great measure, first to the

supposition tliat the Septuagint Version is

co-ordinate in authority witii the Hebrew Text.

Secondly, to the assumption that the Writers

and Speakers aforesaid quoted from the CJreek

or from the Hebrew, as happened to suit their

purpose. Thirdly, to the fact that the two

versions differ materially. It therefore seemed

necessary to enquire what title the Septuagint

Version possesses : to show that its credentials

are not such as to enable us reverently to

hold that the Writers and Speakers could have

resorted to it as a primary or fully authorized

document; then, to set forth the reasons

on which their frequent use of its words may
be accounted for, and a theory on which it

seemed possible to believe that the Hebrew
meaning, and the Hebrew meaning only, -was

substantially referred to by them in their

citations. This the Author has attempted to

do, and he has laid down certain heads of clas-

sification of quoted texts to which they may
be referred, on the principles contained in

which he believes that his theory may be

maintained. In his teaching as Grinfield Lec-

turer on the Septuagint, at Oxford, some short

time ago, he went through all the texts, and, he
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hopes, tested their application thoroughly. And
he has now given a few exemplifications of his

method, which he would desire his readers to

try for themselves. It was obviously impossible

for him to do more than this, within the limits

proposed, or consistently with his general design,

which was to induce persons to think and

search for themselves, not to do everything for

them. The above remarks will refer not merely

to the former of the two Lectures, but to the

latter also. The Author wished objectors to the

candour of the Writers and Speakers in the

New Testament to exercise a little candour

themselves. They will do so, if they carefully

examine the quotations, and consider whether

some better motive may not be assigned for

the selection of the particular form in which

they happen to be cast, than an intention to

mislead, or a desire to maintain a point, at

whatever sacrifice of accuracy and truth.

In his observations on the literary history

and general cliaracter of the S^eptuagint, the

Author has not merely trusted his own reading,

but has drawn largely on the researches of

others. In some instances he has adopted their

actual language, and line of argument. He is

especially indebted to two of his predecessors
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in the office of Grintiold Lecturer, the Eev. E.

IT. Hansell and the IJev. Dr. CoUis, and also

to Professor Selwyn. And, as his own T/?ctures

on the Septuagint have not yet been published,

he has not scrupled, while traversing the same

ground, to employ occasionally the same words

which he employed at Oxford. He mentions

this to avoid misrepresentation, and to illustrate

what he has said above, that he makes no

professions of novelty or originality. Ilis object,

even in the two concluding Lectures, has been

to explain difficult subjects, in a popular man-

ner, and by any and every means within his

reach. And he believes that throughout his

Lectures, the ordinarily instructed Englisli

reader will not be obliged to pass over any

passage as containing matter too hard for him.

The Author has nothing to add here, beyond

an expression of his prayer that what he has

ventured to set forth in tins course of Lectures

may, so far as it is in accordance with God's

Truth, be blest to the purpose for whicli it is

humbly designed. He believes it to be mainly

in such accordance, and he tliereforc does not

apologize for the matter of his work. Of many

defects in its exccuiion he is painfully conscious.

He can only trust that his readers w^ill judge
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them more indulgently tlian does "the work-

man himself, who is too familiar with the

wrong side of all his workmanship, and who,

when he lays aside his manuscript, feels how

sadly it falls short of what he had thought to

say upon his subject." ^

^ Companions of my Solitnde, p, 117.
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LECTUKE I.

Numbers xxiii. 8.

'* How shall I curse, whom God hath not cursed?'

In resuming my Lectures upon Moral Difficul-

ties connected with tlie Bible, it will scarcely,

perhaps, be necessary to re'WTite what I wrote last

year upon the method in which I endeavoured

and shall still endeavour to speak of them. Still

less will it be necessary, I hope, to explain why
I have preferred to consider the entertainment of

such difficulties to be, what it frequently is, an

instance rather of moral misfortune than of moral

perverseness. On such matters, then, 1 shall

not dwell. Suffice it to say here, that I shall

pursue my plan of dealing rather with men
enthralled, or lialjle to be enthralled, by opinions,

than with opinions enthralling men,—in other

words, that I shall study, as much as possible, to

throw myself into the perplexities of those with

whom I have to do ; to state them as candidly

as I can ; to look at them from the standpoint

B

yz.
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of the holders, and to give the holders credit

for conscientious entertainment of them.

Before, however, I proceed, I wish it to be

distinctly understood that I have accepted the

standpoint of the holders of these perplexities

and their appeal to the moral sense, without

prejudice to the solution of the following ques-

tion—how far the moral sense is a competent

judge upon what may d ]priori be expected to

be found in Holy Scripture, or upon the acts of

Almighty God. There is, indeed, no doubt in

the world that it is to some extent a j udge upon

such matters. St. Paul testifies to this in the

case even of the heathens of old when he says,

as in Romans i. 19, 20, "Because that ^vhich

may be known of God is manifest in them (or

to them) ; for God hath showed it unto them.

For the invisible things of Him from the

creation of the world are clearly seen, being

understood by the things that are made, even

His Eternal Power and Godhead ; so that they

are without excuse." There is no doubt, also,

that when specially enlightened by the Holy

Spirit, as we believe it to be under Christianity,

it is a judge even to a greater extent. It is a

judge, again, to a considerable extent, in the

case of those who have thrown off, or are fearing

they may be obliged to throw off, their Chris-
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tiaiiil}'. These are persons in a superior condi-

tion to the old heathens, for, though they fancy

that they are trusting to an untutored moral

intelligence within, they are unconsciously

affected by the atmosphere of Eevelation, in

which their existence and their lot have been

cast. But all this, which involves a considera-

tion of the competence of the instrument which

an objector to certain things found in the Bible

employs, is, I say, waived for the present. I

desire to put the matter thus :
" I admit, for

argument's sake, the competence of the moral

sense to judge, and admitting it, I think I can

show that, on his own grounds, the objector

may be fairly grappled with." The purely sub-

jective character of my reasoning has precluded

me from touching, otherwise than incidentally,

upon anything except the correctness of the

application of the instrument. But I have

given, I hope, indications enough in my First

Course of Lectures, especially in the Sixth

Lecture, that the imperfection of the instru-

ment, as compared with the attributes and acts

of the Great Being, towards the contemplation

of which it is directed, has by no means escaped

my notice. A man has a telescope, wliich he is

unable to fix properly, or to turn to the right

quarter of the heavens, and he tells me that he

B 2
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cannot discover a trace of a certain star which I

know is observable between certain other stars.

It is an inferior telescope, to be sure, but I take

it out of his hands, I adjust it accurately, and

after making an observation myself, I beckon

to him to do likewise, and say, "Why, even

with this poor glass I can effect the discover)^

which you failed to effect. There is the star."

I do not say that the telescope is perfect ; I do

not say that either he or I can discover by its

aid the whole character of the star. I simply

accept it and use it for the time. The questions

are reserved, what the whole character of the

star is, and whether, with an improvement upon

the existing telescope, or with another of better

construction, it may not be found " to consist of

two individuals placed almost close together,

which, when carefully watched, may be found

to revolve in regular elliptic orbits about each

other, and to obey the same laws which regu-

late the planetary movements." But, very

probably, I take occasion to hint this to him

;

very probably, I use to him something like the

lansjuajjje followincj:
—"When we see such ma^-

nificent bodies united in pairs, undoubtedly by

the same bond of mutual gravitation which,

holds together our own system, and sweeping

over enormous orbits, in periods comprehending
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many centuries, we admit at once that they

must be accomplishing ends in creation which

will remain for ever unknown to man, and that

we have here attained a point in science where

the human intellect is compelled to acknowledge

its weakness, and to feel that no conception the

wildest imagination can form will bear the

least comparison with the intrinsic greatness

of the subject."^ And such a hint, besides

those given in other places, I expressed most

clearly by the striking quotation from the Book

of Wisdom, which formed the closing paragraph

of my Seventh Lecture.

Of this by the way, and to avoid misappre-

hension.

The special topics to which 1 shall direct

your attention this year may be briefly sum-

marized thus :—Difficulties as to the existence

and the employment of Comminatory and

Imprecatory passages in the Psalms, which, it

is urged, could scarcely have been sanctioned

by a God of Love. Difficulties as to the low

ethical standard of the Book of Proverbs, which

is said to be such as the Author of the highest

morality could not have allowed to be delivered

to mankind. Difficulties arising from Our Lord'3

1 Herschel, '•Tiel. Discouise on the Study of Nat Phil."

pp. 280, 281.
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method ^Yitll His opponents as a controver-

sialist, and from His apparent ignorance on

various matters, especially in reference to the

authorship of the Pentateuch: the former of

these, it is said, offends the moral sense by its

resemblance to sophistry ; the latter forbids men
to believe that He was more than an ordinary

person, or of more than ordinary information.

Difficulties as to the fulfilment to the Apostles

of the promise that they should be "guided

by the Spirit into all truth," seeing that their

preaching and their correspondence exhibit

remarkable and, it is alleged, unaccountable

diversities, and indeed personal changes, of tone,

of doctrine, and of expectation. Difficulties as

to the alleged uncandid or inaccurate manner

in which passages are cited from the Older

Scriptures by the Writers and Speakers in the

New Testament.

I am not unaware, indeed I am sorrowfully

aware, that there are those who wish these diffi-

culties to be insuperable, and who circulate them

widely and pertinaciously in infidel publica-

tions, and by the instrumentality of infidel

lecturers. Their object is not even to establish

a system of pure Theism, though that were bad

enough. It is an absolutely destructive object.

They aim at Atheism, or, which is in effect the
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same lliiug, Pantheism. For they are shrewd

enough to discover that when a man has rejected

the God of the Bible, he will at no distant date

reject the God of Nature also, or resolve Him
into an impersonal influence, pervading all

things, indeed, but impossible to be grasped by

the affections or apprehended by the under-

standing. But there are many who, though they

desire to believe in the Bible, and bestow much
thought upon its contents, are unable to sur-

mount these difficulties for want of principles

on which to solve them. Each fresh occurrence

of them shakes their allegiance more and more,

and exposes them more and more terribly to the

temptation of throwing aside God's Book, as

doing dishonour to Him, whom they do not as

yet throw aside as God.

To such persons, whose cry might be, with

the distressed parent in the Gospel, " Lord, I

believe, help Thou mine unbelief," and of

whom it were but the merest charity to affirm

that they are, in the words of Shakspere,

" Dishonestly afflicted, but yet honest," i

the Lectures upon Mr. Boyle's Foundation may
be legitimately addressed. Some even of our-

selves may, at times, have found a sliadow of

^ Shakspere, " Cymbeline," iv. 2.
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such doubts passing over the disk of our souls

:

we may possibly find it again, and this espe-

cially in reference to what will occupy the First

and Second Lectures of this Course, namely,

Difficulties as to the existence and the employ-

ment of Comminatory and Imprecatory pas-

saGjes in the Psalms.

But to our immediate subject.

It cannot be doubted that the exclamation of

Balaam, constrained to bless when he w^ould

fain have uttered a malediction, has often found

an echo in the Christian's heart while occupied

with the Book of Psalms. Not that he has

wished to "curse whom God has not cursed."

Par from it. But he has found hard words

rehearsed in his ears, brought before his eyes,

and even placed within his lips. He has many
scruples indeed about the Comminatory passages,

or those in wdiich God is represented by the

writer as denouncing vengeance upon the wicked

generally, without introduction of his (the wri-

ter's) personal feelings. These seem to his mind
too stringent, too sweeping, too declaratory of

an unloving spirit towards weak and wavering

humanity. But his chief scruples are about

the Imprecatory passages, in which the writer's

personal antipathies appear to intermingle, and

in wliich he attacks not merely classes, but
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individuals, wlio liave injured him. Now, if the

Christian adopts these words as his own, and

applies them to his own day and to his own

enemies, he curses those whom he is elsewhere

commanded to bless. If he treats them as

utterances of the human writers simply, he is

amazed at the inconsistency of men in whom,

in some sense or other, he has been led to

believe that the Spirit of God resided. If he

treats them, and indeed the Comminatory

passages also, as unqualified effluences from

Him who at one time " spake by the Prophets,"

he cannot help observing that they are signally

at variance with his later "speaking by His

Son." "What shall I do," he cries, "in this

entangled state of things ? I cannot adopt

these expressions in their unqualified state

;

but who will show me some rule for qualifying

them ? It may be, in the case of the Impre-

catory passages, that the Hebrew is unfairly in-

terpreted, that mere futurition should have been

expressed. But I look at the two translations

ordinarily in use, and though I observe dif-

ferences in some comparatively unimportant

respects, I find no relief in this, to me, the

most important respect of all. Besides, the

mere expression of futurition of evil is, wdien

found in such documents, and when it is used
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as I have been taught to use it, a painful thing,

and suggestive of doubts as to the benevolence

of God, and as to the likeness to His benevolence

which I could imagine His inspired ones would

have attained. And I find a worse stumbling-o
block than this. Blessings and maledictions

are frequently so intertwined in the same
Psalm, that when my ear has been attuned to

the melodies of heaven, I find a rude and

jarring note burst upon me which seems not of

heaven. What am I to thijik of the men who
struck notes so dissonant ? What am I to

think of the theory that documents exhibiting

such dissonance were inspired ? What am I to

think of the God who is said to have inspired

them ? Solve me these difficulties if you can.

Instruct me, not merely how to interpret, but

how to use devotionally, such compositions as

these. Tell me whether you really believe,

and, if so, why you believe, that they came
from that God who seems to draw me towards

an opposite state of heart and kind of language,

by the loving manifestations of Himself which

are within me and without me. If you cannot

do this, I must give up the God of the Bible.

How can I curse whom God, the God external

indeed to that Book, but speaking audibly in

my heart, hath not cursed ? How can I obey
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the God of the Bible, aud curse those whom in

other phxces He has forbidden me to curse ? It

is possible that tliese things may be explained

;

but, if not, I must betake myself to Theism."

I am sure that I am not exaggerating, but.

if anything, understating the bewilderment, I

had almost said the despair, into which many

a devout mind, when it has paused to reflect,

has been thrown by certain passages in the

Book of Psalms. It is true, indeed, that some

are able, wdth an undoubting and unenquiring

faith, to use such passages. It is true, also,

that some use them as a matter of routine,

without troubling themselves as to their mean-

ing. One may, perhaps, envy the former class,

but it is impossible to transplant their faith,

w^hatever may be its value, to a soil wdiich is

overgrown by weeds of mistrust, without first

removing those w^eeds. Those of the latter

class have surrendered the judgment which the

peri^lexed ones of whom w^e speak desire to

have placed in a proper position. Xeither class

possesses their sensitive delicacy of conscience,

which requires the most tender sympathy. That

sympathy I most readily accord. I acknow-

ledge that their case has a great deal of reason-

ableness in it. I will even go so far as to

admit that, if it canjiot be met, they have at
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least a p'M?ic6 facie excuse for thinking of the

terrible alternative, to which their unsolved

difficulties have, in spite of themselves and

their prepossessions, significantly and mena-

cingly pointed them.

The best j)lan for our procedure will, perhaps,

be-
First, to adduce the chief Psalms, or passages

in the Psalms, which have occasioned the per-

plexities complained of.

Secondly, to show the inadequacy of the

ordinary expedients which have been resorted

to in order to meet them.

Thirdly, to suggest certain Canons or Prin-

ciples of interpretation, by the careful and

prayerful employment of which, something like

comfort and confidence may be restored to the

mind of the doubter.

A great many Psalms have been objected to

as containing Comminatory passages. Those I

shall reserve for notice bye and bye, both because

an answer to the exceptions made is tolerably

easy, and because they may be conveniently

grouped together. The Psalms which especially

contain passages of an Imprecatory character are,

the 7th, the 35th, the 69th, and the 109th. But

there are portions of the 58th, of the 137th, of

the 139tb, of the 149th and of a few others, which
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have ministered cause for perplexities. These

may give us greater trouble, so we will see what

their contents are, in the objector's view of them.

The Seventh Psalm, which I have placed first

on the list, is perhaps the one of tlie Imprecatory

Psalms which gives least distress to the sensi-

tive mind as Imprecatory, though it gives it

some distress as strongly Comminatory. It

commences with a pathetic prayer for deliver-

ance from enemies, and with a protestation that

their violence is unprovoked
;
yea rather, that

all action on the Psalmist's own part has been

provocative of good. But the Psalmist, who
appears to be David, goes on to request more

than mere deliverance. God is entreated to

arise in anger, and, while He saves the righteous,

to overwhelm and destroy the sinner. In

bold anthropomorphic language the Almighty

is described as a warrior making his prepara-

tions. The Psalmist has a vision of Him, as

"whetting His sword," as "bending His bow
and making it ready." His arrows are to be

fiery ones, indeed instruments of death. On the

other hand, there is a vision of each of liis

adversaries,

"Fallen, fallen, fallen,

Fallen from his high estate,"

snared in the pitfall whicli he constructed for
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otliers. IIow does the writer regard all this ?

Evidently, says the abjector, with feelings of

gratified vengeance, though he seems to veil

them under an expression of thankfulness be-

cause righteousness, the righteousness of God,

obtains a triumph over iniquity. " I will praise

the Lord according to His righteousness, and

will sing praise unto the Lord Most High."

But, continues the objector, if the Seventh

Psalm exhibits David as thus influenced by

what I cannot help terming unsanctified human
passion, the Thirty-fiftli Psalm exhibits him in

a still more unfavourable light. It might be

possible, perhaps, to explain away somewhat

of the violence of that former Psalm, by

observing that a wish proper occurs only once

in it, and that sucli wish is directed not against

an individual but acjainst a class :
" let the

wickedness of the wicked come to an end:

but establish the just." (Though, indeed, it

is obvious to remark that, in a document called

forth by personal wrong, a general wdsh has

neither force nor pertinency except as con-

nected with an individual.) But in reference

to the Thirty-fifth Psalm, this explanation can

have no place. Its very texture, so to sj^eak, is

inlaid with expressions of personal animosity,

anci with darkest imprecations of evil. "Let
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them be confounded and put to shame." " Lot

them he as the chaff (or dust) before the wind."

"Let their way be dark and slippery." "Let

destruction come upon him at unawares."

"Let them be ashamed and brought to con-

fusion together that rejoice at mine hurt."

"Let them be clothed with shame and dis-

honour that magnify themselves against me."

AYhat are these but vindictive outpourings of

the soiil ? And though, as in the tenth verse,

God is appealed to as a Deliverer, " Lord, who
is like unto Thee, which deliverest the poor from

him that is too strong for him, yea, the poor

and needy from him that spoileth him," the

enlightened moral sense is offended by the

joy with which the writer dwells upon the

circumstances of discomfiture. And, as in the

former case, it is thus disposed to consider the

conclusion to be but a cloak and disguise for

unworthy feelings :
" Let the Lord be magni-

fied which hath pleasure in the prosperity

of his servant. And my tongue shall speak

of Thy righteousness and of Thy praise all

the day long."

The Sixty-ninth Psalm, the objector further

continues, presents even greater dilHculties.

Its authorship is ascribed to David, and I am
willing to admit this for argument's sake, thougli
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internal evidence would appear to point to

Jeremiali. But there is much in it which it

is hard to reconcile with the character of

David himself, and if David and his life and

words are allowTxl to be types of Christ, it

is harder still to conceive that this Psalm, de-

scriptive of the typo, can be reverently applied

to the Antitype. For, it must be remembered,

this is one of the Psalms called Messianic, and

its language is quoted continually in the New
Testament as applicable to '•' Ilim who, when He
was reviled, reviled not again ; when He suf-

fered,He threatened not ; but committed Himself

to Him that judgeth righteously" (1 Peter ii. 23).

To a certain extent it is wdiat one would have

expected it to be. The piteous lamentation

of " the crowned mourner," the recital of his

sufferings, his plea that they are for the sake

of God and of God's house, and his prayer for

deliverance, both because he himself is miser-

able, and because his Great Father is merciful,

—

these are all natural; nay, they are somethiug

more, they are gleams of faith, bursting through

clouds of discouragement. And few can read

unmoved that plaintive la}ing of his case be-

fore God (verses 19—21) :
" Thou hast known

my reproach, and my sliame, and my dis-

honour: mine adversaries ixve all before Thee,
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Eeproacli hath broken my heart; and I am
full of heaviness: I looked for some to take

pity, but there was none, and for comforters,

but I found none. They gave me also gall for

my meat, and in my thirst they gave me
vinegar to drink." One recognizes in these

words, a suffering majesty, a majestic suffering.

And one alm.ost expects to hear, as from the

lips of the presumed Great Antitype, when
" vinegar mingled with gall " was proffered to

Him on the Cross, " Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do." But is not the

charm forthwith broken ? For, what is it that

ensues? A series of withering maledictions,

which are not merely to overtake his adver-

saries in this life, but are to pursue them
beyond the grave. " Let their table become a

snare before them : and that which should have
been for their welfare, let it become a trap.

Let their eyes be darkened that they, see not

:

and make their loins continually to shake.

Pour out Thine indignation upon them: and
let Thy wrathful anger take hold of them.
Let their habitation be desolate, and let none
dwell in their tents. Add iniquity unto iniquity

:

and let them not come into Thy righteousness.

Let them be blotted out of the book of the

living : and not be written with the righteous."
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This may be virtuous indignation, but one looks

in vain for an evidence of Divine Love in it,

and in vain for a compunctious scruple of

human compassion in it. It has the ring of

that fearful recital in the Greek Tragedian

:

** That for such as I

It was not given to share the wine-cup's taste,

Nor votive stream in pure libation poured ;

And that my father's A\Tath invisible

Would drive me from all altars, and that none
Should take me in, or lodge with me ; at last

That, loathed of all and friendless, I should die

A sorry shrivelled outline, one foul ruin." i

After this, what avails it that the Psalmist

concludes with a high strain of praise to God ?

It issues inconsistently from lips which have

invoked destruction upon man.

But the Hundred and Ninth Psalm, the objec-

tor yet further continues, presents greater diffi-

culties stiU. To the end of the nineteenth

verse, from the very commencement of it

where tlv3 Psalmist addresses God as " the

God of his praise," and by the words "Hold

not Thy peace" seems to invoke His inspira-

^ KoL TOis TOiovTOis ovTC KpaTrjpos fxepoi

flvai fxiracrx^'tv, ov (pi\o(rir6i>5ov Ki^os,

PwjjLwy t' direipyeiu, ovx 6pcofxei/r]u irarpis

fxrjviv Sexe<J0o{, ovt6 avWveiv rivd.

TTauTuu r' 6.TLIX0V KacpiXov Ou-^CKeiv, XP^^^
KaKws Tapix^v(^^t'Ta Trafj-cpOdpTCf} /xSpcf.

iEscHYL. CJioe2)h. 290—295.

The rendering in the text is Plumptre's, slightly altered.
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tion in answering what Lad proceeded from the

"mouth of the wicked," "the mouth of the

deceitful " which " had opened upon him," it is

one continuous malediction. At first, indeed,

it speaks generally of the writer's enemies, of

their rewarding him evil for good, and of their

requiting him with opposition for the love that

he had had unto them. But in the fifth verse,

and from thence onw^ards, some especial person

is singled out for reprobation. Upon that per-

son's devoted head is to be accumulated every

woe that either the Jewish annals could his-

torically suggest, or the Jewish forms of legal

anathema supply. Satan is to be at his right

hand, prompting him to sin. A wicked man is

to be set over him. His prayers are to be un-

availing, and to become sin. jSTo blessing what-

ever is to reach him. The direst bodily suffering

is to cleave to him like a girdle circling his

frame, or like oil penetrating his bones. He is

to be condemned in the judgment. Ilis days

are to be ruthlessly cut short, his wife being

thus left a widow. His office is to be assigned

to another. His children are to be vaga-

bonds and mendicants, his property passing

into strange hands, or being consumed by extor-

tion. His family is to be destroyed, ami his

name to be put out among men ; the punishment

G 2
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due to his ancestors' wickedness, and to his

mother's sin, being visited upon himself and

his posterity. And of these terrible things the

Psalmist adds, " Let this be the reward of mine

adversaries from the Lord, (not, observe, of

God's adversaries,) and of them that speak

evil against my soul." A strange contrast

this to Christ's words, "Forgive, and ye shall

be forgiven ! " Yet, after all this, he ventures

to plead for himself (in verse 21) :
" But do

Thou for me, God the Lord, for Thy
name's sake: because Thy mercy is good, de-

liver Thou me." Through a few verses he

returns to himself and his own condition;

but he soon recurs to the maledictory strain,

and closes the Psalm with words expressive

of full confidence in God, but defiant of, and

triumphant over, his foes. Now what am I

to think of all this ? Is God speaking or sanc-

tioning? or is the Psalmist using unhallowed

or unauthorized words ? What am I, then, to

deem of the example he sets me, and how am I

to take his -words within my mouth ? They

seem to me like the idle words, of which, if a

man speak them, he shall give account at the

Latter Day. So far from reminding me of a

God of Love, or even of a man of gentle and

chastened philanthropy, they recall to me some
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of the embittered imprecations which our great

Dramatist attributes to Tiiuoii the misanthrope^

Shakspere, indeed, has a fictitious character

to pourtray, and these sentiments beseem that

character. But how is it with the Psahnist,

both in the four Psahns which I have quoted

abeady, and in some other places ? What am
I to think of the tenth verse of the Pifty-eiglith

Psalm, where, after some terrible wishes, it is

said, " The righteous shall rejoice when lie seeth

the vengeance : he shall wash his feet in the

blood of the wicked"? What of the ninth

verse of the Hundred and Porty-ninth Psalm,

where the honour which God's saints are to

1 " Be as a planetary plague, when Jove

Will o'er some liigli-viced city hang his poison

In the sick air : Let not thy sword skip one
;

Pity not honoured age for his white beard,

He is an usurer : Sti'ike me the counterfeit matron,

It is her habit only that is honest :

Let not the virgin's cheek
Make soft thy trenchant sword :

Spare not the babe,

Whose dimpled smiles from fools exhaust their mercy
Think it a bastard, whom the oracle

Hath doubtfully pronounced thy throat shall cut,

And mince it sans remorse ; Swear against objects :

Put armour on thine ears and on thine eyes
;

Whose proof, nor yells of mothers, maids, or babes,

Nor siglit of priests in holy vestments bleeding
Shall pierce a jot. There's gold to pay thy soldiers :

Make large confusion."

SiiAKSi'EKE, Timon of Athens, iv. 2
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have is made to consist "in vengeance upon their

enemies ? What of the Hundred and Thirty-

seventh Psalm, where the plaintive notes of the

captive conclude thus ?

—

" daughter of Babylon,

who art to be destroyed, (the utterer antici-

pating and rejoicing over the retribution ;) happy

shall he be that rewardeth thee as thou hast

served us. Happy shall he be that taketh and

dasheth thy little ones against the stones." I

might add more. But enough has been adduced

to show the burden which some of the Psalms,

if they are to be considered as coming from, or

sanctioned by, the God of the Bible, impose

upon my soul : how strongly they urge me to

abandon my belief in Him, and betake myself

to the God ^of Nature, within me and without

me, who bids me condemn such sentiments.

There are, I know, men of great name who have

felt the same objections that I feel, and have

got over them. I w^ould fain be contented,

after all, as they were, but I cannot. I want to

understand how they distinguished between

what they were to adopt as of God, and what

they were to reject as of man ; and on what

principles to reconcile such adoption and rejec-

tion respectively with any plausible theory of

inspiration. Thomas Fuller ^ has said, " When
J Thomas Fuller, "Scripture Obsprvations," ix
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I come to such Psalms wherein David cui'seth

his enemies, Oh ! then let me bring my soul

do«ai to a lower note, for these words were

made only to fit David's mouth. I have tlie

like breath, but not the same spirit to pro-

nounce them." What was this spirit, attainable

by and commendable in David, but, even by

the moralist's confession, neither to be reached

by, nor to be praised in, me ? Isaac Barrow^ has

said, " AYe must not learn with David to utter un-

charitable imprecations." How am I to tell when

I am to sit at David's feet as a learner ? Bishop

Jeremy Taylor has said, " Though the Psalms of

David was their (the Jews') great office, and the

treasury of devotion to the nation, and very

worthily, yet it was full of wishes for temporals,

invocations of God the Avenger, of God the

Lord of Hosts, of God the Lord of their enemies."

How then, I ask, can it be a safe office for

Christians to employ ? Dr. Chalmers- has said,

" Let tlie spirit breathed forth by David in the

Psalms actuate us, save wdien he indulges in

the vindictive strain." Was lie justified in

laying down this distinction ? I am not alone,

you see, in my objections, though, alas ! I fail

1 Barrow, Sermon on "Walking as Christ did."
2 Dr. Chalmers, " Sabbath Scripture Readings on Samuel,

vol ii. Ixvi.
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either in knowlcdg-o, wherewith to answer them

satisfactorily to my conscience, nr in faith,

wherewith to surmount them.

Such, then, stated strongly and incisively

indeed, but, I trust, not irreverently, for this

would not accord with the tone supposed to

exist in the objector, are the difficulties with

which the existence and the employment of the

Comminatory and especially of the Imprecatory

Psalms are beset. You will have observed

that I have dealt chiefly with tlie objections

felt to the Psalms, and that I have not spoken

of the excellences wdiich even objectors allow

to exist in them. j\Iy reason has been this.

A perplexed person is occupied with one idea,

and puts all others out of consideration for the

time. I have thrown myself for the 2^i"esent

into his position. But I shall have more to

say upon this head bye and bye. I have only

one further expression of opinion to add to the

present part of my subject. It relates especially

to the devotional employment of such Psalms,

and deserves mention here, as having come to

me from a religious man, in the exact form in

which I give it, on my having mentioned to him

the question on wdiicli I w^as engaged. He wrote :

" We should not for a moment think of echoing

in our Churches the impatient expressions of
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Job, Jeremiah, or Jonah, as at all conveying our

own feelings ; nor can I, at present, see why we

should adopt from David, or the other writers,

known or unknown, of the Psalms, the ex-

pressions of human anger into which they were

no less likely to be betrayed. I think it was

Hugh Peters who did adopt Jeremiah's ex-

pressions as his own, at the time of our Civil

War, and for doing so he was highly and justly

censured." Thus far my correspondent.

Can any adequate answer to the objections

which he and others have alleged be discovered?

I answer unhesitatingly that it can. But before

I propose it, which I shall hope to do in my
Second Lecture, it is my ungracious task to

show the inadequacy of the ordinary expedients

wdiich have been resorted to in order to meet

them. With this, and with a shadowing forth

of what w^ill be my own method, I shall

conclude what I have to say to-day.

And first let me state most distinctly, that a

revision of the translation of the I'salms, though

it might be desirable for other reasons, and

might obviate accusations of occasional obscu-

rity, would not avail for the purpose of meeting

the objections made to the Imprecatory passages

in them. It has been supposed by some, as by

Dr. Hammond and Bishop Home, that the
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optative clauses, " Let it be so and so," " Let

them be confounded," and the like, should pro-

perly take a future form, " It shall be so and

so," " They shall be confounded," and Bishop

Home has constructed his version and com-

mentary on this supposition. The expedient

seems to be a plausible one. It renders the

passages Comminatory instead of Imprecatory.

It shifts the burden of uttering the maledictions

from the human complainer to the Discerner of

all hearts, who, as He knows what His creatures

deserve, is entitled to pronounce their doom.

Even such Psalms as the Hundred and Ninth

will then fmd a sort of precedent in other

2:)arts of Scripture, as in the 28th of Deutero-

nomy, where God pronounces judgments to

which those uttered by the Psalmist bear no

remote resemblance. But here two obvious

remarks occur. First, are not the two docu-

ments cast in a mould entirely different ? In

the one, does not Moses profess a direct

commission from God to speak as he does

speak, and declare himself to be a mere channel

of communication ? In the other, does not the

Psalmist, frequently an unascertained person,

seem to be pouring forth the feelings of his

own soul, and if he appeals to God, to appeal

to Him for confirmation of them ? And should
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not this of itself bid us pause before recon-

structing our rendering ? Though we may

be evading one difficulty, may we not be

drifting into another? Setting this, however,

aside for the present, there is a grammatical

obstacle in the way. It is this. The Hebrew

form by which a wish is expressed is not

identical with that by which mere futurition

is expressed. The former is a modification of

the latter, and can neither be mistaken for the

latter, nor be with propriety substituted for

it. Besides, even allowing that the application

of this remedy to certain passages were an

admissible one, it does not appear how various

other passages, to which it could not be applied,

would be rendered less offensive to the moral

sense. For instance, " Happy shall he be that

taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the

stones." The Psalmist seems to consider it a

blessed thing to be the minister of the most

terrible chastisement. This is surely some-

thing more than a mere enunciation of God's

justice. It is an expression of gratified ven-

geance, and an approval, amounting to ap-

plause, of the barbarous circumstances with

which, when human agents are employed, even

the vengeance of the Deity is apt to be accom-

panied.
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Well, then, supposing the first expedient

impracticable, or, if practicable, not adequate to

the occasion, what are we to say to a second

theory which shapes itself thus ? The Psalmists,

for there Avere many of them, may be imagined

to be speaking allegorically, or in, what must

be called, a non-natural sense—to be denoun-

cing spiritual beings and things, Satan and his

emissaries, the suggesters of evil and evil itself,

who are God's foes, under the figures of evil

men and personal temptations and trials. There

may be something in this, and I shall advert

to it again hereafter. Those of old time, as

they did not always speak of themselves, so

they sometimes uttered what had more than

a present, a " springing and germinant, accom-

plishment." And this is demonstrated by the

application made of various sentences,in the Xew
Testament ; for instance, that on the unnamed

foe of David in the Hundred and Ninth Psalm,

to Judas Iscariot: "Let another take his office."

But there are three fatal objections to its adop-

tion. In the first place the Psalmists must allego-

rize themselves, they nmst be speaking in the

person of God ; and this is absolutely inconsis-

tent with the passionate appeals to God which

occur in their w^ritings, or with the confessions

of sinfulness and need which they are pouring
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forth in His presence. But, when God speaks

anthropomorphically in Scripture, He either

does so directly, or words are reported as

directly coming from Him, or He is represented

as hearing a part in an allegory which does

not profess to be a strictly historical document.

This is one fatal objection. Another is, that

the language of the Psalmist is much too

human, much too natural, to bear so strained

an interpretation. Men do not use to express

themselves warmly with regard to abstractions

or things absent, but with regard to things con-

crete and near. The distresses of mind, body,

or estate, and the foes who brought these about

respectively, were real and tangible, not fanciful

and out of reach, not creatures of imagination,

or even suggestions from without. Besides, if

the evils and enemies are to be allegorical, the

sins which the Psalmists frequently admit on

their own parts, the remorse which they express

for them, and the cries for mercy which they

utter, must be allegorical also. But who can

for a moment admit that these are applicable to

the All-Ptighteous ? And this introduces us to a

third fatal objection. It has been acknowledged

ever since the Psalms were written, that they

are suitable both generally to the vicissitudes

of tlie Church, and to the circumstances of
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individual souls. Men have read them, and

mused on them, and found in them what might

comfort them or rebuke them, as their need re-

quired. They could not have done this had they

not found something intensely human in them

—something which, issuing from the hearts of

others, either found an echo in their own hearts,

or supplied the very language for the utterance

of their feelings which they had otherwise

laboured in vain to frame for themselves.

And now I come to a third theory. It has

been urged that the Imprecations which have

caused so much distress to the readers of the

Psalms are by no means to be attributed to the

writers as descriptive of their personal feelings.

That they are rather to be considered as the

words of the persecutors of the writers, abruptly

and dramatically introduced. And it is added,

in confirmation of this view, that such abrupt

and dramatical introduction of a supposed

speaker, while it is by no means unusual in

Hebrew poetry, is also of frequent occurrence in

the more sober pages of the !N"ew Testament, And
if it is rejoined that the Original of these passages

gives no indication that an opposing speaker is

brought in, the reply given is somewhat of the

following character :—There are many similar

passages in which such ai; introduction is
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admitted, some of tliem, (as Isaiah xxii. 13,

1 Cor. XV. 32,) telling their own tale, and others

e.xplaincd, and justifiably explained, in the

Translation of the Bible, by the insertion of

the words saying (Num. xxiii. 7), impacting

(Habak. i. 11), shall they cry (Nahum ii. 8),

and the like. All this may be acknowledged.

But the propriety of the application of such a

remedial principle to the passages in the Book

of Psalms which are under discussion may still

remain very questionable. It must depend upon

the impossibility of understanding a Psalm, or

a passage in a. Psalm, in any other way, and

not upon one's dislike to understanding it in

the way excepted to. For, it is obvious, such

dislike may have been founded upon two sup-

positions : first, that the Psalmists could not,

consistently with their character, known or pre-

sumed, have entertained such personal feelings,

or, if they entertained them, could not have

so expressed them ; secondly, that documents

containing such expression of such personal

feelings could not and would not have been

admitted into the sacred Canon either of the

Jewish or of the Christian Church. Well,

I shall endeavour to show hereafter that

these and similar suppositions are gratuitous.

That the natural way of interpreting even the
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most repellent passages of the Sixty-ninth and

Hundred and Ninth Psalms is to consider them

to be expressive of the mind and feelings of

the writers at the time. That the dislike

entertained towards them is based upon an

imperfect estimate of the writers' character

and position. That, being such as they were,

it is reasonable, or not unreasonable, to expect

that they should have so expressed themselves.

That it is not out of keeping with the

general view of inspiration that inspired men
should have erred in words as well as in

deeds ; or that documents containing such

en-ors should, in spite of them, have been

reverenced by the Cliurch, and even admitted

into the Canon. I will venture to add that

the internal evidence which has been relied

upon, as conclusive against the attribution of

such words to the writers, rather points in the

opposite direction ; that, in fact, it would never

have been resorted to, except for the purpose of

supporting the untenable position, that every

questionable incident in the life of a man,

gifted witli a special mission, or generally

approved in Scripture, must have, if not an

absolute defence made for it, yet much to be

said in palliation of it.

But T now come to the fourth and last theory
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that I shall have to notice. It is this. The

dispensations of the Old Testament and of the

New Testament were essentially different in

character. The Old Testament worthies were

ill-informed as to that portion of God's re-

tribution which is to be hereafter, and were,

therefore, irresistibly impelled to look for its

full development here. Commissioned, as many
of them were, to execute God's vengeance

upon sinners by their own hand, they were

led to confound two things which icc can see

are utterly distinct, girding themselves up to

such vengeance at God's express command,

and being stimulated by a sense of personal

affront and wrong to avenge what seemed to be

God's cause, and was certainly their own. In

fact, the auger which, with the teaching of

Christ in our hands, we feel against sin, they

felt against sinners. Not that they were blame

-

able for this. They were but playing their part

in the moral history of the world. They were

being educationally led up to the abstract idea

of sin, by the concrete term sinners. And the

record of their progress, and of the mistakes

and miscarriages that they made in the course

of it, is preserved to us, in order that we may
the niorc value, by contrast, our own superior

position.
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' Again I say, there may be something, perhaps

there may be a great deal, in all this. But

I venture to submit to you : first, that it over-

states the differences between the two dis-

pensations ; secondly, that it understates the

knowledge possessed by the older worthies of a

future life ; thirdly, that it ignores the fact

that they were taught the distinction between

personal and instrumental action, however

much at times they forgot it ; and fourthly,

that the disj)ensation of Christ is not honoured

by depreciation of that of Moses, "for Moses

spoke of Christ," and the Old Testament is

unfolded and developed in the New Testament.

It may seem, perhaps, that we have not

advanced far in our argument. Our purpose

was to satisfy those who quarrel with the

Psalms as containing things which appear to

render the God of the Bible a Being of a

different character from the God of whom their

moral sense informs them. 1 grant that I have

not yet done much directly towards this, but I

have done something if I have compelled their

objections to assume a definite form, and if I

have concentrated attention upon the exact

passages wliich have given rise to them. It is

a sort of relief to a sick man who, by reason of

tl^o sympathy existing between the various
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parts of his constitution, feels generally indis-

posed, to have the special point indicated which

causes his uneasiness, in fact, to be told what is

exactly the matter with him. And, as answers

to objections, if found inadequate, have a ten-

dency to produce an impression that the ob-

jections themselves are unanswerable, I think

that I have done something if I have shown,

though as yet only in outline, why the ordinary

answers should have been inadequate. This

indeed I have done, as I have said, only in

outline as yet. I shall hope to do it more

thoroughly, when I proceed, as I intend to do in

my Second Lecture, to elaborate certain Canons

or Principles of interpretation, by the careful

and prayerful observance of which, something

like confidence and comfort may be restored

to the mind of the doubter. These, I shall

endeavour to show, will be free from those

charges of inadequacy, to be further explained,

to which the ordinary answers are more or less

liable.

The Principles I shall attempt to establish

are these :

—

First, That the Psalms are, under one of

their aspects, unrestrained expressions of the

feelings of their respective writers.

Secondly, That, if this is the case, we might

D 2
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naturally expect to find in them a reflection of

the writers' passing moods of thought—despond-

ing yet penitential—meek and self-accusing

—

proud and self-justifying—impatient, envious,

and revengeful—zealous for God, yet alloying

zeal with the smart of personal wrong—com-

forted and trustful—victorious over obstacles

within and without, and so, jubilant and

triumphant, yet not always so with a single

eye to God's glory.

Thirdly, That, if this is granted, it is not

to be anticipated that we should approve of

every such expression, or expect it to approve

itself to our moral sense.

Fourthly, That the fact that we are abso-

lutely ignorant of the writers of a great number

of the Psalms, and so do not know how far

they were respectively advanced in self-dis-

cipline and holiness, renders the demand that

we should approve of everything in them still

more unreasonable.

Fifthly, That as the Psalms are really

Lyrical or Elegiac Poems removed from their

places in the history of the Jewish nation, as

is evidenced in particular by the occurrence

of one of them in the history itself, we should,

if they were restored to their appropriate places,

no more think it incumbent upon us to ap-
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prove of tliem in all points, than we do to

approve of every sentiment in the Song of De-

borah and Barak, or in the complaint and

thanksi^iviner of Hezekiah.

But Sw:thly, That though they be admitted,

under another of their aspects, to be inspired,

this need not and does not imply that God

approved of every statement therein, or of

every feeling to which utterance was given.

But that, in His wisdom. He thought fit to

endue the writers with the power and the

will to leave their feelings on record in the

manner in which they have come down to us.

Seventhly, That it is no more unaccordant

with the idea of the God of the Bible that He
should have permitted inconsistencies even in

the best and holiest of His servants, inexplicable

as they may appear, than it is unaccordant

with the idea of the God of Nature, that He
should often refrain from carrying out to the

satisfaction of human reason all the presumed

laws of His Providence.

Eifjlithly, That, though the writers of the

Psalms expressed their personal feelings, and

personal apprehension of God's Law and of

God's dealings with mankind, it does not

follow that because they were wrong in their

Imprecatory, and indeed in other expressions.
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they were also wrong in what are called their

Comminatory statements, i. e. in the declarations

they made of God's general displeasure at sin.

These latter must be compared with other parts

of Scripture. And, even in reference to the

former, it is quite conceivable that their words

may, without their having intended it, bear

those prophetical and moral applications which

appear in the ISTew Testament : and this in the

same way that Old Testament personages and

Old Testament events foreshadowed New Tes-

tament personages and events.

Ninthly, That, if no offence was taken by

the Jews at the Comminatory and Imprecatory

expressions in the Psalms, and if, in spite of

these, they employed the Psalms in their

religious offices, no offence at them should be

taken by Christians. The corrective to the

Comminatory passages is the general tenor of

Scripture. And correctives to the Imprecatory

passages arc to be found either in the Psalms

themselves of which they form a part, which

make them purely subjective, or in other

Psalms with which they are associated.

Lastly, That they may be profitably used

,

in devotions, as testimonies to the overruling

power of the Divine Grace. For, in the words

of the Seventy-sixth Psalm, "Surely the Avrath
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of man shall praise God : the remainder of

wrath shall God restrain."

Such are the Principles on whicli I shall

enlarge in my Second Lecture. I pray God to

" give me the tongue of the learned, that I may

know how to speak a word in season to him

that is weary," (Isaiah 1. 4)—weary, not in

the sense of bodily fatigue, but in that of the

restlessness of the inquiring spirit. Such a

spirit, though itself says to itself, "Do I not

hear the words? 'Come unto Me, all ye that

travail,'" hears notwithstanding, or seems to

hear, other words which repel it to an infinite

distance and precipitate it into Theism. I

trust to make it clear that such a spirit

" walketh in a vain show, and is disquieted in

vain." I will, at any rate, try to do this, the

Lord being my Helper. Amen.
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Psalm Ixxiii. 22.

So fo6lisli was I and ignorant : I was as a beast before Thcc.

This is a very important confession on the part

of the Psahnist, who is said, in this instance, to

have been Asaph. And the Psahn itself is a

remarkable one, as containing a description of

the writer's dissatisfied and envious feelings on

witnessing the undeserved yet long-continued

prosperity of the wicked. Such prosperity he

considered to be a great and heavy discourage-

ment to tlie righteous and to righteous dealing.

And he was tempted thereby to abandon his

belief in a Providence and in the doctrine of

retributive justice. He appears to have wearied

himself for some time with these thoughts.

But bye and bye he approached nearer to God,

and took a wider survey of God's doings, which

removed him from what we may call his

microscopical contemplation of particular and
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insulated difliculties. This wider survey con-

vinced liim at length that he had been as short-

sighted and narrow-minded as the boor who is

incapable of any but the simplest generalization,

or as confined in his view as one of the lower

animals, which, though it can embrace or reject

an object instinctively, is quite unable to reflect

upon it. Now, his eyes are opened, lie can

discover traces of God's hand requiting the

^^dcked even in this life. And, for himself, he

is able not merely to feel God very near to him,

but to express his confidence that, after having

guided him on earth with His counsel, God
will receive him into glory.

Thus the general tendency of the Psalm is

highly instructive, as showing how even a good

man, such as we may suppose Asaph to have

been, may have doubts, grievous doubts, sorely

affecting his faith and stedfastncss, and yet

rise superior to them. But it is also, as I have

said, a remarkable Psalm, and for this reason.

It contains in its earlier verses a series of

complaints, against God and His administra-

tion of the affairs of the world, which we
cannot for one moment suppose that God
Himself suggested. Indeed, in the verse which

I have called a very important confession on

the Psalmist's part, they are acknowledged to
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have proceeded from the foolish and imbruted

character of his own soul. When he came to

himself, his moral sense revolted at what he

had said, and at the spectacle of querulousness

and impatience wliich his conduct had pre-

sented. Yet still he records what he had been

in thought and word. He does not suppress

his murmurings against God, and exhibit to

us merely his eventual state of serene acquies-

cence in the Divine arrangements. He admits

us into the very debating hall of his soul.

I venture to suggest that this Psalm, thus

remarkable, is not a solitary instance; that it

is a specimen of the character of many of the

Psalms ; and that being so, it goes some way
towards the establishment of the first of the

Principles which I laid down in my First

Lecture. I may remind you here of its exact

terms. They were, that the Psalms are, under

one of their aspects, unrestrained expressions

of the feelings of their respective writers, or,

in other words, that they are fragments of

genuine, unreserved autobiographies, descrip-

tions of what the ^Titers were at the time

when they were composing them, or of what

they had been during the processes of thought

or action which they were recording. I will

quote another instance. It shall be the Sixth
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Psalm. Here the Psalmist introduces iis to

his wakeful chamber, and allows us, as we
stand beside his couch, to hear his repinings at

God's chastisements, and his despair, if he is

not relieved in this life, of any remembrance of

God and of any thankfulness to God, in the

grave. At length, indeed, he is comforted, but

he does not blot out his prayer, undutiful and

certainly faithless in its tendency as a portion

of it had been. I will quote yet another in-

stance, the Hundred and Thirty-ninth Psalm.

Here the writer unveils to us, if not his

attempts to escape from the glance and grasp

of God, yet his thoughts on the possibility of

doing so. He next tells us by what reflections

he was brought to a conviction that God
w^as Omniscient, and that His Providence was

ever over him. But then his words strangely

wander to the subject of God's vengeance

upon the wicked. He hates them with a

perfect hatred; he counts them his personal

enemies. And yet, with these uncharitable

words on his lips, he ventures to appeal to the

Almighty, and to say, "Search me, God,

and know my heart : try me, and know my
thoughts : and see if there be any wickedness

in me, and lead me in the way everlasting."

It is impossible that the writer, (be he David,
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as the superscription suggests, or any other,)

could have, on reflection, approved of the

unloving interjected sentences, which showed

that he did not feel that compassion towards

his fellow-servant, which he entreated God
to manifest towards himself They were a

signal instance of his having forgotten his

own maxim, which appears in the first verse of

the Thirty-ninth Psalm: "I said, I will take

heed to my ways, that I sin not with my
tongue : I will keep my mouth with a bridle,

while the wicked is before me." But the

passage was allowed to stand, and he did not,

by any after amendment of it, attempt to

soften the harsh tints which he had originally

used in executing a veracious portraiture of

his soul. He had limned it in the presence of

God, and he let it stand, to be seen not merely

of God but of men. If he corrected it, it was

not by retouching the same canvas, but by a

picture given at a different time, exhibiting

no less faithfully the outpourings of a spirit

become more introspective, and so, more chas-

tened and subdued. Such, for instance, is the

Twenty-second Psalm. In that composition,

though there is prayer for protection and relief,

no prayer for vengeance on the wicked appears.

There is rather a joyful anticipation, which
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seems to be a foresliadowiiig of the Gospel

:

" All the ends of the world shall remember

and turn unto the Lord : and all the kindreds

of the nations shall worship before Thee. Tor

the kingdom is the Lord's : and He is the

governor among the nations."

If I desired an analogous instance of auto-

biographical record against a man's self, I might

cite the Book of Ecclesiastes. It cannot be

reasonably supposed of a vast number of its

sentences taken separately that they are to

elicit our approval, or that they were approved

by the author himself. The Book must be taken

as a whole. It will then be found to be a dis-

closure of the author's sad personal experience,

by which he arrived at the conclusion that

man was intended for better and higher things,

or rather for a nobler use of common things,

than he had foolislily accustomed himseK to.

But if, as I have maintained, the Psalms

are, under one of their aspects, unrestrained

expressions of the feelings of their respective

writers—a position which I have endeavoured

to establish by instances not so startling to the

moral sense, as those which have caused our

objector's main difficulty—a great step has been

taken towards the substantiation of our second

Principle. It was, you will recoUect, that in
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such unrestrained effusions on their part we
might naturally expect to find a reflection of

their passing moods of thought—desponding yet

penitential—meek and self-accusing

—

-pTond and

self-justifying—impatient, envious and revenge-

ful—zealous for God, yet alloying zeal with the

smart of personal wrong—comforted and trust-

ful—victorious over obstacles within and with-

out, and so, jubilant and triumphant, yet not

always so with a single eye to God's glory.

But a question that requires solution meets

us at this point. How came the writers of the

Psalms thus to express themselves? or, to go

further back, how, living as they did under a God
who cannot approve, in the abstract, of acts or

sentiments opposed to immutable morality, came

they to be such as to express themselves thus ?

Can the instruction which they received justify

what they said ? I answer decidedly, Xo. We
saw in the Sixth Lecture of the former series, that,

while the Israelites were sometimes constituted

instruments of the Divine vengeance upon sin-

ners, and though in the course of such instru-

mentality actions occurred which the Author of'

all morality cannot be supposed to approve in

the abstract, they were personally, and in their

personal acts, to stand before the Lord of Con-
;

science. It had been well if they had grasped, I
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and invariably acted upon, this distinction. The

following maxims would then have been before

them :—That, though they were to hate sin,

and to avoid sinners wdio lead persons into

it, ii is God's prerogative to punish, or to

arrange the method of punishing, the agents

in sin. That man is then only called upon

to raise his hand against them, or to denounce

vengeance upon them individually, under the

two following circumstances : first, when he

acts as a lawful magistrate, though he then

regards sinners, not as such, but as criminals

who are injuring society; secondly, when he

has a distinct commission from the Deity to

do so. Under any other circumstances, what-

ever his personal wrongs or hardships may
be, he is to leave sinners in God's hand.

These maxims they did not always recollect.

They knew God's hatred to sin ; they knew
that He would eventually requite sinners ; but,

having historically heard that men had afore-

time been authorized to be His instruments of

requital, they hastily imagined themselves to be

similarly authorized, and, like Jacob hastening

prematurely to obtain a birthright or a blessing,

they took the dealing with sinners out of God's

hand. They even fancied that they did well to

rejoice in doing this, and thought, in their folly
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the evil passions, and evil speeches, and fierce

acts whicli are inseparable from vengeance when
executed l)y human hands, to be in themselves

not merely lawful but praiseworthy. This put

out of their sight, for the time, the qualities of

tenderness, of mercy, of long-suffering, of re-

turning good for evil, to w^hich, in their calmer

moments,they were, as their own writings evince,

exquisitely and delicately alive—nay, which,

even in their fiercer moments, sometimes flashed

across their souls, as a streak of light seen

athwart a bank of clouds. And here let me
step aside to make a remark. There is all the

difference in the w^orld between havin^j a fracc-

ment of truth communicated, and having a

fragmentary or fitful hold of truth. The former

case implies that truth has been only partially

vouchsafed, the latter that the constituent parts

of truth have not been realized in their due

relations, or grasped at one and the same time.

What the Jews had was a fragmentary or fitful

hold of truth, a confusion of the ideas of autho-

rized and unauthorized administration of ven-

geance, which lasted even to our Lord's day.

It exhibited Itself, as on other occasions, so

especially in the question of James and John,

*' Lord, wilt Thou that we command fire to come
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down from heaven, and consume them, even as

Elias did ?" Elias had done that act, because he

was commissioned. They were ready to do a

similar act, because tliey had been affronted and

exasperated, and they imagined that they were

commissioned as Elias was. Our Lord turned

and rebuked them with, " Ye know not what

manner of spirit ye are of,"— that is, Ye are

mistaking the dictates of your own impulsive

and unchastened hearts for a command from

the Most High. How shall ye destroy whom
God will not destroy, nay whom He is labouring

to convert ? " The Son of Man is not come to

destroy men's lives, but to save them."

Comparatively rare after the time of David, and

only occasional in his day, were special commis-

sions to man from God, commissions like those

to Elias, to act against sinners. When Christi-

anity was under process of establishment, we
find very few traces indeed of them, except in

the judgment upon Ananias and Sapphira, and

upon Elymas. Declarations of God's detesta-

t ion of sin, and of His determination to visit for

it, many lawfully delivered without commission,

and many were specially commissioned to de-

liver ; and sometimes, by special commission and

authority, individuals were anatliematized in

God's name. But this by no means sanctioned
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any such invective on the sinner, any such

Imprecation upon his head, any such exultation

over his sufferings, as should be delivered not in

God's name but in that of the human utterer.

" Vengeance is Mine, I will repay," is a sen-

tence Avhich is to proceed from Divine lips

;

and those lips may ordain the instrument,

whether human or other, whether within or

without, whether on this side the veil or beyond

it, for bringing it about. But unless clearly

designated to be the instrument, no man might

presume that he was the instrument. Flesh and

blood might find it hard to suffer wrong and

not retaliate, but even of old time it was " good

that a man should both hope and quietly wait for

the salvation of the Lord." And so it is now.

Consciously, sometimes, but often uncon-

sciously, the writers of the Psalms, by the

honest record of their feelings, showed that they

had forgotten a great deal of this. Hence the

mixture of good and evil which their writings

evince. Hence the Imprecations, which are to

some persons so startling and distressing, but

at which, when it is understood that they came

from persons so circumstanced, no surprise

should be justly felt; much less, in the words of

our third Principle, is it to be anticipated, that

the moral sense should be called upon to
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approve them. To demand that it shoukl be

so called upon is to demand suspension, in tlie

case of words spoken or written by those of old,

merely because they are found in Scripture, of

that judgment which, as I showed last year, is

not to be suspended in the case of acts recorded

in Scripture.

It is no valid exception to what is here stated,

that passages occur in various other parts of

the Bible, which, so far as they contain descrip-

tions of horrors, exhibit a striking resemblance

to the verses in the Hundred and Thirty-seventh

Psalm, at w^hich our objector has been scandal-

ized. " Every one that is found shall be thrust

through ; and every one that is joined unto

them shall fall by the sword. Their children

also shall be dashed to pieces before their eyes

;

their houses shall be spoiled, and their wives

ravished," writes Isaiah, describing how the

Medes should execute God's vengeance upon

Babylon (Isaiah xiii. 15, 16). " I know the evil

that thou wilt do unto the children of Israel:

their strongholds wilt 1^ou set on fire, and their

young men wilt i^vi slay with the sword, and

wilt dash their children," said Elisha, when he

disclosed to Hazael the cruelties of which that

savage warrior's heart and hand were capable,

(2 Kings viii. 12). The deeds of Menahem,

E 2
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in his war for the kingdom of Samaria, are re-

corded in fearful terms by the sacred annalist,

(2 Kings XV, 16): "Then Menahem smote

Tiphsah, and all that were therein, and the

coasts thereof from Tirzah : because they opened

not to liim, therefore he smote it; and "

but I will not particularize his atrocities.

" Samaria shall become desolate ; for she hath

rebelled against her God : they shall fall by

the sword : their infants shall be dashed in

pieces," says Hosea (xiii. 16), describing the

judgments which should come upon Israel.

The conqueror of No-Amon is said histori-

cally by the prophet ISTahum (iii. 10), to have
" dashed in pieces at the top of all the streets"

the " young children " of that city ; and he goes

on to denounce similar woes against Nineveh.

AVe may grant all this. But we miss in all these

I)assages that personal feeling which actuated

the Psalmist, when he said of Babylon, " Happy
shall he be that taketh and dasheth thy children

against the stones." " Happy shall he be that

rewardeth thee as thou hast served us." (Ps.

cxxxvii. 8, 9.) The words of Isaiah, of Hosea, and

of Elisha are purely predictive ; the two former

of what should certainly take place, the latter of

what an evil man would do. The words of the

writer in 2 Kings xv. 16 are purely historical,
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and are no more intended to commend vvliat

tliey record to tlve approval of the moral sense,

tlKin tlie account given by St. Matthew of the

slaughter of the Innocents, to commend to it that

deed of Herod. The words of Nahum, besides

being predictive, are historical. Xo personal

approval on the part of any of these writers is

expressed. They were either able themselves

to distinsjuish between God's sanctionincp a

general vengeance, and His approval of what

would occur in its execution—and they sup-

posed others to be so—or, trusting to the moral

sense of their readers, they said what they were

bidden to say, and recorded wliat they were

inspired to record, without intruding comments

of their own. And let me make one further

remark, Hosea himself enables us to dis-

tinguish most accurately between the loving-

kindness which God would fain display, and the

cruelties of the human agents who executed His

vengeance, when His loving-kindness had been

outraged. Immediately following the last verse

of the 13th chapter, occur those gracious words

of the 14th chapter :
" Israel, return unto

the Lord thy God; for thou hast fallen by thine

iniquity. ... I will lieal their backsliding, I will

love them freely : for Mine anger is turned away
from him. I will be as the dew unto Israel : he
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shall grow as the lily, and cast forth his roots as

Lebanon." (Hosea xiv. 1, 4, 5.)

As, however, we have said already, the

Psalmists, being such as they ^vere, did not

always make the distinction that they might

have made, between God's overruling man's

actions, as He overrules what we call the powers

of nature, to His purposes, and man's gratifica-

tion of his own personal desire for retaliation.

We know who several of the authors of the

Psalms were, and we know that they were far

from perfect men. They were men, David for

instance, who did many acts which our moral

sense cannot approve. Is there any reason why
we should be called upon to approve of all their

words ? We can distinguish easily enough

between the morality of David's forbearance,

on two occasions, to take the life of Saul, and

of his command to Solomon to punish Shimei,

whom he had rashly perhaps but kingly forgiven.

We can distinguish between his living in all

good conscience before God for nearly fifty years

of his life, and his lamentable falls afterwards.

Why should we be unable to discriminate

between the morality of his words on different

occasions—or be amazed at the contrast of

chastened confidence and of personal animo-

sity which they respectively bring before us?
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And why, supposing his nature to have been

like our own, should we wonder, if, within the

space of a very few hours or even minutes, out

of the same mouth proceeded blessing and

cursing, out of the same fountain sweet waters

and bitter ?

Many of the writers of the Psalms, however,

are not known; they can be only guessed at.

Granted : but what of this ? The fact that we
are ignorant who they were, and so do not

know how far they were respectively advanced

in self-discipline and holiness, renders the de-

mand that we should approve of everything that

they wrote still more unreasonable. If we were

informed on these points, we slioidd probably

be prepared to expect some imperfection, or

at least some haste, in their writings. Let us

take an illustration. As I observed in my First

Lecture, the Sixty-ninth Psalm, though ascribed

to David, has a good deal of internal evidence

which inclines persons to ascribe it to Jeremiah.

Well, do we find Jeremiah always speaking as a

Prophet of God, or do we find him sometimes

giving way to feelings as personal as those in

this Psalm? What does he say in Lam. iii.

64

—

0)6 ? " Pender unto them a recompense,

Lord, according to the work of their hands.

Give them sorrow of heart. Thy curse unto
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them. Persecute and destroy them in anger

from under the heavens of the Lord." What
does he say in Jer. xv. 15 ? "0 Lord, Thou

knowest: remember me, and visit me, and

revenge me of my persecutors; take me not

away in Tliy long-suffering : know that for

Thy sake I have suffered rebuke." AVas

Jeremiah always consistently courageous ? We
find him in his 38th chapter, in order, as he

admits against himself, to save his life, con-

cealing the truths wdiich God had desired him

to enforce on the unwilling ears of Zedekiah,

and amusing the princes with a false story

which the king had put into his mouth.

Another case is that of Hezekiah. You are

of course aware that various Psalms, especially

the 46t]i, 7oth, 76th, and 87th, have been attri-

buted to this king. 'Now I am not insisting

that there is anything in those Psalms which is

especially trying to the moral sense, or any-

thing which suggests that the writer had in his

character a w^eak point such as vanity, or

doubts as to the existence of the soul after

death. But, if there had been, would not vain

words have been in accordance with his osten-

tatious display of his treasures to the ambas-

sadors of the king of Babylon? Would not

fear of anniliilation have been in accordance
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with that cry of his recorded by Isaiah, xxxviii.

18, 19 ? " Tbc grave cannot praise Thee, death

cannot celebrate Thee ; they that go down into

the pit cannot hope for Thy truth. The living,

the living, he shall praise Thee, as I do this day."

And again, I am not insisting that those Psalms

exhibit so great a variety of feeling as some

which are acknowledged to be David's exhibit

;

but, if they did, if some of them were written

in a self-excusing, and others in a self-accusing

spirit, would not this be in exact accordance

with what we know of Hezekiah ? What can

present a greater contrast than his language

during his sickness, and after his recovery ?

" Eemember now, Lord, I beseech Thee, how
I have walked before Thee in truth and with

a perfect heart, and have done that which is

good in Thy sight." This is his utterance in

the first instance, (Isaiah xxxviii. 3). "Thou

hast cast all my sins behind Thy back."

This is his utterance in the second instance,

(Isaiah xxxviii. 17).

But we now arrive at what I have called the

fifth Principle which should be kept before

us in our use of, and our consideration of, the

Psalms. It was this. The Psalms are really

Lyrical and Elegiac Poems removed from their

places in the history of the Jewish nation. If
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then tliey were restored to their appropriate

places, we should no more think it incumbent

upon us to approve of them in all points, than

we do to approve of every sentiment in the Song
of Deborah and Barak, or in the comi)laint and

thanksgiving of Hezekiah.

I do not imply that the Psalms have no other

character, or are to be viewed in this light

exclusively. Indeed, I shall have occasion bye
and bye to argue the contrary. But there is

evidence that they bore this character and are

to be viewed in this light. The evidence to

which I allude is, part of it purely external

—

part purely internal—part of a mixed character.

To the first class belongs the striking fact that

one of them, the Eighteenth Psalm, occurs, with

certain curious but not important variations, as

the 22nd chapter of the Second Book of Samuel,

and is there introduced with these words: "And
David spake unto the Lord the words of this

song in the day that the Lord had delivered him
out of the hand of all his enemies, and out of the

hand of Saul." The second class is derived from

a careful examination of the contents of the

Psalms. It is impossible here to do more than

allude to it. Suffice it to remark generally, that

though it leaves some of the Psalms without a

certainly assignable date, yet in the vast majority
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of cases it conducts us to a satisfactory result.

The third class of evidence is partly internal and

partly external, or rather we should describe it as

one or as the other, according as we view the

materials from which it is drawn. These are

the superscriptions of certain of the Psalms.

Much has been written as to their genuineness.

Against it, have been urged the analogy of the

untrustworthiness of the subscriptions to the

Epistles in the New Testament, and the obscu-

rity in whicli the meaning of some of the

superscriptions of the Psalms is involved. But

for it, may be adduced the almost universal

consent of antiquity, (which cannot be alleged

in the other case;) the argument, that if de-

ception had been intended, perspicuity rather

tlian obscurity would have been studied ; and

the fact that the evidence of the second class

invariably, when the superscriptions can be

understood, confirms what those superscriptions

indicate. I shall assume them to be genuine.

If then the Psalms are what I have called

them, if they belong to various periods of the

Jewish nation, or to various phases in the life

and feelings of individuals belonging to that

nation, what would necessarily be the conditions

of our regarding them ? Not surely as always

indicating a calm or healtliy state on the part
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of their writers ; but as a reflection of their

tempers at the time of their composing them

—

in fact, as likely to contain, what they do con-

tain, some words spoken hastily, and some senti-

ments such as the moral sense of the wTiter, in

his more tranquil and dispassionate moments,

would be inclined to retract, and the moral

sense of posterity would disapprove, as not

of God.

But here a distinction must be made between

the passages in the Psalms which are Commi-
natory, and those which are Imprecatory; and

a very important distinction it is. Where a

Psalmist speaks Comminatorily, that is, where

he is announcing God's displeasure at sin and

His threatened vengeance upon sinners, and even

when he blends with these a description of the

horrors with which such disj)leasure and such

vengeance are to be attended, he is speaking in

God's name. And it is no more incompatible

with God's love that a Psalmist should speak

thus in order to induce his contemporaries to

repent, than it was that Moses should threaten

tlie Israelites with grievous woes, in the Book
of Deuteronomy, with a view to retaining them
in their allegiance to God. But when a Psalmist

employs the Imprecatory style, that is, when
he mixes up his own personal feelings, throws
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his own soul passionately into his words, and
employs the optative stylo, his language is of

himself, not of God, and therefore falls not un-

fairly under the criticism of the moral sense.

From not observing this distinction many of

those difficulties have arisen as to the lanouao-e

of the Psalms, which have made earnest men
dissatisfied with them, and with the God of the

Bible, Avhom, as they wrongly suppose Him to

have authorized it "universally, they are tempted

to desert, in favour of a presumed more bene-

volent Being, the God of Nature.

It is quite another kind of objection to the

Comminatory Psalms, that the}' are too minute

—

that they dwell unnecessarily on the particulars

of the vengeance which is to overtake the

wicked. But it is one which may be easily

answered. An ancient critic, Aristotle, has

observed that men are more readily moved by
details than by generalities. .Those will hear

with indifference the news that a city has been

attacked or taken, who will be readily roused to

compassion by an enumeration of the horrors of

the siege, and of the hour of capture. And so it

is here. God, who knows the nature which He
has bestow^ed upon us, supplies what will best

move it, and even condescends to use our me-

thod of describing Himself, and the veufijeance
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wHch He either immediately inflicts, or me-

diately sanctions. Besides, we have no dis-

inclination to be plied with a particular enume-

ration of His benefits, as an inducement to love

Him. Indeed, this is the very charm of many
Psalms, the Hundred and Third for instance,

which we dwell upon with a sense of pro-

tracted comfort and delight. " Bless the Lord,

my soul; and all that is within me, bless

His holy name. Bless the Lord, my soul,

and forget not all His benefits : who forgiveth

all thine iniquities ; who healeth all thy dis-

eases; who redeemeth thy life from destruc-

tion ; who crowneth thee with loving-kindness

and tender mercies ; who satisfieth thy mouth

with good things ; so that thy youth is renewed

like the eagle's." And so its " linked sweetness,

long drawn out," goes on to the end. No word

or syllable in the large catalogue of blessings

tires us, or seems superfluous. We are " borne

on eagle's wings " to the immediate presence of

God's love. Then, why should a method, so

manifestly eflicacious in one case, be considered

inapplicable to another? Is it reasonable to

object to minuteness and particularity when

employed as inducements to fear God?

But here the objector may urge, and indeed

does urge: I have been told that the Psalms
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are inspii-ed documents; but how is this as-

sertion compatible with what you liave alleged,

that they are an unrestrained expression of the

feelings of their respective writers ?

This question is an intricate one, and various

solutions have been offered of it. The best on

the whole appears to me to be this. It is ad-

mitted on all hands that there are different

kinds of- inspiration. Men are directed by the

Almighty either from within or from without to

do certain things, or to announce certain judg-

ments. Men are informed by the Almighty so

as to be able to communicate to mankind what
could not have been otherwise known, or to give

an unerring account of what might have been

otherwise known, but which might possibly,

nay would probably, except for such information,

have been inaccurately recorded. Men have

been enabled by the Almighty to exercise for

a time what is His prerogative, the knowing the

secret workings of the hearts of men. Men
have been so guided by the Almighty as to

exercise without mistake the office of instructors,

or to foretell things to come. But no one of

these kinds of inspiration seems to be exactly

that which we must suppose to have been com-
municated, at any rate universally or uniformly,

to the writers of the Psalms. At times, and
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partially, they may have enjoyed all of them, oi

nearly all of them. They were always, we may
helieve, under that general inspiration of God,

which He vouchsafes to them that fear Him

;

and this, doubtless, influenced their utterances

as well as their acts, so that they were, for the

most part, pleasing to Him and exemplary to

their brethren. And, whatever other inspira-

tion was compatible with their expressing them-

selves freely and without conscious restraint,

this they enjoyed. Such inspiration led them
to put their feelings on record just as they had

arisen; it quickened their memories to recall

them, and their conscientiousness to prevent

their modifying the description of them ; and by

it they were also guided into leaving the faithful

description thus framed as a bequest to the

Church, to be placed among the things " profit-

able for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for

instruction in righteousness." In many matters

relating more especially to Divine arrangements

as opposed to human impressions, it was para-

mount, and preserved them from all error.

And if it be asked how it is to be ascertained

when the Psalmists, with the reservation made
above, are speaking of themselves, and when
not, the reply must necessarily be, This is to be

decided by the spiritually disciplined mind of the
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peruser of tlieir compositions. The difficulties

under which we have supposed a person to

labour as to this matter, maybe lessened by the

considerations which I have suggested ; but they

cannot be so far removed as to free him from ther

duty of "proving all things, and holding fast to

that which is good." Still, with the help v^dlich

I have endeavoured to furnish, he may discern,

what even the Psalmists did not invariably

discern, the difference between ricrhteous aneer

against vice and wickedness, and that unchas-

tened anger which leads men to pray for, or to

take in hand, requital on their personal oppres-

sors. Whatever be allec^ed to the contrarv, our

Saviour's conduct gave no countenance to errors

like those into which the Psalmists fell. He bore

contradiction of sinners against Himself, and

even prayed for His murderers : that is, He never

employed what we have called Imprecations.

Even Comminatory sentences, which He was em-

powered to utter, and did utter, upon the Phari-

sees, upon unrepentant Jerusalem, upon offences

against the Holy Spirit, were seldom if ever ut-

tered upon offences against Himself as the Son
of Man. Some indeed have supposed that the

Psalmists were justified in the expressions they

used, by considering the injuries done to them,

and for which they imprecated vengeance, to have
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been done to tliem not as ordinary persons but as

kings, and so as the representatives of God. The

reply to this is twofold. In the first place, such

a theory, whatever its value may be, would only

apply to such of the writers as are ascertained

to be royal. In the second place, there is no

Scriptural authority for making expressions

lawful, in God's sight, for a king, which would

not be lawful f6r his subjects.

But leaving such expressions indefensible in

a moral point of view, no matter who the human
writers were, is it strange that God should

have allowed them to have been uttered by

those whom we may presume to have been

among the best and holiest of His servants ?

To this I think we must answer, ISTo. If no

absolutely constraining influence was exercised

over the acts of such persons, it is unreason-

able to suppose that it should have been ex-

ercised over their words, which, especially

when recorded, assume the character of acts.

And what would the value of the general

holiness of these men be, if it had been attained

under circumstances which rendered it im-

possible for them to succumb to temptation?

For reasons known to Himself, the Almighty

does not so constrain the material and animal

worlds as to conduct their organisms invariably,
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and \viLli perfect regularity, from cause to effect.

Even there, though no probation is intended,

interruptions are permitted to occur—inter-

ruptions brought about by intrusive elements,

to the influence of which they are liable. So

here, the infinitely more susceptible organism

of the moral being may be expected to vary

with the presence of circumstances more or

less favourable to its due development.

But we come now^ to the question. How is it

that these Imprecatory sentences, which seem to

be objectionable, have been cited by writers

and speakers in the 'New Testament as con-

taining prophecies, or, at least, as containing

warnings ? I reply. This may be, and is, the

case, without it being at all necessary to assume

that they were originally uttered wdthout per-

sonal feeling. There are many instances in

which both persons and words have an ana-

logically prophetic or typical sense. C>tus was

a person who, as the deliverer of Israel, was

God's anointed, and was unconsciously to per-

form His pleasure. The sentence of Caiaphas

in the Sanhedrim was cold-blooded, and calcu-

lating: he had no surmise that the Man, to

whose death he was more than consenting,

was in the highest sense of the words " to die

for the people." But the Spirit of God adopted

F 2
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Cyrus as a type of Christ, and gifted what

Caiaphas uttered, in his heartless advice, witli

the force of a declaration of the Atonement.

I do not press, what is indeed true, and what I

shall treat of in my Seventh and Eighth Lec-

tures, that employment of Old Testament lan-

guage is resorted to by New Testament writers

for various purposes : that sometimes an admoni-

tion is strengthened by it—that sometimes an

illustration is rendered more vivid by it—that

sometimes God's dealings are exhibited to be

uniform by it, under different dispensations

:

none of these applications, or the like, over-

throw the original meaning of such language.

" When Israel was a child, then I loved him,

and called my son out of Egypt " (Hosea xi. 1)

remains, as the Prophet's reference to God's

former dealings, quite unimpaired and unaltered,

although St. Matthew saw in our Saviour's

return from Egypt, at the death of Herod,

what may be called an antitypical resem-

blance to it, analogous or even equivalent to

the accomplishment of a prediction. And so

here. We need not explain away David's

Imprecations upon his unnamed enemy, in the

Hundred and Ninth Psalm, (be he Doeg, or

Cush, or Shimei, or Ahithophel,) or paUiate

his hastiness in uttering them, because St. Peter
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pointed his description of the premature deatli

of Judas, and tlie designation of another to

his office, by them. "We arc rather to say, Here

is an instance, in which a malediction, which

no man is jusdhed in invoking on his bitterest

enemy, is holy and just when proceeding from

the Judge of all flesh, and directed against an

unrepentant offender. And the same may be

said of the Sixty-ninth Psalm, wdiether it be

David's, as the superscription would imply,

or Jeremiah's, as the internal evidence of its

contents has been thought to indicate. It is

cited or alluded to af^ain and acjain in the New
Testament, so as to have gained the title of a

Messianic Psalm. Christ drives the buyers and

sellers from the Temple, John ii. 17 : "His dis-

ciples remembered that it was written (v. 9),

* The zeal of Thine house hath eaten me up.'

"

Christ protests against the unprovoked malice

of the Jews, John xv. 25, and points His pro-

test by saying, in the words of the 4th v^erse,

as if to show that such had always been the

conduct of the wicked, " This cometh to pass,

that the word might be fulfilled that is written

in their law, ' They hated Me without a cause.'

"

St. Paul, when describing the reproach which

Christ endured for the sake of God (Eom. xv.

o), quotes the second clause of the 9th verse,
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" The reproaches of them that reproached Thee

have fallen upon Me." The mockery of Christ

by tlie Itoman soldiers in the common hall,

Matt, xxvii. 27—30, is, though the passage is

not cited in terms, prefigured by the words of

verses 11 and 12: ''I became a proverb unto

them. They that sit in the gate speak against

Me ; and I was the song of the drunkards."

Christ's receiving vinegar and gall, Matt, xxvii.

34, at His Crucifixion, is, though again the pas-

sage is not quoted in words, part of the Psalm-

ist's treatment, of which he complains in the

21st verse. And this verse is referred to in John

xix. 28. The desolateness of Judas' habitation,

when its owner was dead, is described, in Acts i.

20, by reference to verse 25. And St. Paul em-

ploys verses 22, 23, in Eom. xi. 9, 10, to bring

vividly before his correspondents the super-

session of Israel for his sin. All this, however,

by no means makes void the original intention

of the writer of the Psalm, (whom St. Paul

calls David). It exhibits rather the power and

the will of the Spirit of God to overrule things

and words of men for the purposes of the

Almighty. It shows also the following points,

which may be well put in the eloquent words of

Mr. Perowne, on Ps. Ixix. :
" The history of Pro-

phets and holy men of old is a typical history.
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They were, it may be said, representative men,

suffering and hoping, not for themselves only,

but for the nation whom they represented. In

their sufferings, they were feeble and transient

images of the Great Sufferer, who by His suffer-

ings accomplished man's Eedemption : their

hopes could never be fully realized but in the

issue of His work, nor their aspirations be truly

uttered save by His mouth. But confessions

of sinfulness and Imprecations of vengeance,

mingling with these better hopes and aspira-

tions, are a beacon to guide us in our interpre-

tation. They teach us that the Psalm is not a

prediction ; that the Psalmist does iiot put
himself in the place of the Messiah to come.

They show us that here, as indeed in all Scrip-

ture, two streams, the human and the Divine,

flow on in the same channel. They seem
designed to remind us that if Prophets and
Minstrels of old were types of the Great

Teacher of the Church, yet that they were so

only in some respects, and not altogether.

They bear witness to the imperfection of those

by whom God spake in times past unto the

fathers, in many portions and in many ways, even
when they point to Him who is the Living

Word, the perfect Pevelation of tlie Father."

So far as we are informed, the Jews did not
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take offence at the Comminatory, or even at the

Imprecatory, passages in the Psalms. We are

told that the greater part of the Psalms were

taken into Liturgical use, and there is a tradition

that David himself arranged what is called

the First Book ^ of the Psalms with a view to

their employment in this manner. There is no

doubt also that the Psalms were employed very

popularly for private devotional purposes. The

writers of the New Testament were thoroughly

acquainted with them ; and it is a beautiful

thought, thal^ they were the manual of the Son

of God during His earthly course. They were

regarded as a whole. And, if some expressions

in some of them occasionally jarred upon the

disciplined moral sense, I apprehend that it

was considered that tliese were qualified, as

well by other expressions in the same composi-

tion, as by the general tenor of the Volume in

which they were strung together. For the bond

of union of the Psalms is no imaginary one.

They were, through a thousand years, from

Moses the servant of God, to the captive by

the waters of Babylon, or to him who saw the

day when the Lord had turned away the Cap-

tivity, outpourings of the religious spirit of

* The Psalms were divided into Five Books, of whicli tlit

First comprised those fro/Q i. to xli., both inchisive.
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the best of the nation. And, if that religious

spirit was sometimes indistinct or mistaken,

they were still the mirror of the soul which

poured them forth. Had they been absolutely

consistent, they would not have been faithful.

It was their faithfulness that commended them

to the Jewish Church ; it is tlieir faithfulness

which should recommend them to the Christian.

But we cannot, while we repeat the Impre-

catory passages in the Psalms, adopt them as

an expression of what our feelings should be.

No—we cannot thus adopt them, and we ought

not to do so, but we may use them in another

way. We may see in them evidences of what

even the best of men may be, if they forget

for a moment that to God, and not to man,

belongs the determining who is to be punished,

and how, and when, and by what agency. We
can see that Moses spake unadvisedly with his

lips, when, forgetting that he and Aaron were

merely God's ministers, he spoke as if they had

authority and power of their own :
'' Hear now,

ye rebels ; must 'w;c fetch water for you out of this

rock V And so we may see in the Psalms, what

David himself saw, that he was occasionally

" foolish and ignorant," and that his " lips " did

not always " keep knowledge '' (Mai. ii. 7). True,

it requires some thought and some experience of
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one's own heart to determine when words are

rather buoys to indicate what rocks and shoals

are to be avoided, than landmarks to guide us

into our destined haven. But the very rarity of

the passages which, if ^vrongly understood, may
cause us to fret, should make us value more

highly the thousand passages w^hich show a

better state of mind, or what the w^ay has been,

and still is, towards a better state of mind. If

some have used the Imprecatory passages un-

righteously, they must answer for it to God.

Mr. Pcrowne has told us that by means of

the Hundred and Forty-ninth Psalm Casper

Sciopius, in his " Classicum Belli Sacri," roused

and inflamed the Eoman Catholic Princes to

the Thirty Years' War. He has told us also,

that in the Protestant Community, Thomas

Mijnzer, by means of the same Psalm, fanned

the flames of the War of the Peasants. Be it

so

—

" Ahusus noil tollit iisum!' It cannot be

righteous on our part, simply because a few

such passages occur, and have been unfairly

used, to give up the Psalms altogether, and

with them the God of the Bible. Hooker has

written on the Book of Psalms a beautiful

and glowing encomium, v/hich, familiar as it

is, I shall not scruple to quote here, because,

when properly understood, it fully confirms my
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view: "What is there necessary for man to

know wliich the Psalms are not able to teach ?

They are to beginners an easy and familiar in-

troduction, a mighty augmentation of all virtue

and knowledge in such as are entered before,

a strong confirmation to the most perfect among

others. Heroical magnanimity, exquisite j ustice,

grave moderation, exact wisdom, repentance un-

feigned, unwearied patience, the mysteries of

God, the sufferings of Christ, the terrors of

'svrath, the comforts of gi^ace, the works of Provi-

dence over this world, and the promised joys of

that world which is to come, all good necessarily

to be either known, or done, or had, this one

celestial fountain yieldeth. Let there be any

grief or disease incident into the soul of man,

any wound or sickness named, for which there

is not in this treasure-house a present comfort-

able remedy at all times ready to be found."

Now, I say, this passage confirms my view.

For certainly among the " diseases incident into

the soul of man" is not merely the feeling of

chagrin at the apparent temporary neglect of the

righteous, while the unrighteous prosper, but

the taking malediction of the wicked into his

own hand, instead of leaving the retribution of

them to God. And, be it said with reverence,

the Psalms would have been an inadequate
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representation of the phases even of the gene-

rally devout soul, had they omitted to give

specimens of this, as well as of that other, and

of many others that might he mentioned. Id

taking them in our mouths, we are not cursing

whom God hath not cursed, any more than in

saying of the wicked, *• There are no bands in

their deatli, but their strength is firm," we are

asserting what God has not asserted, that they

will never be moved. We are relating how the

Psalmist felt ; we are gaining by his experience

a key to our own heart's possible weakness,

it may be, a reproof for what we have our-

selves said or done. Let us wait awhile ; think

on, pray on, read on. When the Psalmist " went
into the sanctuary of God, then understood he

the end " of those at wliose lot, compared with

his own, he had repined. When those who
read the Psalms meditate yet further on the

volume, they find either in the very Psalm which
contains what they have stumbled at, or in

contiguous Psalms, unequivocal proofs of the

Psalmist's resipiscence, evidences that there

was that of the Divine in him, which eventually

counteracted successfully what was earthly and
human. If such correctives occur in the same
Psalm with the Imprecation, they must not be

considered as hypocritical disguises ; they are
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rather indications of the fluctuating moods of

the human licart. Even St. Paul said in tlic

same breatl), " I delight in the law of God after

the inward man : but I see anotlier law in my
members, warring against the law of my mind,

and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin

which is in my members." (Rom. vii. 22, 23.)

Can we expect the Psalmists to have been more

consistent than St. Paul was ? And if such cor-

rectives occur in different Psalms, is not this an

enforcement of what we read elsewhere, that

" no Scripture is of private interpretation " ?

Does it not bid us search for "the whole

counsel of God," in allowing the confessions

which His Saints, as yet imperfect, made ere-

while to Him, to be submitted, just as they

were made, to their brethren ?

]3ut I hear a murmur still. We Christians

are more sensitive than were the Jews, because

we have the example and teaching of Christ.

Therefore we are the more offended at these

things. Well, I reply, if this be so, the best

antidote that can be conceived, is, by your own
admission, in your hands. He of whom the

Psalmists spake, as He never offended in word,

is a standard by which to correct their words,

and to fashion duly your own.
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1 Cor. xiii. 11.

" "When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood

as a child, I thought (or reasoned) as a child."

It is said that ^Yhen Paley, afterwards the

Moral Philosopher and Theologian, was a young

man at Cambridge, he was for his first two

years considerably given to society, and neglect-

ful of the studies of the University. He was

induced to change his course of life by a

somewhat singular circumstance. One morning,

which had succeeded an unprofitably spent

evening, he was awakened at a very early hour

by one of his idle companions, who addressed

him somewhat in the following terms : "Paley,

I liavc been thinking how foolisli you are. I

could do nothing, probably, were I to try ; and

can afford the life I lead : you could do every-

thing ; and cannot afford the life you lead. I

have had no sleep during the whole night on

account of these reflections, and am now come
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solemnly to iiiibim you, iluit, if you peraist in

your indolence, I must renounce your society."

The remonstrance produced a wondrous effect.

The appeal to Paley's pride, the prudential

considerations iirged, the unexpectedness of a

rebuke from such a quarter, the time and

circumstances of the visit, combined to rouse

the young votary of pleasure. The greater

part of that day he passed in meditating on

the occurrence, and in forming plans for the

future. The next saw his life change, and his

studies commence. He obtained the highest

honours in the University, and became in due

time more than a successful student, an ener-

getic apologist for Christianity.

But let me tell you wliy I have reminded

you of this anecdote. It furnishes, I think, a

very striking illustration of the practical value

of what are called secondary motives. And
by this phrase I mean, not motives of the

highest class, not motives such as imply a

perfect moral tone, or such as will bear the

strictest scrutiny, but still motives which serve

many useful purposes, at least with certain

persons, and for a certain time. They may
be called worldly, and so they are; but they

serve to keep the world somewhat in order.

Therefore, I tliink, they are not to be despised.
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Well, tliis may be very true, says an objector

to the Bible. But surely by acknowledging that

they are secondary motives, you acknowledge

that they are scarcely such as should be ex-

pected in a Book the very object of which is to

inculcate the highest principles of morality.

I can imagine avowed men of the world, such

as Chesterfield or Eochefoucauld, enunciating

maxims, of a low^ tone indeed but useful to keep

men out of mischief, gathered shrewdly enough

by a large observation of mankind. But I did

not expect, in fact I'hm greatly surprised, to find

in the Bible, at least one whole book, which,

though it be valuable from one point of view

perhaps, contains a collection of precepts which

do not seem to be such as One who knov»'eth the

heart would have been likely to issue or to

approve.

Our objector's words obviously point to the

Book of Proverbs, and imply that he feels

a difficulty in reconciling what we may allow

to be its generally low etliical standard with

the fact that it is found in the Bible. He is

not a man, wo will suppose, inclined to carp

at the Bible, but one wlio really desires to

have anything derogatory to its supposed cha-

racter as an inspired document satisfactorily ex-

plained. Perhaps when he has been informed
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as to what may be called the whole scope

of the Bible, he may be inclined to withdraw

his objection. At any rate he is entitled to have

it considered. He is actuated by a reverent,

but still I believe a mistaken, estimate of what

Scripture ought to contain.

Let us hear him more at length. There are

many inducements, (he says,) to speak highly of

the Book of Proverbs. It is a most valuable book,

full of common-sense, full of instruction to men
of all ages and of all ranks, and moreover, con-

veying that instruction in words which onco

heard are hard to be forgotten. For instance,

" Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty

:

open thine eyes, and thou shalt be satisfied

with bread." ^ "Whoso stoppeth his ears at

the cry of the poor, he shall also cry himself,

and shall not be heard." - "A good name is

rather to be chosen than great riches."^ "He
that hath no rule over his own spirit, is like a

city that is broken down and without walls."*

AVlio can help either observing in these words

the very principles which have guided his own
conduct, only clothed in a form in which he

would himself have found it difficult to exhibit

them; or, on the other hand, discovering in

1 Prov. XX. 13. = Ibid. xxi. 13.
^ 3 Itid. xxii. 1. 4 Ibid. xxv. 28.
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tliem the very things which he has often

wanted—compendious rules of action which

his memory may store up as a resource in

times of perplexity, when he must act, but

cannot always deliberate?

If further illustration be needed, (T will sup-

pose the objector to continue,) it is supplied

most forcibly by the 11th chapter of the book.

With the exception of the 1st, the 4th, the

20th, and the 31st verses, its maxims are

entirely of a worldly character.

Pride or a haughty spirit, says verse 2, draws

shame with it : it is sure to be rebuked.

Humility is true wisdom : if a man be humble,

any change in his fortunes is sure to be for the

better.

A single eye or integrity, freedom from sinister

views, says verse 3, is the best preservative

against mishaps. He who is perverse or crafty,

as he is aiming at many things at once, exposes

himself at many points, some one or more of'

which he must leave unguarded.

The righteousness of the perfect, i. e. the

upright or guileless, say verses 5 and 6, is gene-

rally his best protection. Transgressors are

taken in their own naughtiness, just as the over

precautions which a murderer takes to conceal

his deed become the occasion of his discovery.
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Men may be wicked, says verse 7 ; they may

amass much goods by spoil and violence ; but

when they die, where are the treasures for

which they sacrificed their integrity ?

The righteous, someliow or other, are happy

at the last, says verse 8 ; i. e. a straightforward

course is best in the end. The wicked, who

wished them ill. find themselves taken in the,

trap v/hich they laid for others.

Men's characters, is the moral of verse 9,

should be sifted before we form friendships with

them. The hypocrite is to be avoided as a

snare. The true man is a tower of safety.

Do well, implies verse 10, thy neighbours

will rejoice at thy prosperity. Do ill, they will

exult at thy downfall.

Behold, says verse 11, how much good a man
does by good example ! how much evil by evil

example \

Dost thou judge of men's pretensions to

wisdom by what they say of others ? says verse

12. This is scarcely a correct rule. He is a

foolish person who despiseth liis neighbour ; his

own folly makes him unable to estimate his

neighbour's capacity. The man of understand-

ing holdeth his peace.

Wouldst thou have a friend to disclose thine

heart to ? says verse 13. Choose not the tale-

G 2
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bearer, but liim of a faithful and reserved

spirit.
•

If thou wouldst not make a false step in

action, says verse 14, deliberate.

If thou wouldst not court ruin in tliino

affairs, says verse 15, lend not money to a

stranger.

Hitherto the maxims in the chapter have

chiefly concerned men. Verse 16 says a word

to women, assuring them that virtue is a

means of ensuring respect, as certainly as

strength is a means of retaining riches. And
another word is parenthetically addressed to

them in verse 22. Its effect is that beauty

without discretion is a gem as inappropriately

set, as gold bestowed on the ring of the snout

of a swine.

But the admonitions become more geueral

again. Verse 17 asserts that the merciful man
improves his own soul, i. e. that his feelings

become daily more exquisite and more chastened

by exercise, while it is just the reverse with the

wicked.

Verse 18 says in effect, No wicked man can

be sure that his work has any substantial

reality or j^rinciple of permanence. Must it

not resemble its author ?

Verse 19 is a caution against Avickedncss. It
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is self-destruction : i. e. a niPvii's pleasant vices

are the whips to scourge him withal.

Verses 21 and 23 assert, as a result of experi-

ence, that evil combinations come to naught.

Verses 24 and 25 inculcate liberality as a

practice which will redound in some way or

other to the benefit of him wdio cultivates it.

Verse 26 warns a man against evil gains, if

not for love, yet for fears sake. " He that with-

holdeth corn, the people shall curse him."

Verse 27 encourages men to seek good,

because a good character will in some way

benefit them. The seeker of mischief will

draw mischief upon himself.

Verse 28 says that righteousness is more

durable than riches.

Verse 29 shows the folly of quarrels both iu

families and in states.

Verse 30 encourages men to goodness by the

thought of doing good to others.

Yes, these proverbs are very excellent, (the

objector says,) but I have a serious difficulty

to urge concerning them, if they are to be con-

sidered inspired. They appear to suggest, and

even to justify, what we call, and call rightly,

secondary or inferior motives of action. To take

the cases given. We are told to exert ourselves

lest we come to poverty, or in order that we
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may obtain a sufficiency; not because God ha3

given us powers which we are bound to exert to

His glory, and the exercise of which were

good, even though no discoverable good resulted

from it, and even though no evil were to be

apprehended from their lying dormant. ^Ye are

told again to listen to the cry of the poor, lest

one day we ourselves cry in vain, and obtain no

audience; not because, as we are elsewhere

informed, the poor are our brethren, both in the

flesh, and as joint members with ourselves of

Christ. We are told that a good name is better

than great riches : does not this fix our attention

rather on seeming than on being good ? And
lastly, we are told to govern our spirit, not

because excess in anger is sin, but from regard

to self-preservation: a passionate man is as

much exposed to danger, and has as many weak
points in his character, as a broken-down city

has inlets, through which an enemy may assail

it and destroy its undefended inhabitants. I

am not attacking these maxims, (I will suppose

the objector to go on,) they are very good; at

least, they are quite good enough for me, they are

quite good enough for the world. But how is it

that maxims which I cannot distinguish from the

world's maxims appear in the midst of a docu-

ment which speaks of relations to the Unseen,

of love of good for its own sake, of caring
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nought for the praise of men, and of aspiring

to the honour which conieth of CJod ? Eesolve

me these knotty points if you can.

I will endeavour to do so ; and while I concede

that these precepts inculcate secondary motives,

I shall contend that such secondaiy motives

might be expected to occur in the Bible, and

especially in the Book of Proverbs.

The Bible must be taken as a whole, and re-

garded as a book of education. Of education,

first of the young ; then of the many who
resemble the young, in the incompleteness of

tlieir moral growth, in the inadequacy of their

motives, in the unformed state of their princi-

ples, in their unreadiness in applying such

principles as they do possess, and in the general

lowness of their aims. For these, as they will,

as they do, and indeed as they must, to a certain

extent, and for a time, act upon principles short

of the highest, tlie Book of Proverbs, wdiich is

an integral portion of the Bible, appears to

have been put together ; not indeed that they

should rest in, not that they should be satisfied

with, anything inferior to the best, but that,

through and by the lower, they may gradually

climb to the higher.

And now let me explain how the Book of

Proverbs is written for such persons.
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No one who recalls his own moral liistory, or

who examines witli the slightest care the conduct

of those around him, can fail to he aware of the

two following facts.

First, that children, and even men, do not act

upon principles so high or so pure as could be

desired : and yet,

Secondly, that the lower principles which

they do adopt are providentially the means of

preserving tliem from much that is in itself

evil, of guiding them into much that is in itself

good, and thus of keeping them in a position

in which, under God's blessing, they may be

brought under happiest influences.

Hence, if he is a thoughtful man, though he

does not at all approve of secondary motives as

motives to be satisfied with, he learns at least

not to undervalue them. He even goes further

than this. He learns to thank God that tliey

exist, as means of education ; as furnisliers of

occasions by which those who are actuated by

them may be brought within reach of better

things ; as suppliers, at any rate, of what may
be called formulce, the interpretation of ^vhich

may be given bye and bye.

The Book of Proverbs encourages him in this

view. With singular knowledge of human nature,

that book does not icrnore the fact tliat for the
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mass of mankiud iiiiperiect motives are neces-

sary ; that the mass of mankind act, not from

tlie pure love of God, or even from the pure

fear of God, but from custom, from a regard to

the praise of men or the censure of men, from

fear of temporal loss or inconvenience, from

apprehension of want or disease as a result of

vice, from motives of expediency, from the

principle of honour, from fear of the wild kind

of justice called revenge, from sympathy, from

shame, from the example of elders, and the

like ;—^imperfect motives every one of them.

This fact the book in question does not ignore.

What does it then do ? Does it at once

anathematize such motives— declare that there

is no hope of those who act under their in-

fluence, and so repel by sternness persons who
might have been gradually brought near ? Far

from it. In the spirit of our Blessed Lord, who
loved the )^oimg man who had so much good in

him but yet lacked one thing, the book does

what it can to instruct these weak and imper-

fect ones. It supplies them with as good a

selection of secondary motives as can be brought

together. It couches these in a striking and

attractive form. And it does more. It inter-

sperses them with so many enunciations of

higher motives, so many references to God, so
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many provocatives of comparison between the

lower and the higher, that many who Avould

otherwise have been contented to walk by sight,

have had faith kindled, and been led to pray for

an increase of it.

By this construction, then, of the Book of

Proverbs, many of us may be comforted, taught,

and guided, under various difficulties that strike

us both in reference to our own moral state and

in reference to that of others. Is the Christian

parent dissatisfied at finding how unable his

children are to realize the high motives that he

would fain have them entertain ? He may yet

thank God that their affection and reverence for

himself, their trust in his word, their confidence

in Ms judgment, their imitativeness of his ex-

ample, and the restraints of a well-ordered

home, preserve them from many bad things,

keep the soil of their soids comparatively free

from weeds, leave room for good seed to be sown

thereon bye and bye. Is the Christian teacher

dispirited, when by some chance the veil is

lifted up by which the inner motives of his

pupils are generally hidden from his view;

when he discovers that actions which seemed

fair proceeded from very imperfect motives -, that

abstinence from impure or profane language

was induced by a feeling that such things were
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ungeiitlemanly, or in bad taste ; that oppression

^va3 sconted because it was considered un-

manly; that other offences were avoided through

fear of detection, of punishment, of shame, or

the like ; when he discovers all this, does he

lose all heart and exclaim, I have laboured in

vain ? Xot so, by any means. He recognizes,

indeed, tlie intrinsic inadequacy of all such

motives; he ever longs for something higher,

ever prays that he may liimself see it, ever

hopes that he shall see it. Meanwhile, how-

ever, he thanks God that inferior motives exist

and have such influence, that they stop many
evil acts and much evil example, that they pre-

vent that familiarity with direct thoughts and

words and acts of sin which leads to the last

stage of failing morality, not merely doing such

things, but taking pleasure in them that do

them. Every now and then he is encoiu^aged

by finding that his prayers have been heard,

and that those who on an imperfect principle

ceased to do evil, by God's blessing have learned

to do well on a higher.

Or to take the case of the Christian legis-

lator. AVlien he finds, as he must find, that lie

has to do with poor human nature, requiring

checks, and fears, and unceasing vigilance

against mischievous tendencies, and sometimes
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force and severe measures to preserve peace,

and decency, and order ; and when lie finds,

too, a desire for secular and an aversion to

religious instruction, does he exclaim. These

are not the highest principles of legislation or

of action ; therefore I must not employ them ?

No. Taught by the Book of Proverbs, he is

not so Utopian as this. He uses them. They

are not the best imaginable, but they are the

best available under the circumstances; there-

fore he uses them. And in doing so, he pre-

vents much outward vice and much overt

violence, keeps many within bounds who would

otherwise be lawless, fills up the time of many
who would otherwise be given over to debas-

ing pursuits, and always entertains a hope that

theij may become the servants of God, whom,

by whatever means, he can save from becoming

the miserable thralls of sin.

Or to take a fourth case, that of the Christian

pastor. When he glances round upon his flock,

it cannot but occur to him that there are many
of whose motives in attending God's house he

cannot think so well as he could desire. Well,

when these thoughts pass over him, does he

despair of such persons, does he warn them

away, does he tell them that if they come thus

they had better not come at all ? No, by no
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meaus. Like St. Paul, rejoicing that in any

way Christ was preached, though it were

through envy and strife, he rejoices that in any

way, and witli whatever motives on the part of

liis hearers, Christ is heard. He rejoices that,

come from whatever reasons they may, men put

themselves in a position where holy associations

surround them, an unearthly calm throws them

back upon themselves, the immediate presence

of God awes them, holy words are put into

their mouths. Holy Scripture and affectionate

exhortations enter into their ears. He feels

that, though unconsciously, they are " inclining

their ear unto wisdom, and applying their

heart unto understanding," ^ and that, with His

blessing who giveth the increase, bye and bye

they " will understand the fear of the Lord, and

find the knowledge of God." -

I will only put one case more. All Christians,

whatever their present state is, have had a past

career. What was this ? It was clearly one in

which secondary motives were most valuable to

them. A parent's command kept them from one

sin, or want of opportunity from another, or fear

of unpleasant results from another, or interest

from another, or fear of society from another, or

love of those about them from another, or value

1 Trov. ii. 2. - Ibid. 5.
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of a friend's good opinion from another, or

certainty of retaliation from another. They

would not have become what they are unless

they had been so hedged in, as it were, so

forced to walk in the narrow j)ath instead of

wandering on the broad heath of the world.

And therefore, while they pray for purer hearts,

more decided loathing of evil, and more active

choosing of good, they bless God, who by any

means and by whatever motives restrained them

from straying so far from Him as they might

have done.

But let not what I have been saying be mis-

understood. I am not d priori justifying in-

ferior motives, or recommending any to adopt

them. Far from it. I am only saying that, d
^posteriori, considering what our own hearts are,

and what the world about us is, we have reason

to thank Him who through them preserves us,

and in a way prepares us for higher and better

things. And I am not bidding any to rest

satisfied with inferior motives, but rather ex-

horting persons to discover that they are in-

ferior, and to strive after such as are more

exalted. The Book of Proverbs will itself show

how this may be done. The careful reader will

detect, in his perusal of it, indications that

though God in His mercy allows many to be
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kept from sin by prudential maxims, He refers

all to fear and love of Himself as the only true

motive, the only one which will endure in that

day when the secrets of hearts will be revealed.

A remarkable instance of this is to be found in

the 11 til chapter, alluded to by the objector

already. By far the greater part of that chapter

is occupied with maxims which, though suscep-

tible in some cases of a higher meaning, are

essentially of a secular character. But, inter-

mixed with these, we find the most solemn re-

ferences to the Most High, to His present dis-

pleasure at wickedness, and His present love of

uprightness, even in the most common transac-

tions of life. Witness what is said in verse 1,

"A false balance is an abomination to the Lord :

but a just weight is His delight
;

" and in verse

20, "They that are of a froward heart are

abomination to the Lord : but such as are up-

right in their ways are His delight." There

are intimations, too, of the final judgment,

when much that has been found available here

shall be found valueless, and nothing but

righteousness shall prevail. See what is said

in verse 4, "Eiches profit not in the day

of wrath : but righteousness delivereth from

death." And lastly, there is a recognition of

the fact that God disciplines men even in this
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life, as tlieir Eatlier if they will allow Him to

be so, as their Judge if they reject Him as their

Father ; for what says verse 31 ? " Behold, the

righteous shall be recompensed (or chastened)

in the earth : much more the wicked and the

sinner !

"

I have now, it is hoped, explained the

teaching of the Book of Proverbs, and shown

that the fact of its containing a number of

secular precepts is so far from being an argu-

ment against its inspired character, that it

rather proves it to have come from Him who
"knows wdiat is in man, and considers that

he is but dust." I have shown also that there

is a sufficient admixture of higher motives

with those that are lower to justify, if that

were necessar}^, the enunciation of the latter

at all. But that is not necessary. The Bible,

and the Book of Proverbs in especial, are so

far educational documents, and so far in-

tended for the less advanced as well as

for the more advanced, that I should be

tempted to consider all omission of what are

called worldly precepts, if not a calamity to be

deprecated, yet at least a difficulty very hard

to be explained.

It would not be difficult to illustrate from

Scripture the practical value of secondary mo-
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tivos, as distinguislied from tlicir theoretical

excellence. By practical value of course I mean

the availableness of them as present deterrents

from evil, and as present incentives to good.

AVhcn Jiidah said to his brethren, ** What pro-

fit is it if Ave slay our brother, and conceal his

blood ? Come, and let us sell him to the Ish-

meclites, and let not our hand be upon him;

for he is our brother and our flesh," it was a very

low motive that he urged. They would gain

less by Joseph's death, than they would by his

being sold into slavery. Was it worth while to

get rid of him by committing a very great crime,

when a crime of less magnitude would serve the

purpose '? It is observable, too, that the inferior

motive is combined in Judah's words with an

intimation of a higher, of a struggling affec-

tionate desire to save his Irother. He felt this

higher motive in a slight degree, and his bre-

thren felt it in a slight degree. But the de-

gree was so slight, that as he was conscious it

was not strong enough to prevail unaided with

himself, so he did not urge it unaided upon his

brethren. He blended the two. The lower

motive thus helped tlie higher, and the result

was that Josej)!! was saved. Then, again, there

is a case in which St. Paul w^as the chief actor.

He was arraigned before the Jewish council.
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His condemnation was imminent. No consi-

derations of justice were likely to move his

judges. They were too far gone in their reli-

gious antipathies to listen to these. But they

were men who might be diverted, at any rate

for a time, from passing sentence. Their sec-

tarian animosities might be called into play, and

their destructive tendencies directed against

each other's opinions instead of against the

innocent man w^ho stood before them. So,

" when Paul perceived that the one part were

Sadducees, and the other Pharisees, he cried out

in the council. Men and brethren, I am a Pha-

risee, the son of a Pharisee : of the hope and

resurrection of the dead I am called in question."

By this sentence of his he roused a keen spirit

of partisanshijD. The Pharisees would not allow

a man who called himself one of themselves to

be condemned, lest ihe Sadducees should appear

to have gained a triumph. And, by the intro-

duction of this lovrer motive, the debate was

prolonged, and assumed such a turn that Paul

was rescued from the hands of those who would

otherwise have condemned him unanimously.

It may be also worth remarking that one of

the most eminent framers of a moral system

whom antiquity produced, I mean Aristotle,

P'jrceived that his philosophy would be incom-
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plete, unless he brought under the view of his

disciples the lower motives by which mankind
are commonly swayed. Therefore, while in

liis Ethics he proposed the highest motives of

action which, under his conditions of thought,

he could conceive, he wrote another book also,

his Rhetoric. The object of this latter book was

to show, not how men should act, but how they

do act ; not the motives by which they should be,

but those by which they are, as a matter of fact,

influenced. And this he effected without pre-

judicing the acceptance, bye and bye, of the

higher standard of morality, by those who, for

the time, have been, by an appeal to their lower

nature, led to right, or restrained from wrong.

I do not, of course, suggest this as a formal

defence of the structure of the Book of Proverbs.

This has been made abeady. But it may serve

as an indication that Holy Scripture, regarded

merely as a work upon morals, has met a felt

necessity.

But to return to our more immediate subject.

I trust that the thoughts Avhich I have

here offered may not be without their weight

with those whose " offence" at the occurrence of

the Book in Holy Scripture I have endeavoured

to remove. I make allowance for their scruples.

I concede tliat did worldly maxims constitute

H 2
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the bulk of those found in the Bible, it would be

little more entitled to reverence than any other

didactic document. But they do not stand alone.

They are introductory to the higher. And, in

most if not in all cases, the higher are not

reached except through them.

My task might be concluded here. It is

fair, however, to acknowledge that another

theory has been given, by which the occurrence

in tlie Sacred Volume of proverbs conveying a

secular meaning may be accounted for. What
this is I will explain presently, but I will

first mention the analogies which have been

adduced in support of it. A proverb, it is said,

is, from its very nature, susceptible of a higher

meaning as well as of a lower meaning ; of a

higher appreciable only by a few, of a lower

appreciable by all. Even the common maxims

of daily life may be understood in a good sense

as well as in an imperfect one. Thus, " Honesty

is the best policy," while in the mouth of the man
of the world it has reference only to temporal

advantage, and merely restrains him from acts

of wrong on prudential grounds, has a higher

imj)ort in the mouth of the truly wise. In

his employment of it, it exhibits his conviction

that righteous dealing here is the only thing

that will stand in that day when all acts shall
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be brought to judgment : it lifts liis thouglits

to the transactions of another world, and to

the retribution which shall bo exacted in

eternity. And so it is with the ordinary

standards of conduct. Take the standard of

"Gentlemanly" for instance. It is a term of

fleeting and variable meaning. Many things

have been considered to be becoming a Gentle-

man at one stage of society, which at another

have been condemned. It is not exclusive of

what is evil : there are vices which the world

will overlook in a man, but still consider him

to be a Gentleman. It is too selfish and

personal : it makes a man say, I do not do

so and so, because it is unbecoming to me

;

there are others, the vulgar, who may do them

or not. But let this same Avord be taken in a more

perfect sense, such as Tennyson implies in those

words ofEdym,in one of his Idylls ofthe King ,•—

" And oft I talked with Dubric, the high saint,

Who, with mild heat of holy oratory,

Subdued me somewhat to that gentleness,

Which, when it weds with manhood, makes a man."

Or, to strike a diviner note, let it include all

that a spirit softened, and purified, and ren-

dered gentle by the Holy Spirit would be in-

clined to think and to do—then, the Gentle-

manly spirit is identified with the "Wisdom that
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is from above. St. James describes it well

:

" The Wisdom that is from above is first pure,

then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated,

full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality,

and without hypocrisy."

But to apply what I have advanced.

In this same way it has been said, that any

one who reads the Book of Proverbs in a devo-

tional temper, with the New Testament by his

side, and the thoughts of the unseen world

habitually in his heart, may find in each sen-

tence a higher motive underlying the lower one.

And it has been said further, that he is guided

in this search by finding the two classes of

precepts arranged in close contiguity. I shall

not quarrel greatly with this view, though

indeed it rather allegorizes and spiritualizes

the Book of Proverbs than accepts it in its

literal sense. And perhaps to discover in it

a foreshadowing of evangelical motives may
be a reward of the advanced Christian. He
is not to be condemned but envied, who speaks

thus, let us say, of tlie eleventh chapter, to

which reference has been made already: The

"pleasure and displeasure of the Almighty"

are mentioned in the first verse of the chapter.

May T not believe that the " sliame " spoken of

in the second verse is that which shall be felt
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by the '-proud" at His corning, and the ''jus-

tification of the lowly" that which He shall

pronounce who " giveth grace to the humble "
?

May I not believe that when it is said in the

twenty-first verse, that, "though hand join in

hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished : but

the seed of the righteous shall be delivered,"

His retribution, who "bringeth to nought the

counsels of princes," is looked forward to ; and

His rectifying the inequalities of this life, who
" giveth Lazarus his comfort " ? When I find

in the twenty-seventh verse, " He that diligently

seeketh good shall find favour : but he that

seeketh mischief, it shall come to him," may
I not think of the moral contained in the par-

able, '' Thou hast been faithful in a few things :

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord "
? or of

God's "giving up to their own heart's lusts

those who will not liear His voice "
? Or, lastly,

v/hen I read in the twenty-fifth verse, '' He that

watereth shall be watered himself," may I not

think of that doing of good and looking only

to reward in heaven which He encouraged who
inspired the words, ''God is not unrighteous,

that He will forget your works and labour

that proceedeth of love ; which love ye have

showed for His name's sake, who have minis*

lered to the saints, and yet do minister"?
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I repeat, that if a man i.-j able thus to read

the Book of Proverbs, and to profit by doing

so, I shall not dispute with him, but rather

rejoice that his moral and spiritual vision is

so enlightened as to penetrate into the highest

meaning of which the words of inspiration are

susceptible. But I consider the theory that

the Book of Proverbs is an educational one,

and intended for the less advanced, to bo at

once more true and more in accordance with

the compassionate love of Almighty God for

His weak and erring creatures. Only let this

caution be fully home in mind. Though I

have spoken as I have done of the book and

its contents, I do not wish men to rest satis-

fied with any motives but the highest which

their redeemed nature, sanctified and aided by

the Holy Spirit, is capable of entertaining; I

do not bid them be contented with any stan-

dard short of the measure of the stature of the

fulness of Christ. It is very well to speak as

a child, to understand as a child, to think or

reason as a child, for a time. And there is a

sense in which a child's example may be our

guide, as both our Lord and one of His Apostles

have intimated. We may cultivate with advan-

tage a child's singleness of heart, his unsuspi-

ciousness of evil, his freedom from malice. But,
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generally speaking, manhood requires nobler

language, higher views, more enlarged reasoning

than a mere child can attain. Though I have

urged thankfulness for what is imperfect, and

considered even tliat to exist by God's appoint-

ment and permission, I have encouraged men to

imitate the spirit of that ancient general, " who
held that he had done nothing so long as any-

thing remained to be done." This was what the

American poet shadowed forth by the significant

word, though he did not employ it in its classical

sense, "Excelsior." .This was the thought of

the Hymnologist when she -wrote,

" Nearer, my God, to Thee,
Nearer to Thee

!

E'en though it be a cross

That raiseth me."

This was what the Apostle had before him when
he said, " Not as though I had already attained,

either were already perfect : but I press forward."

This is what we pray for, when we beseech God
to " cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the

inspiration of His Holy Spirit, that we may
perfectly love Him, and worthily magnify His

holy Name, through Christ our Lord. Amen." ^

1 Note.—The outline of the argument of this Third Lec-
ture has been already put forth by the Author in the form
of a Tract, for a temporary purpose.
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Mark xi. 29.

"And Jesus answered and said unto them, I will also ask

of you one question, and answer ;Me, and 1 will tell you by

what authority I do these things.

"

Theke are few of us who cannot remember

the feelings of awe with which we perused, for

the first time, that wondrous passage in the

Old Testament, in which the Almighty is de-

scribed as speaking out of the whirlwind, and

condescending to notice something that Job

had spoken. A question had been presump-

tuously raised by the Patriarch, as in the pre-

sence of God, "Why and on what theory of

justice he, a righteous man, had been exposed

to the affliction under which he was labouring ?

The Ever-present heard the question, and in

a manner replied to it, but not in the exact

manner that Job had perhaps expected. It

did not please God to accept the arbitrarily

chosen issue, Are the dealings of the Almighty

defensible ? He raised another issue of His
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owu, Can tho dealiiios of the All-powerful

and Intinite One be comprehended by His

weak and finite creatures? And He clothed

this issue in a vast and exhaustive series of

questions,, which He prefaced by the striking

exordium: "Who is this that darkeneth counsel

by words without knowledge? Gird up now

thy loins like a man: for 1 will demand of

thee, and answer thou Me." Then ensued that

cumulative proposal of riddles in the natural

world, which Job is invited to solve, if he can.

If he cannot, shall he be able to grasp the

reasons by which God's Providence in the

world of man is actuated, show cause why the

action of it should be disannulled, or why it

should even be impugned as inequitable ? The

result is, that Job is silenced. Forthwith and

henceforth, he commits the ordering of his

ways to God, and, without further murmuring

or complaining, bows himself before that Great

and Awful One, who, as he confesses, can '' do

everything," and from whom no thought can

be withholden.

You will perceive, at once, that the imme-

diate principle upon which a direct answer to

Job's enquiry w^as denied is that which is

enunciated by Bishop Butler, in the seventh

chapter of the first part of his Analogy, in
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the following terms :
" The natural world, and

natural government of it, being such an incom-

prehensible scheme; so incomprehensible, that

a man must, really in the literal sense, know
nothing at all, who is not sensible of his igno-

rance in it ; this immediately suggests, and

strongly shows the credibility, that the moral

world, and government of it, may be so too."

Job was not to receive a direct answer, on the

principle, that, even had it been vouchsafed to

him, he could not have understood it. But a

more remote principle underlay God's answer-

ing one question by another, and to this I shall

refer presently, because it underlies the similar

mode of answering questions not unfrequcntly

adopted by Jesus during His ministry, which

has had an objection made to it. It has been

asserted to be a sophistical, and therefore an

immoral, mode of conducting controversy. A
grave accusation this, and one which I think

should be refuted, not merely by examining

the particular instances on which it was em-

ployed, (though I shall do this bye and bye,)

but by the allegation of the general principle

which was at the root of every instance.

(I have called this principle a remote one.

It is so, as compared with particular principles

immediately applicable. But it is not hard
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to discover, and perhaps a remoter principle

still will Le discoverable in the course of our

investigations. Of this, however, Ly the way.)

Before I exhibit in full either the objection

and the grounds on which it is supposed to be

maintainable, or the principle on which I think

it may be refuted, I will sketch the chief

features of the occurrence in the Text, which

runs parallel to some extent to that which has

been cited from the Book of Job. It is as

good a specimen as any of that part of our

Lord's so-called controversial strategy, to which

exception has been taken. A demand, it seems,

was made of Him by the Chief Priests and

others that He should answer a certain ques-

tion. He declines to do so, except on one

condition: they are to answer first a question

of His proposing. Then He proceeds to pro-

pose it. They find themselves unable, or are

at least un^silling, to answer it. The result

is, that they not merely extort no answer from

Him, but are completely silenced themselves.

Here, however, the parallel ceases. It is not

recorded of them, as it was of Job, that tliey

were convinced of the impertinence, (I use

this word in its strict etymological acceptation,)

of their own question, or of the heart-searcliing

power and knowledge of Him who had thus
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replied to it, or of His right tlins to reply

to it.

But the word right calls up an objector,

whom I am willing to believe to be a man of

strict conscientiousness, and who, by the way

in which he puts his objection, shows that he is

no mere caviller, but one who fancies he has a

moral ground for his objection. " I dispute

the alleged right," he says. " Is it the part of

any candid arguer to put aside an issue pro-

posed to him, and to substitute for it another

issue? To do so appears to me like sophistry.

I have heard of a sophistical artifice denomi-

nated "shifting the question," which, instead

of meeting the exact question proposed, ad-

dresses itself to proving something else, or, at

any rate, diverts the opponent from the exact

question. The case which you have just brought

forward, and many others which resemble it,

are instances of shifting the question, and

accordingly appear to be sophisticah JSTow

sophistry is, in itself, an immoral thing. How
then can I tolerate exercise of it as an element

in the teacliing of Him, who, besides being an

inculcator of the highest morality, is said to

be God as well as man, in fact the God of the

Bible? It certainly shakes my inclination to

identify that God with Him of whom my
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moral sense informs me, to find recorded of

Him such lack of candour and straightforward-

ness as His controversial method exhibits. He

will not answer a plain question in direct

terms. If the interesting point of the lawful-

ness of paying tribute to Csesar is raised, He

evades giving His opinion by a remark on the

image and superscription which He observed on

the coin current in Judea. If He is asked a

question concerning the condition of man after

the Eesurrection, He turns it aside, first by an

assertion of the carnal temper of his questioners,

and then by an irrelevant reference to the Jewish

Law. If He is required to state the chief Com-

mandment of that Law, He enters upon a conver-

sation wliich terminates in a puzzle founded on

an obscure passage in the Psalms. If His au-

thority for carrying on His ministry is demanded,

He answers by involving His interrogators in a

dilemma. If one says to Him, Who is my
neighbour? He replies by relating a parable.

All these cases, I repeat, involve a resort to

the fallacy of wliich I complain. How can I

believe Him who argued thus to have been a

perfect Man ? How can I believe Him to have

been God? And what if sirailar instances,

such as that in the Book of Job, are adducible

from the Old Testament? Is it a worthy
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representation of the Author of man to exhibit

Him as sanctioning a method of controversy

ahhorrcrit to the moral nature of the man
whom He has made?"

Thus far our objector, whom I honour

indeed as a man of scruj)ulous conscience,

but whom I think I can relieve of his doubts

by showing that one at least of the links in

his chain of argument is untrustworthy and

indeed false. I agree with him of course in

condemning all sophistry as immoral, and in

asserting that nothing immoral is compatible

with the character of Christ Jesus as Man,

or with man's idea of the perfections of God.

But with this my agreement with him termi-

nates. So far from allowing that the i)rocedure

called " shifting the question " is necessarily

fallacious or immoral, I assert the direct con-

tradictory : 1 assert, in fact, that there are cases

in which the employment of it is perfectly

legitimate, whether it take the form called

Argumcntum ad liomincm or any other. And
I assert that all the cases of its employment

by our Lord, which liave been objected to as

unfair and sophistical, are unobjectionable in

a moral point of view.

But I am not content with making assertions.

I proceed to show :

—
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First, What is the nature of the procedure

called "shifting the question;" when it is a

faHacious procedure, and when not.

Secondly, The general principle which under-

lies its employment in certain cases, and redeems

it from the charge of fallaciousness.

Thirdly, That all the cases of its employment

by our Lord are cases which this general prin-

ciple underlies.

' And Fourthly, That there may he discovered

a general principle yet more remote, which may
be considered as an additional reason for the

employment of it by llim.

' The result, I trust, will be that the objector

will find that he has no just cause fur attribut-

ing immorality to what he calls, though I shall

dispute the correctness of his phrase, the contro-

versial action of our Lord.

But to our subject.

I will suppose two parties met together and

a question thrown out for debate. One of the

parties, instead of arguing that question, evades

it by raising a different issue. ^Vhen he does

this, he " shifts the question " to something else,

and turns his conversation or reasoning upon

that, instead of upon wdiat was originally pro-

posed. Does he necessarily act fallaciously in

doin^ so ?
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I answer, This must depend upon the point,

Has the question been not merely thrown out

between the parties, but has it been accepted

by both parties ?

If both parties have agreed that the question

shall be put and argued, he who evades it acts

fallaciously. He has no moral right to step

aside from the agreement.

But if one party throws out a question which

the other party, for reasons satisfactory to him-

self, but which he is not bound to disclose, does

not choose to accept, he is surely justified

morally, he has right on his side, if he declines

to answer it or raises a distinct issue.

These cases, though they may be and are

called '' shifting the question," are entirely

different in character. I will give some in-

stances of the former sort.

Let two parties have agreed that the question

before a court of justice shall be, Whether such

a man is guilty of seditious speaking or no?

If one of the parties addresses himself to

the political sympathies of the jury, or to

their fear of returning an unpopular verdict

;

or if he urges any topic whatever except

what bears upon the guilt or innocence of the

accused, he " shifts the question " unfairly. His

opponent has a right to demand that he should
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keep to the point before him, the point before

them both, and before the jury. He has a right

to complain of an infraction of the understand-

ing with which the cause began, and to accuse

him of substituting " My client is to be got off

by any means " for '' My client is to be got off

by his being proved innocent of the crime laid

to his charge."

Again. Let two parties have agreed that the

political question before them shall be. Is this

measure expedient or no ? If one of the parties

argues that the opposing party has at some time

held different views of policy, and, therefore,

ought in consistency to abide by them, this

is an unfair "shifting the question." It is a

substitution of the issue, " Must that party be

always consistent ?
" for the issue on which the

debate was commenced, " Is the measure pro-

posed by that party expedient?" The other

party has a right to complain of unfairness.

And the unfairness is greatly increased if the

party resorting to it endeavours to make it

appear that the original question is being

adhered to.

Yet again. Let two parties have agreed to dis-

cuss a thesis, unimportant in itself, but rendered

important for the time by the fact that it has

been adopted by mutual consent as a thesis, and

I 2
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that a virtual compact Las been entered into

that nothing but what bears upon it shall be

brought forward. If one of the x^arties wanders

from the subject, and introduces irrelevant con-

siderations ; if he proves only part of the ques-

tion instead of the whole ; or if he proves only

something like the question, he has " shifted

the question " unfairly. The other party has a

right to complain that he has violated the con-

dition on which the two parties came together,

and which therefore ouc^ht to have been main-

tained so long as their intercourse subsisted;

that he has proposed as his object not the prov-

ing the truth of a certain proposition, but the

securing to a certain proposition its acceptance

as true, by all or any expedients ; and that, in

doing this, he has acted sophistically and im-

morally, with a view to obtain a dialectical

victory.

This sort of "shifting the question," I say

to the objector, I will permit you to assail

with any hard terms you please. It is every-

thing that you say of it, because it breaks a

contract, expressed or implied, existing between

two parties, and because, very often, it breaks

that contract with a view to deceive.

But now let me give an instance of the

other sort.
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Suppose two parties to meet together, and

one of them, without any permission expressed

or implied on tlie part of the other, or without

any k^gal or conventional claim upon his pre-

sence or hearing, to throw out a question

which he demands shall be answered or dis-

cussed. Under these circumstances it is surely

the undoubted right of the person challenged

to determine whether he will accept the ultro-

neous challenge or no. He may, if it seems

good to him, decline debate or discussion alto-

gether. He may do this, without assigning

any reason but his own mere will. He may
do it with remarks of the following character

:

Are you a person, who with any claim of con-

sistency, of propriety, of special knowledge of

the subject, or of jurisdiction, have a right to

propose a question to me at all ? Or he may
say : You, with your objects in view, have

taken the liberty of asking me a question

;

I, with my objects in view, take the liberty

of asking you one. My right to demand an

answer is at least equal to yours ; and if you

decline to answer me, I may, with equal pro-

priety, decline to answer you. Priority of ques-

tioning does not, and cannot, constitute a supe-

rior claim to a reply.

This, I say to the objector again, is I admit
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a sort of " shifting the question." But the

cases which fall under it are utterly different

in character from those which fall under the

former sort. Those others may be compared
to the dealing of an unknightly blow, or the

using an interdicted weapon, by one of two
parties fighting at a tournament, in spite of

conditions accepted by both, and generally ac-

knowledged to be binding. These, to the reserve

of a wayfarer towards a stranger who would
fasten himself upon him ; or to the vigorous

resistance of a man well armed to a murderous
attack, by which the assailant, when he would
have taken the life of another, is compelled

to struggle for his own. They are a declining

of controversy on the part of one who does

not choose, for reasons known to himself, but

which he is not bound to explain, to engage

in controversy at all; or they are a repelling

of the particular controversy which some one

endeavours to entangle him in, by turning the

self- elected adversary's position. They are a

lawful parrying of attack; they are measures

of defence, retaliatory measures if you please,

carrying the war into an unprovoked, though

not unprovoking, enemy's country, if you
please ; but they are not sophistical or im-

moral procedures. And they cannot be called
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such, unless, which you will scarcely contend,

every one is bound, in candour, to answer every

question which any one may choose to ask him.

The general principle, then, which underlies

every legitimate "shifting the question," and

which in fact constitutes its legitimacy, is this :

no one has a right to force a question upon

another without that other person's consent.

And that other person may withhold his con-

sent for any reasons w^hicli seem satisfactory

to himself, and is morally justified in so doing.

He is also morally justified in repelling an

attempt to force a question upon him, by any

of those expedients which have been suggested

above. And neither has the assailing party

any right to complain of immorality or so-

phistry, nor has a spectator of the action any

right to attribute them to the person using

such expedients. So, Job was righteously

answered as he was answered, because his

ignorance would have prevented his compre-

hending a direct answer. So, our Lord's self-

chosen opponents were righteously repelled as

they were repelled, for one of the following

reasons: they were either not qualified by moral

and intellectual attainments to understand

the answer which they demanded, or they

were absolutely disqualified by the presence of
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malicious and captious intentions from reaping

any good from the answer demanded, had it

been vouchsafed to them. They had no claim

of right to any answer ; still less had they a

right to complain of the kind of answer which

they received, or that tliey themselves were

questioned in turn.

And now let us examine the cases alleged

against our Lord by the assistance of the prin-

ciple which I have endeavoured to establish;

touching, however, before we do this, on the

case of Job, which throws considerable light on

the parallel cases in the New Testament.

I have said already that the ignorance, in

which, with the rest of men. Job w^as involved,

would, of itself, have prevented his compre-

hending an adequate answer to his question,

On what theoiy of justice have I, a righteous

man, been exposed to the afflictions under

which I am labouring? He could not have

understood such an answer. It would have

embraced the consideration of the whole of

God's dealings with the race of man, and

would have summoned him to regions of thouglit

and existence, through which his mind would

have been unable to travel. He was not aware

of his ignorance ; but whether he was aw^are of

it or no, it prevented his possessing a title to
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address his question to the Almighty. There-

fore, because he had no right, he was answered

by another question: "Art thou able to un-

derstand tlie arrangements of the natural

world ? If thou art, thou mayst understand

those other arrangements, the justice of which

thou dost impugn." He was dumb ; he could

make no rejoinder. The proposal of the

counter-question convinced him of his lack

of title to propose his own question.

A similar lack of title invalidated the posi-

tion of our Lord's questioners.

The object which these persons had generally

in view was, as indeed is expressly said of the

Pharisees in Matthew xxii. 15, "to entangle

Him in His talk." There is a sentence in the

Epistle of St. James, " If any man offend not

in word, tlie same is a perfect man." This was

probably one of those proverbial expressions

current anion j:^ the Jews, to which, as his

manner was, the Apostle thought it right

to attach an evangelical signification. But,

however this may have been, it evidently was

a test Avliich the Pharisees and others con-

sidered to be a convenient one for application

to our Lord. Profoundly disbelieving in the

truth of His mission, and yet finding them-

selves unable to discover in His actions any-
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thing hy which it might be discredited, they

determine upon the subtle course which the

language of St. Matthew indicates. They will

try whether He cannot be entangled in His

talk. (The phrase in the original is the same

as that which St. James uses, and which is

there rendered in tcord.) He may be brought,

by the use of unguarded expressions, into

conflict either with the Eoman Government or

with the national prejudices which clustered

round the Jewish Law. He may be led into

some admission fatal to His pretensions to be

a Messiah, or into some ebullition of temper

inconsistent with the chastened and subdued

tone which He has hitherto maintained as a

moral Teacher. The experiment is at any rate

w^orth trying. A result may confidently be

expected, which, if it does not bear upon the

controverted point of His Di^dnit}^, will in-

directly affect it, by proving that He is not a

perfect Man.

So argued, undoubtedly, the subtle Jewish

tacticians ; at least, their measures are a strong

proof that they so argued.

One of the questions put by the Pharisees

was calculated, if directly answered by our

Lord, to render Him either offensive to the

Eoman authorities, who enforced payment of
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certain taxes, or offensive to the Jews, who
paid sucli taxes, without acknowledging their

lawfulness, and purely under compulsion. "Is

it lawful to pay tribute to Cnesar or not ?" w^as

the query which they submitted to Him, with

some preliminary flattery of His truthfulness

of character, and independent utterance of

opinion. Our Lord was not to be taken in

their toils. Whether the question was worth

answering or no, it was not His business to

solve it, and they had no right to put it to

Him. He did not come to interfere with men's

civil relations to the State or to each other.

Humanly speaking, they were quite as able

to solve it as He was. At any rate, their endu-

rance of the circulation of Caesar's coin was a

practical solution of it which they had made
already. "Eender to Csesar the things that

are Ccesar's, and to God the things that are

God's," leaves them, and was intended to leave

them, no wiser than before. And our Lord,

and they feel it thoroughly, has both seen

through the hypocrisy of their approach to

Him, and silenced them, at least for that

time.

The next question which our objector has

noticed was one put to our Lord by the Sad-

ducees. It was very craftily imagined. By it
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tliey hoped to show that the doctrine of tlie

Resurrection, in which they placed no faitli,

but which Lay at tlie very foundation of our

Lord's teaching, was beset with extraordinary

difficulties. If a woman had had seven hus-

bands, to which of the seven will she belong

in the life to come ? If all the seven lay

claim to her, the relations of this life are

contradicted. If only one has her, how shall

the Eesurrection be a state of joy and satis-

faction to the remaining six of her earthly

partners ? Again our Lord baffles a piece of

curiosity. He refuses to enter upon a mere

casuistical puzzle. Men of carnal minds cannot

appreciate the matters of the divine world.

Those matters are spiritual, and must be sjoirit-

iially discerned. Let them study the Scrip-

tures, and decipher the intimations which even

Moses gives of a future state of existence,

and the difficulties they make so much of will

straightway disappear. "Till that has been

done," He implies, "you will obtain no sort of

explanation from Me. You have no right to

put your question. Did I answer it, your

corrupt hearts, and your lack of knowledge,

would prevent My answer from doing you any

good."

(
TJio third occasion on whicli our Lord is ac-
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cused by our objector of liaviiig answered un-

fairly, is that on which a Pharisee Lawyer steps

fortli as a questioner. This man's enquiiy is,

"What is the great Commandment of the

Law?" Perhaps he supposed that this New
Teacher, like certain eccentric teachers of that

day, would exhibit some undue preference for

one precept over the others, by which, as they all

proceeded from the same Divine authority, He
might be convicted of ignorance of the very

code which He professed to enforce. Tliis man,

too, is disappointed. " The loving service of

God, and the loving one's neighbour as oneself,"

is a summary so comprehensive that he cannot

quarrel with it, and at the same time is so high

and noble in its tone that it puts to flight the

host of quibbles by which, (so mixed are men's

\notive3,) he had possibly hoped to obtain a

canction for his own imperfect practice. But

our Lord does not pause here. He proceeds

to requite his questioner with a puzzle some-

what resembling his own. This might show

him that if He did not Himself reply so as to

meet the wishes of those who came to Him
with unfair enquiries, it was not because He
lacked skill as a disputant, but because the

enquiries were not such as should have been

made to Him. So, associating the Lawyer
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with tlie other Pharisees who stood by, and

whom for the time he had represented, Christ

said: "Yon admit Christ to be the son of

David. Explain to Me, then, that passage in

the Book of Psalms in which David speaks of

Christ as his Lord." They were not able to

do this ; and, the Evangelist tells ns, " no man
durst from that day forth aslc Him any more

qu^tions."

The next occasion alleged by the objector

is one which had occurred previously to the

third. It is that to which our Text refers.

The Chief Priests and others, their companions,

demanded of Christ what His authority was

for acting as He did, and who had bestowed on

Him that authority. To this question He
replied by another, which He had as much
right to put to them, as they had to put their

question to Him. And as He couched His

question in the shape of two alternatives, the

af&rmation of either of which would lead them

into a difficulty, they found themselves placed

between the horns of a dilemma. " The Baptism

of John, was it from heaven or of men ?

"

Which alternative are they to affirm ? If they

say, Erom heaven, the obvious rejoinder is, Why
did ye not then believe him ? If they say, Of

men the multitude with whom John had
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gained the reputation of a prophet, were likely

to resent their depreciation of the idol of the

hour. They could not, or would not, reply.

And Jesus said, " Neither tell I you by what
authority I do these things."

The last of the occasions which the objector

has brought forward, is one by which our Lord

showed more evidently than He did on many
other occasions that He could and wished to

do more than confute ; that He had the power

of leading, and the desire to lead, men from

speculative and unprofitable enquiries to prac-

tical and salutary issues. " Who is my neigh-

bour?" was a question put to Him by a certain

Lawyer, who had previously endeavoured to try

Him by an enquiry concerning the method by

which eternal life was to be attained. That

previous enquiry was answered by a question

to which the Lawyer, doubtless to his great

chagrin, felt himself bound to return a rej)ly.

He could scarcely do otherwise, as it related to

the Jewish Law, of which he was a professed

interpreter. He was not, however, quite satisfied

with himself, for he had in effect been com-

pelled to confess that his own question was a

superfluous one, and tliat he had no right to

trouble another for information which he pos-

sessed already So, with a view to justify
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himself, either to Jesus for having put his first

question, or to his own conscience for having

lived in neglect of known duty, he put his

second question, " And who is my neighbour ?

"

It was subtilly conceived, and might have led

an incautious respondent into refinements upon

relative obligations, subversive by their intricacy

of the honest performance of any obligation what-

ever. But the Parable of the Good Samaritan,

the contrast of his large heart and liberal hand

with the conduct of the Priest and the Levite,

furnished not merely an end of dispute, but a

moral lesson wdiich could not be mistaken. Its

tendency was : It may be good to '' understand

all mysteries and all knowledge," but if a man
" have not charity, he is nothing." Better assist

thy fellow-man at once than debate about his

exact relation to thee, and waste, in pro-

portioning and adjusting his claim, that time

which might have been occupied in alleviating

his stern necessity.

So far as my argument has gone, its tendency

has been to prove that our Lord's conduct as

a controversialist by no means warrants our

objector's imputation of fallaciousness, on the

principle that when a person has not admitted

another's right to propose a question, he is fully

justified in turning it aside in any way that
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seems good to him. And I liave shown that in

all the instances urged by the objector, which

may serve as fair samples of our Lord's method,

" shifting the question " was resorted to by Him
in order to repel controversy, not to carry on

controversy by illegitimate expedients. But

1 ao on to remark that one wlio never seeks

controversy, who never willingly engages in

argument, who only takes up the weapons of

controversy in self-defence and in order to

silence persons who have no right to force

questions upon him, cannot, in strictness, be

called a controversialist at all. And if the rest

of his conversational intercourse appears to be

peaceful rather than polemical, reserved rather

than aggressive, directed towards softening, and

so leading, the hearts of others, rather than

towards confounding their minds with intellec-

tual subtilties, and " thwarting" them, soph-like,

" at every turn," we should give him credit, in

his occasional passages of disputation, for higher

designs than mere controversial victory. Xow,

if there ever was one to whose case this con-

struction should be applied, it was our Lord.

We may, then, believe that beyond and deeper

than the assertion of the principle, that those

who question without right or righteous purpose

may deservedly be rebuked—liave their own
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implements of assault turned against them-

selves ; and if tliey lay a mine, find that they

have to do with no unskilful engineer, but one

able to

" Delve one yard beyond their mines,''

(Ilamlct, iii. 4,)

—He had a profound moral object in view. This

object was the improvement of all with whom
He was brought in contact ; the improvement, if

possible, of even the most perverse and worst

intentioned ; but if not, the improvement of

those who witnessed His daily life, and needed

to be shown that He was not merely morally,

but intellectually, superior to all who approached

Him. The sweetness and gentleness of His con-

solations to all w^ho needed them; His ready

instruction of all who came to Him with sincere

purposes of good ; His discriminating method

of testing sincerity ; His leading persons on to

know both what they desired of Him, and

who He w^as of whom they desired it ; His for-

bearance under direst insult and contumely,

—

all these circumstances show that when He
condescended to meet a caviller with his own

weapons, he had before Him, as the main design

of His ministry, the converting of disobedient

souls, the strengthening of converted souls.
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His daily life was the interpreter of its polemical

passages.

Instances of what I mean are profusely

scattered over the wliole surface of the Gospel

narrative: His considerate kindness at Cana;

His demeanour and words in the chamber of

sickness ; His love of the young man who
desired to know what good thing he might do

to inherit eternal life ; His sympathy with the

afflicted ones at Bethany ; His withholding the

temporary resurrection of Lazarus until He had

elicited a confession from Martha of a belief in

a better resurrection ; His answering nothing

when He was reviled and buffeted and spitted

on ; His rebuke of the ambitious disciples by

His commendation of the simplicity and single-

heartedness of a little child ; His threefold

enquir)^ of Peter, " Lovest thou Me ? " which

brought before the repentant Apostle the cow-

ardice of his threefold denial: all these arc

things wliich we should regard more carefully

than we usually regard them. They are not

merely incidents in a man's life, wliich are to be

considered as so many dry and isolated facts.

They are rather a series of acts, which showed

what was within. They are indications that

our Lord was acting with one consistent aim,

the improvement of mankind. And so they are

K 2
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interpretations of what appear at first sight

harder to understand, His dialectical contests

and victories. They are irrefragable presump-

tions that His determination not to be entangled

in His talk was part of His pursuit of the same

aim, an exhibition of the same principle,—not

so obvious indeed, but capable of discovery by

those wlio set themselves in earnest to dis-

cover it.

If nothing else were to be gained from the

considerations which have been proposed in to-

day's Lecture, these points at least may be gained

from them. Whatever intellectual and moral

gifts our Loj'd promised to His disciples, those

He eminently possessed Himself. Whatever

He desired His disciples to be, that He Himsell

was. He combined the gentlest and most

forbearing love with the most penetrative

appreciation of character, and the keenest in-

sight into motives. He who bade His disciples,

" Be wise as serpents, harmless as doves," is

declared in the Gospels, as well as by prophecy,

to have been One who, while " He did not strive

nor cry;" while, " though oppressed and afflicted,

He did not open His mouth," yet was able,

by His gracious words, to comfort them that

mourn. And He who promised, " I will give

you a mouth and wisdom, which all your
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adversaries shall not be able to gainsay nor

resist," proved Himself equal, and more than

equal, to any intellectual encounter.

We are not, ho^Yeve^, intended merely to

admire Christ. As God, indeed, He is to be

adored, and, in the old sense of the word, we

can never sufficiently admire His condescen-

sion in assuming our nature, and in it dying

for our sins. But, besides this, He came to be

an example of godly life. Xow, of the life ot

man, words, i.e. his intercourse with his fellows

by articulate sounds, expressive of the move-

ments of the intellect and heart within, form

no unimportant portion. I think it, therefore,

worth while to examine further, whether—and

if so, in what mannei;—Christ in controversy,

(or rather, in repelling controversy,) and in the

other interchanges of thought and feeling by

means of words, may be a model for us. His

brethren and disciples.

He may be, so it seems to me, in many ways.

We live in times when our faith in the Church,

our faith in Christianity, our faith in Providence,

our faitli even in the distinction between right

and wrong, is continually assailed. An imitation

of our Lord's controversial wisdom may avail

us in many of the perplexities in which we are

apt to be involved. Suppose, for instance, that
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we are told that there are inconsistencies in our

Communion; that ungodly men and ungodly

counsels sometimes prevail in it ; that it suffers,

or is likely to suffer, from secular interference

with the truth; and that, therefore, it is our

duty to leave it. And suppose, further, that we

are unable at once to answer all these objections.

What would be the wisest reply? These

objections may exist, nay, I am certain histori-

cally, they do exist, elsewhere. Show me the

Commnnion against which no such charges can

be made—nay, show me one, in which, though

such charsjes cannot be made a^^ainst it, other

and, perhaps, graver evils are not to be detected

;

prove to me that any Ecclesiastical Society,

thongh heavenly in its origin, can be on earth

and not be somewhat earthly ; then I will con-

sider about the defects of my own, then I will

discuss the duty of leaving it—but not till then.

Or suppose again, that the genuineness and

authenticity of the Gospel records are attacked

;

that men declare, with Strauss, that Christ is a

mere myth, a fictitious embodiment to express

an idea, or, with Eenan, that He was an existing

person indeed, but that His biography has been

so overlaid with legends that we must eliminate

from it everything Divine and miraculous, and

reduce Him to a mere man—and that, not a
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man of tlic bcsb typo of iiuiiiliood. And sap[)Ose

further that we cannot see our way immediately

out of these difficulties, and have not leisure or

means to enter at once upon a formal unravelling

of them. "What would be our wisest course ?

I believe it would be, to point to the fact, now

of more than eighteen centuries' duration, of the

existence of Christianity and of the worship ot'

Christ ; to demand some more reasonable theory

to account for that existence than the one which

we have been taught to hold ; or at least to

require that those who would deprive us of the

support in this world, and of the hopes in that

other world, which our religion offers, should

provide us with something better, some better

anchor of the soul, and more sure and stedfast.

Or suppose again, that we are assailed with

cavillings as to particular doctrines of Eevela-

tion, as being hard to be understood, and, there-

fore, necessarily to be rejected. Might it not

be in perfect harmony with our Lord's method

in controversy, to observe, that the cavillers

themselves believe many things in nature for

wliich they are unable to account ? To observe

that, for instance, the laws by which storms

and tempests and floods and droughts are made

serviceable to mankind; the laws even by

which thoughts enter into their own minds,
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and germinate there, and combine with other

thoughts,—that tliese laws are utterly unknown

to them, and yet that they do not therefore

question their existence? And might we not,

in accordance w^ith the same high example,

go on to say to our assailants ?—If you do not

feel yourselves bound to exhibit a rationale of

these things, which, though confessedly above

your ken, you nevertheless believe to exist,

neither do w^e feel ourselves bound to explain,

how God doth work invisibly in us by His

Sacramental Grace, or by His other means of

Illumination, We gladly thank Him for His

blessings, though we cannot define, or even de-

scribe approximately. His mysterious methods

of conferring them.

And so of other matters. Enougli, however,

has been said to show, that for defensive pur-

poses, when a caviller assails our faith or our

practice, or endeavours to entangle us in our

talk, we may, not merely without offence or

WTong-doing, but with a very great precedent

before us, even Him in whom dwelt all wisdom,

(though we are in much ignorance,) refuse to

give a direct answ^er, nay, " shift the ques-

tion," involve him who would perplex us in

similar perplexity, and force him to consider

the insecurity of his own position. The case
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would be far different, if one were to apx:)roacli

us as an unwilling doubter, such as I have

set before me in these Lectures, or as a younger

brother earnestly desirous to be informed, witli

a faith which only needed to be strengthened,

and with readiness to admit tlie light into

the darkest recesses of his soul. But then,

too, we should have Clirist's example to guide

us. We should do our utmost to help the

genuine enquirer. We should lead him from

one admitted truth to another, and from one

stepping-stone of doctrine, on which we have

placed his foot, to another. We should sympa-

thize witli liis missi^ivincTs, comfort him in his

occasional stumbles, raise him up when he

falls, sustain him when he is sinking in the

water-floods of despair. Thus He who said,

" thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou

doubt ? " He who promised, '' They that will

do the will of God shall know of the doctrine,

whether it be of God," will be our pattern

in upholding others, as v*^ell as in defending

ourselves.

We have yet, however, to observe, in order

fidly to complete our subject, that Christ in

His ordinary words, as He conversed with His

friends and with those whom He desired to

benefit, and even in the midst of His enemies.
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is a pattern to iis Christians. I can imagine

persons, nay, I rejoice to say I have known
many persons, witli whom it is impossible to

have intercourse and not to derive good from

them. They have a v/inning manner of ex-

tracting improvement from every passing cir-

cumstance, how slight and trivial soever. TJiey

have a peculiar, yet unaffected, way of speaking

of things and persons, which is very different

from that of the world. They have an en-

couraging word for every struggler after good.

Their accents are comforting to those in afflic-

tion. Their tone, when conversing on Divine

things, is grave, yet not stern or Pharisaical.

Their expressions under personal suffering are

full of resignation to the Divine Will. Listen,

if you be their friend, as anxiously—if other

than their friend, as caj^tiously—as you please,

to anything that drops from them, you will

find them not merely not entangling them-

selves in their talk, but innocent, void of

offence, and ministering gi^ace to their hearers.

Well, when I have seen such, I have been con-

strained to say : These are true disciples of

Him whom the Pharisees endeavoured to en-

tangle in His talk. These, though with the differ-

ence which must ever exist between the sinful

follower and the sinless Forerunner, are His
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disciples, in whose inoutli guile was not found.

These have companied with Him who dis-

covered lessons of things human and Divine,

deducible from the waving cornfield, from the

husbandman casting his grain into the soil,

from the birds following the husbandman's

course, and devouring much of the grain, yea,

from the breath of the wind, or from the red

and lowering aspect of the sky. These, and

not the Twelve Apostles only, have been with

Him who encouraged the first dawnings of

faith in those who sought solution of their

honest doubts, comfort for their sorrowing

hearts, or relief for their afflicted frames.

These have witnessed Him appalling the hypo-

crite, not so much by reproaches, though re-

proaches were sometimes necessary, as by the

expression of His own deep earnestness and

sincerity. These have caught the accents of

His resignation at Gethsemane, interpreted the

eloquence of His silence in the High Priest's

house and at Gabbatha, and, with Mary and

John and the other bystanders, received the

last seven words of love, and self-sacrifice,

and humility, which issued from His lips,

amid the terrors of Calvary. Yes, they have

been with Him throughout His career. They

have heard the gracious words which pro-
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ceeded out of His mouth, and have so hidden

them in their hearts, that tliey have disciplined

their own tongues to exhibit a counterpart of

the Great Teacher's language.

" By thy words," said that Great Teacher,

" thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou

shalt be condemned." If this be so, w^ords

are a very searching test of the thoroughness

of our Christian profession. We do not gene-

rally attach sufficient importance to this truth.

We think we do quite enough in the way of

self-control, if we are not violent in hand, not

dishonest or licentious in act. Let us remem-

ber that the impatient, the discontented, the

unclean word, is an entanglement in the snares

of our Enemy ; that the patient, the resigned,

the pure word, is an evidence that we are

followers of Him, who, in this respect, as in

others, "left us an example, that we should

follow His steps." It is said of the character

of the redeemed, in the Book of Eevelation, " In

their mouth was found no guile : for they are

without fault before the throne of God." Let

us be imitators of them, as they were of

Christ ; so shall we have part and lot with

them in the final issue of their trial. Amen.
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Luke vii. 39.

"Tills man, if Ho Averc a prophet, would have known
who and what raaunev of woman this is that toucheth Him :

for she is a sinner."

Theee are many who have been distressed

and pained by the attempt of a recent writer ^

to impugn the ascription of the authorsliip of

the Pentateuch to ]\Ioses. The majority of such

persons have, however, at length been convinced

of its futility and captiousness, or at least have

determined that, until he has made out a better

case for his own theory of its composition, it is

the safer method to retain their old belief.

And thus they have dismissed the general

cpiestion from their minds. Some, of course,

have, humanly speaking, been shaken irre-

trievably, and have cast in their lot with those

who hold, that the Scriptural records of the

early dispensations of God are no more trust-

worthy than the stories told by Livy, or than

^ Birfhop Colenso.
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the catalogues of Assyrian Kings which are

found in Syncellus or Eusebius; that I\Ioses

himself was a mythical personage, as much as

Inachus or Cecrops. With such persons I have

nothing to do here. And it is not my intention

to enter upon any disquisition as to the Genu-

ineness and Authenticity of the Pentateuch.

Others have taken this in hand.

My present concern is with a person whose

case may be descrilDed thus. Although he is

satisfied that Bishop Colenso's main argument

is untenable, and treats it as though it had

never been, he is perplexed with the doubt as

to the perfection of the knowledge possessed by

our Lord, which tliat ^vriter found it necessary

to suggest. The Bishop's words were in effect

:

"It maybe supposed that, as our Lord mentions

Moses in various passages as the author of the

Pentateuch, His authority is decisive in the

matter, and that all I have said must fall to

the ground. This need not be : for, first, Christ

may have referred only to certain parts of the

Pentateuch ; and as there are parts of it which

all confess could not have been written by

Moses, as the last chapter, which records his

death, it is not irreverent but perfectly fair

to enter upon the question. What other parts

may not have been written by him ? Secondly,
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Christ may have been only accommodating

Himself to tlic ordinary Jewish opinion, which

ascribed the Pentateuch to Moses, just as He
accommodated Himself to the ordinary way of

speaking of the sun rising, or of the stars

falling from heaven. Thirdly, Christ may

really have known very little about the matter."

This last very startling proposition he introduces

with the following remarks :
—

" It is perfectly

consistent with the most entire and sincere

belief in our Lord's Divinity, to hold, as many

do, that when He vouchsafed to become a ' Son

of Man,' He took our nature fully, and volun-

tarily entered into all the conditions of humanity,

and, among others, into that which makes our

growth in all ordinary knowledge gradual and

limited. We are expressly told, in Luke ii. 52,

that ' Jesus increased in tuisdom' as well as in

' stature.' It is not supposed that, in His

human nature. He was acquainted, more than

any educated Jew of the age, with the mysteries

of all modern sciences; nor, with St. Luke's

expressions before us, can it be seriously main-

tained that, as an infant or yotmr/ child, He
possessed a knowledge, surpassing that of the

most pious and learned adults of His nation,

upon the subject of the authorship and age of

the different portions of the Pentateuch. At
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-what period, then, of llis lite upon earth, is it

to be supposed that He had granted to Him,

as the Son of Man, supernatiirally , full and

accurate information on these points, so that He
should be expected to speak about the Penta-

teuch in other terms, than any other devout

Jew would have employed ? Wliy should it be

thought that He would speak with certain Divine

knowledge on this matter, more than upon other

matters of ordinary science and history ?

"

Such were Bishop Colenso's words. The

person whom I am supposing to be offended by

them addresses me after the following manner

:

" 1 am very little troubled with the first and

second positions of the Bisliop. It is obviously

unfair to argue that, because there are one or

two passages in the Pentateuch which bear,

upon the face of them, evidence of later^inser-

tion, or, as in the case of the closing chapter of

Deuteronomy, of addition immediately after the

author's death, therefore the wliole may be

destitute of genuineness, and so of authenticity.

And it is absurd to institute a parallel between

employment of the usual modus loquendi to

indicate physical plienomena, and the misstating

—for, as applied to this matter, it must be a

misstating— an historical fact. The former

implies no intention to deceive ; it is simply an
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adoptiou of the ordinary language of society,

which avoids pedantry, and aims at perspicuity.

The latter is a downright assertion of that as

a foct, which the speaker, at the time he makes
it, knows to be not a fact. The doctrine of

accommodation has no j)lace here. But I am
greatly troubled with the third position, that

Christ may really have known very little about

this matter, and with the remarks by wdiich it

is introduced. Is it possible to hold that, on
this point, Christ's knowledge was only on a

level with that of any devout J ew of His day,

and on other points, not more than that of any
educated Jew of His day, and yet to retain an
entu-e and sincere belief in His Divinity ? The
Bishop says it is possible, but I find it impossible

for me. In my apprehension, Divinity implies

knowledge, in no instance defective, at no time

absent in fact, though it may not be put forth at

all times. Such Divinity seems to me incom-

patible with the supposition of any ignorance.

Things past and things to come ; what has pro-

ceeded from its immediate fiat, and what has

proceeded from it by the instrumentality of its

creatures ; the secret or overt arrangements of

the natural world, and the intricate system of the

moral world ; the thoughts and words of men,

and their achievements in all ages—come under

L
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its cognizance. It is true that the Bishop

makes the ignorance under which he supposes

Christ to have laboured to have been one of

tlie conditions of His assuming man's nature.

But this only increases my difficulty. The

Humanity has cancelled an essential attribute

of the Divinity. How then can it be true that

in Christ dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead

bodily ? One who is God ignorant of a matter

like this, which, by hypothesis, the critical

power of a mere man has unravelled, three

thousand years at least after an assumed forgery

was perpetrated ! And as for that other state-

ment, that He knew nothing, or almost nothing,

more of science or history, than His notoriously

imscientific and incurious contemporaries—is the

Creator of the world, the Euler in the kingdoms

of men, inferior in this point to those of our

time ? If He was, the Incarnation has destroyed

the identity of the God of Nature and Provi-

dence, of whom my moral sense informs me,

with the God of the Bible. I must reject the

latter, and cleave to the former."

It is impossible not to respect our objector's

scruples. He evidently entertains them unwill-

ingly, and would fain dismiss them if he could.

I shaU hope to assist him in dispersing them.

But before I do so, I would remind him that
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the compali bilit}'' of the admission of ignorance

iu Christ uith a belief in His Divinity depends

entirely upon ])isliop Colenso's assertion. He
has not defined what he means by Christ's

Divinity, and it is certainly open to question

whether he means by it true and proper Deity.

At any rate, he has been most anxious to show,

as w^e see from his other works, that the Church

does not generally and ought not to pray to

Christ as God, and to eliminate addresses to

Him as God from popular hymn-books.

I would remind him also, that Bishop

Colenso has not proved that Christ had no

knowledge on the particular point which he

dwells upon. Had he exhibited a large induc-

tion of instances in which Christ showed want

of knowledge of facts of history, one might

have gone on with him to argue to His very

probable ignorance as to the authorship of the

Pentateuch. He has not exhibited one such

instance. Or had he adduced a large amount

of instances in which Christ showed want of

knowledge of other matters, one might, under

a reservation, to be mentioned presently, have

gone on with him to argue to His very probable

ignorance on this matter. But he has done

nothing of the sort. He has first coined a

case, couched in very deceptive terms, and then,

L 2
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on the analogy of that case, assumed ^^llat

he ought to have proved. His case is : Christ

cannot be supposed to have been acquainted

Avith the mysteries of all modern sciences.

jSTow, what is an acquaintance with these mys-

teries, after all, but a faint approximation on

man's part, seeing through a glass, darkly, to

an understanding of the workings of God in

Creation ? and why, if the Divinity of Clnist

is admitted, should He not have known them

from the beginning, and traced them in all

their ramifications through all ages ? To hold

that He should not have done so, is as com-

patible, perhaps, with a belief in Christ's

Divinity, as to hold that He was ignorant ot

facts of history!;, but it is not more so, and

will not prove the other. Besides, as I have

said, it is a coined case, and itself needs

proof—so intrinsically improbable is it, when

divested of the jargon in which it is couched,

" unacquaintance with the mysteries of modern

science," and shown in its true character, ot

a denial to God of knowledge of His own

works. " He that formed the eye, shall He not

see ? " (Ps. xciv. 9,) reduces it at once to an ab-

surdity. Nothing but an induction of instances

in which Christ showed an ignorant misstate-

ment on scientific subjects,, would render it at
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all probable. This the Bishop has not framed,

any more than he has framed that wider induc-

tion of wliich I spoke just now. He has

contented himself with adducing a text from

St. Luke about " Jesus increasing in wisdom,"

which I shall shoY>^ he imperfectly understood,

and which I shall also show is nothing to the

purpose, and with an enquiry based upon his

own interpretation of it, If Christ's knowledge

as a child was only inchoate, if it was gradual,

at what time in His life did He obtain com-

pletion of it ?

But I will not dwell longer upon the frail

nature of the Bishop's argument, if argument

it can be called. I will now proceed to the

more agreeable task of reassuring the conscien-

tious, but I must say weak, objector, whom

his assertion of Christ's ignorance has troubled.

In doing so, I shall feel myself entitled to

appeal to the evidence of the Gospels as to

what Clirist was, for Bishop Colenso still so

far regards them, as to consider it worth while

to notice an objection to his own theory which

is drawn from their pages. The Gospels indeed,

though the Epistles may help us to a certain ex-

tent, are the direct source of evidence as to what

Christ was, and as to what He said and did.

My argument will take the following form :

—
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If Clirist is to be suioposecl to have been

ignorant on one point, because He could not

have gained knowledge upon it except by

supernatural information, no doubt His general

biography will show that on other matters,

where similar information must necessarily

be postulated, He showed similar ignorance.

If, however, an examination of His biography

proves that in other matters, many of them

such as, humanly speaking, could still less

have been known except by supernatural infor-

mation, He was not found wanting in know-

ledge, and was, both by His detractors and by

friends, declared not to be w^anting, we may
fairly argue to no defect in knowledge, in the

matter urged by the Bishop, for want of super-

natural information.

Or it may be stated more formally thus :

—

If want of supernatural information made

Christ ignorant on this matter, the same want

would have mxade Him ignorant on other matters

confessedly less attainable by natural faculties.

But the Gospels show that He was not

ignorant on such other matters.

Therefore He could scarcely have been igno-

rant on this matter, at least for the cause alleged,

want of supernatural information.

INIy induction of facts w^ill, I hope, be suffi-
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ciently copious to reassure our timid objector,

and to satisfy liiui that, so far as the impu-

tation of ignorance goes, his fear that Christ

may not be God is. unfounded.

This done, I shall suppose him restored to

his belief that Christ is God, and in his turn

becoming the assailant of Bishop Colenso.

Accordingly, I shall lead him on to argue,

, If Christ be God, ignorance in Him is d

priori impossible.

And this in effect will amount to: Bishop

Colenso, by allowing Christ to be God, has

rendered liis theory of ignorance in Him utterly

untenable.

But to our subject.

That our Lord's natural opportunities for

acquiring knowledge upon the ordinary subjects

of human learning, such as history, criticism,

and science, were exceedingly limited, must be

evident from the circumstances of His life. The

reputed son of a carpenter, and Himself exer-

cising that humble calling, the inhabitant ot

the obscure villages of Nazareth or Capernaum,

until He commenced His ministry, He could

scarcely have been naturally above the level of

peasants or labourers of His class. That He

may have enjoyed the scanty instruction sup-

plied in small Jewish towns by the hazxans, or
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rulers in the synagogues, is possible, and indeed

probable, for some slight acquaintance with the

Law was a condition of being made, at twelve

years of age, a son of the precept. But we

must treat as a fond imagination the specu-

lations of Eenan as to His study of the

Scriptures in the Hebrew tongue, and His

supposed preferences of one portion of it to

another, preferences which could only have been

developed by opportunities, such as, humanly

speaking, were absolutely out of His reach. It

was, indeed, a matter of notoriety amongst His

countrjTuen, that He had had no opportunities

of superior education, and that His connections

vrere not such as would have brought such

opportunities in His way. " How knoweth this

man letters, having never learned ?
" (John vii.

15,) is decisive on the former point. " Is not

this the carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother

of James, and Joses, and of Juda, and Simon ?

and are not His sisters here with us ?" (]Mark

vi. 3,) is decisive on the latter. And it is ob-

servable that this remark Avas made "in His

own country,"—that is, in the place where He
had been brought up, and where ever}i:hing

associated with His early life and rearing was

perfectly known. His disciples were of the

same social rank with Himself. Four of them,
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at least, were fishermen ; one was a receiver of

tolls or dues on the Lake of Gennesaret; and it

is said of I'eter and John, (in Acts iv. 13,) " that

they were unlearned and ignorant men."^ Thus

the early defects in Christ's education could not

have been amended by intercourse Avith larger

and more cultivated minds during His ministry,

even supposing that the w^andering and busy

life in wdiich its three years engaged Him had

allowed Him opportunities for study and self-

culture. Of such an one it might have been

expected that, when He came upon the public

scene, and provoked hostile criticism by His

novel pretensions. He would have exhibited

almost every phase of ignorance : ignorance of

the details of the Jewish Law, and inability to

explain them—ignorance of the high tone

suitable to a Great moral Teacher—icjnoranco

of the art of dialectic—icjnorance of men and

manners—ignorance of the probable designs of

enemies and opponents—ignorance of literary

questions, and of the history and literature

even of His own nation—ignorance of the

events and politics of His day—all these He
might have been expected to exhibit. And it

would not and could not have been anticipated

for a moment, that He w^ould have been able, so
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to read the hearts of men, as to answer their

unuttered questions; so to divine what had

occurred during His temporary absence, as to

speak of it as though He had actually seen it

;

so to know the life of a person whom He had

never set eyes on before, as to describe it from

point to point ; so to throv/ Himself into the

Jewish history and literature, as if He had been

present at the most remarkable junctures of the

one, and cognizant of the most hidden meanings

of the other ; so to foretell the coming events of

His own career, and the more distant fortunes of

the Jewish nation, as to have never been con-

victed of error. His enemies would have been

on the watch to detect instances of the various

phases of ignorance which I have mentioned.

And neither His friends nor His enemies would

have been prepared to find in Him the vast

and superhuman knowledge whicli I have also

mentioned.

. But what are the facts of His history ? So

far from exhibiting ignorance of the Jewish

Law, we find Him acquainted with even its

more obscure passages, and able to refer to its

minutest observances. On the occasion of His

Temptation, He is ready with two quotations,

such as would scarcely have occurred to any

one who was not intimatelv familiar with the
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Book of Deuteronomy (viii. 3, vi. 16, vi. 13). He
knows the regulations of marriage and divorce,

and the customs regulating the re-admission of

leprous persons into the congregation. He can

cite, as in the Sermon on the Mount, maxims

from the pages of the Law, and both clear them

of false glosses, and invest them with a noble,

a transcendental meaning. So far from being

unable to soar to tlio high tone which would

liave been demanded in a Great moral Teacher,

we fnid instances in which His hearers were

"astonished at His doctrine," astonished at

His self-restraint, astonished at His habitual

consideration for others, and His repression of

every attempt on the part of His disciples

to raise Him to worldly eminence. So far

from being ignorant of the art of dialectic.

He exhibited (as I showed in my Fourth

Lecture) a skill in repelling gainsayers, which

only long practice in the art ordinarily secures

to a man. So far from being ignorant of men

and character, and of the probable designs of

His enemies. He appeared to know them in-

tuitively, and to guard against them, until, in

His own language, " His hour was come." So

far from being ignorant of the history even of

His own country, the whole stream of the

world's annals is as known to Him as if He had
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voyaged down it. The Creation; the Flood; the

destruction of Sodom, and the minuter circum-

stances attending it, such as the death of Lot's

wife ; the life of Abraham ; the names of Isaac

and Jacob ; the story of the Burning Bush ; the

administration of Moses ; the lifting up of the

Serj^ent in the Wilderness ; the acts and writings

of David ; incidents in the life of Solomon, as

the visitation of him by the Queen of the

South ; the history of Tyre and Sidon ; the acts

of Elijah and of Elisha ; the Book of Daniel,

—

all these are household w^ords to Him ; and if He
did not ordinarily extend His allusions beyond

the records of the Jews, this w^as because no

occasions happened to require this of Him. So

far from being ignorant of the events and politics

of His own day, He showed that He was perfectly

aware of the relations in which the Jews stood to

Eome, and personally avoided direct collision

with the Eoman authorities. It did not fall in His

way to descant upon contemporaneous history.

Thus much as to the ignorance which Christ

might have been expected to exhibit, but

which the Gospels show that He did not ex-

hibit. Eenan states that He betrayed ignorance

of royal life. " The courts of kings," he says,

"appeared to Him as places where men wear

fine clothes. The charming impossibilities with
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whitli His parables abound, when He brings

kings and mighty ones on the stage, prove that

He never conceived of aristocratic society but

as a young villager who sees the world through

the prism of his simplicity." ^ It is sufficient

to reply to this, that Renan has thought of

royal life in its modern undress, not of royal

life in its Oriental show and luxury ; and,

in particular, that he has forgotten that in

the parable to which he pomtedly alludes,

that of the King making a marriage for his

son, a day of special pomp and ceremony is

described.

But to pass from occasions on which Christ,

considering the circumstances of His bringing

up, could scarcely have avoided betraying igno-

rance, to occasions on which He exhibited an

amount and a character of knowledge which

could never have been for a moment anticipated.

These occasions, you will observe, differ entirely

from those others. An uneducated man might

have been expected to betray ignorance on the

former; no mere man, whether uneducated or

educated, could have been expected to exhibit

knowledge on these. AVhat, then, was He, who,

when on a certain day He had been on His road

to Capernaum, proved to His disciples that He
' Eenaii, Yic de Jesus, chap. 3.
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had been privy not merely to their disputes as

to which of them should be the greatest, but to

the very thoughts of their hearts upon the sub-

ject ? What was He who answered the unex-

pressed wish of His disciples, that He should

solve their question about the " little while "
?

^

What was He who knew the life of Nathanael,

or the past history, and present living in concu-

binage, of the woman of Samaria ? What was

He who could intuitively tell the thoughts of the

Pharisee mentioned in the Text, and prove that

He possessed that very knowledge of the woman's

character, which the man demanded of Him in

order to test His pretensions ? What was He who
could know that a coin would be found in tlie

mouth of the fish for which Peter was com-

manded to cast a hook into the sea, and which

was to be " the first fish that came up ;

" or who
could tell His two disciples not merely Avhere

they would find an ass and a colt tied, but what

the owners would say and do, when the use of

them was required for Him ? What was He who
discerned,untold, the character and the designs of

Judas ; who predicted the circumstances of His

own capture, and trial, and death—the careers

of His individual apostles ; and the destruction

of Jerusalem? And all this without any record

1 John xvi. 19.
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of external communications from God being

vouchsafed to Him, as was the case with Moses,

with Elijah, with Elisha, with Daniel, with Peter,

with Philip the Deacon, and others, but by His

own inherent power, and as One who " needed

not that any should testify of man, for He knew

what was in man "
? ^ ^Vliat was He, but though

He were a man, yet a man accompanied by in-

finite knowledge—knowledge absolutely super-

natural ? Can it be imagined then, for a moment,

that such a man, tested in so many ways, could

have been ignorant whether Moses was a myth,

or whether he was a real person, and the person

to whom the Pentateuch was to be ascribed?

Could He who was before Abraham, and whose

day He said Abraham rejoiced to see, have been

ignorant who wrote of Abraham ? And as for

the coined case, from the analogy of which

Bishop Colenso endeavoured to argue to Christ's

ignorance on this point, could He have been

isnorant of the laws of nature, who was able to

suspend them ? Could He have been ignorant

of what are to us the theories of the winds and

the waves, who could lull the tempest, and walk

upon the waters, and even rescue from them the

form of the sinking disciple ?

But when was this faculty of superhuman

^ Jobn ii. 25.
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knowledge comnmnicated to Clirist ? The Gos-

pels assert that He was " the Truth," that He
was " full of grace and truth/' expressions which

seem to imply that at and from His very Incar-

nation He possessed all truth, i.e. true know^-

ledge of things past, things present, and things

to come, not as a thing or course of events com-

municated, or as a set of principles indoctrinated,

but as an uncommunicated attribute of His very

being. But Bishop Colenso has raised three

objections to this. First he says, We are ex-

pressly told by St. Luke, ii. 52, that " Jesus in-

creased in wisdom." The inference from this he

desires to be that it was only such wisdom as

man naturally attains to, (for if it had been

supernatural wisdom, it w^ould have been com-

plete at once;) and such wisdom, therefore, as

after all w^ould necessarily be incomplete and

fallible, like the wisdom of men generally.

Secondly, that it is unreasonable to suppose that,

having entered into all the conditions of our

humanity, Christ could, as a child, have possessed

any supernatural wisdom. Thirdly, that if it

be granted that as a child He possessed only

natural wisdom, tha-t is, such wisdom as children

imder ordmary circumstances can compass, it

must be believed that throughout His course He
possessed only natural wdsdom, unless the exact
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period of life at wliicli lie became possessed of

supernatural wisdom can be indicated.

To these objections I make, tliongh with the

reverence that the mysterious character of the

subject inspires, the following replies :

—

If we admit, what we can scarcely help

admitting, that Christ, though God Incarnate,

on various occasions suppressed or checked the

knowledge and action of His Deity, it is un-

reasonable to limit such suppression to any one

particular period of His life.

And if w^e admit also, that His suppression

of that knowledge and of that action was regu-

lated by the circumstances in which He found

Himself, it is unreasonable to suppose that He
would not manifest it, if He manifested it at

all, only in the degree appropriate to each period

of life.

To take one or two instances. He asks His

disciples how a vast multitude is to be fed in

the wilderness. But this He said to prove

them, for He Himself knew what He would do.

He weeps at the grave of Lazarus, as if He
could not have prevented his death. But He
was conscious all the while of His power, and

bye and bye, at the proper time, proceeded to

exercise it. He seeks fruit from a fig-tree,

when it was not the time for its bearing, as

M
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though He did not know what every child in

Jerusalem knew. But He was perfectly aware

of this, and only appeared not to know, in order

to enforce the moral that man's season for fruit-

bearing is always. Well, on these analogies,

and on the principles given above, is it un-

reasonable to suppose that in His infancy and

childhood He allowed only such gleams of His

Divine wisdom to burst forth as should appear

to be usual and natural, both from their gradual

character, and from the restraint laid upon them

;

that such phrases as being " filled with wisdom,"^

"increasing in wisdom,"^ simultaneously with

increase in stature or age, should be used con-

cerning Him ; that He should only occasionally,

the exceptions proving the rule, allow wisdom

superior to His age to be manifested, as when

He astonished the Doctors in the Temple by His

understanding and answers, or uttered sayings

to His j\Iother which she kept and pondered in

her heart ;—I say, is it unreasonable to suppose

these things ? He restrained His power at Cana

till He thought good to exercise it; He re-

strained His knowledge of Judas' designs, because

it would have marred His self-sacrifice to oppose

or thwart tliem ; and may we not suppose in like

manner that wisdom or knowledge supernatural

^ TrXripov/j.evot' acpias, " TrpoficoTrre (Tocpia.
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co-cxisted with His human nature, even from

Ilis earliest assumption of that nature, only re-

pressed and chastened by the propriety or neces-

sity of the several seasons or occasions ?

Well, if this be reasonable or not unreason-

able, there is no more difficulty in imagining

that Christ possessed as a child, only under

greater repression, what I contend, with tlie

Gospels as my authority. He possessed as a

man—I mean supernatural knowledge. The.

burden of showing at what time He became

possessed of it is done away. It is rather

thrown upon others to show at what time He

was not possessed of it.

I conclude, then, that He had it always ;
that

He manifested so much of it, and such kinds

of it, as seemed suitable to the conjunctures

which occurred ; and that whatever amount or

kind of it He did manifest. His manifestation

was such as not to interfere or to clash with

His design of suffering with and for man. His

partaking of man's nature, and His communi-

cating what it was good for man to know.

" Communicating what it was good for man

to know." I have used this expression ad-

visedly, for it seems to me to be the key to a

certain passage, from which it has been assumed

that on onr point at least Christ's knowledge

M 2
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was not complete. You will find the passage

in Mark xiii. 32. Christ had been speaking of

the Day of Judgment, and of the portents by

which it should be accompanied. Then He
added, "Of that day and that hour knoweth

no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven,

neither the Son, but the Father." St. Matthew

(xxiv. 36) reports the words, though less

strongly :
" Of that day and hour knoweth no

man, no, not the angels of heaven, but My
Father only." But whichever report is taken,

it would seem at first sight, that though the

Man Christ be also God, there is some know-

ledge that He is not possessed of, and so is

unable to communicate.

It is impossible, and if it were possible, it

would be disingenuous, to conceal from you

that the question of the interpretation of these

words of Christ is a very delicate one. I should

weary you if I were to enter upon the various

solutions of it which have been proposed. I

will, therefore, content myself with suggesting

that they are to be viewed in connection with

Christ's work as the Son of Man, a capacity in

which He was to do and to communicate only

what was good for man. If this be so, we can

imagine it possible that with a restraint, only

greater in dogi-ee than at other times, and ex-
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pressed more forcibly, He was in this place

denying not His knowledge as God, but deny-

ing to His Human Nature the communication

to man of what He knew as God. Therefore

He may have said, " neither the Son,"—that is,

as the Son of Man, come to redeem and instruct

man,—" but the Father only." A similar dis-

tinction is observable in 1 Cor. xv. 24, 28:

"Then cometh the end, when He shall have

delivered up the kingdom to God, even the

Father ; when He shall have put down all

authority and power .... And when all

things shall be subdued unto Him, then shall

the Son also Himself be subject unto Him
that put all things under Him, that God may
be all in all." This does not surely imply

that God the Son shall at any time cease

to be co-equal with God the Father. The ut-

most that can be gathered from it is, that the

necessity of the Mediatorial intercession shall

cease, when the Judgment has taken place,

and the harvest of redeemed souls has been

gathered in. So here : it was not that God
the Son did not know, but that, as the Son of

Man, it was not His to know or to communi-

cate. And it is at any rate worth remarking,

that though Christ promised that the Spirit

should guide the Apostles into all truth, they
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were never told when the Day of Judgment

should arrive. It was obviously one of the

things to be unrevealed till it actually arrived.

It was not good for them to know it, and we
find them speaking of it, after the manner of

Christ, as for ever distant, but for ever near.

Enough, however, upon this deeply mysterious

subject. I shall speak of it again in my Sixth

Lecture.

Our objector, I think, may now be satisfied,

Tliat, as, on the evidence of the Gospels, Christ

does not appear to have been ignorant in a

multitude of matters, knowledge of which

could not have been attained by natural facul-

ties, He could scarcely have been ignorant ot.

the author of the Pentateuch, at least for the

cause alleged, want of supernatural information.

How Deity could co-exist with Humanity,

and not overshadow or overpower it ; how two

whole and perfect natures were in Christ, the

Godhead and the Manhood; how the motions

of the reasonable soul were sometimes unaf-

fected and uninfluenced by the Godhead; or,

to state the matter in another way, how tlie

Godhead restrained Itself so as not to interfere

with the conditions of the reasonable soul,

—

all these things we cannot fathom; and if wc
could, they are foreign to our enquiry hitherto.
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We Lave been concerned with ascertaininir.

Was the knowledge of Christ merely human, or

was it superhuman ? And facts have directed

us to the conclusion that it was superhuman

—

that it was Divine.

And now may not our objector, with his faith

in the Divine knowledge of our Lord restored

to him, say to Bishop Colenso ?

—

It is not merely true that Christ's knowledge

was not imperfect in the way that you have

supposed, but

If Christ was Divine, as you admit Him
to have been, His knowledge could not have

been imperfect.

I think that he is entitled to speak thus.

Any one who merely as a Theist admits the

existence of God at all, must allow that the

attribute of Infinite Wisdom as surely attaches

to Him as the attributes of Infinite Power and

Infinite Goodness. And unless it can be shown

that this attribute is necessarily impaired or

suspended by the fact of an Incarnation of the

Deity, the argument for its continuance and

potential operation, which is derivable from its

admitted existence, is unassailable. Of course

a mere Theist is not prepared to admit the

Incarnation, or indeed any doctrine which is

essentially a part of Eevealed Eeligion ; but he
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may be called upon to sliow cause why tliis

doctrine of Eevealed Eeligion sliould invalidate

what he and Christians hold in common. A
similar call may be made on Bishop Colenso,

and with greater justice ; because lie has, if not

inaugurated, yet at least adopted, an alteration

of the received belief of Eevealed Eeligionists.

This is implied in his predicating of Christ,

simultaneously, imperfection of knowledge and

Divinity. And lie might be also called upon,

though the Theist might not be so called upon,

to show how he reconciles his position with the

numberless passages in the Old Testament which

describe God as possessed of Infinite Wisdom.

He has not said, in words, that the continuance

of God's attributes of Infinite Power and of

Infinite Goodness are impaired by the Incarna-

tion ; indeed I suppose tliat he would allow that

this fact enhances man's appreciation of tliem.

None but Infinite Goodness could stoop so low

;

none but Infinite Power could bring about the

dwelling of the Illimitable in a finite habita-

tion of flesh. But he virtually assails the con-

tinuance and perfection of both these attributes,

if he maintains that Power and Goodness exist

in their full extent, when the Wisdom which

should direct their operations to a supremely

good end is removed. For Power would thus
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become blind Force or mere Will, and Goodness

would deteriorate into Moral Weakness.
" The beginning of strife," (says Solomon,) " is

as when one letteth out water." The becjinninfj

of unbelief is a parallel case. No one knows
where it will pause. Bishop Colenso first im-

pugned the genuineness and authenticity of the

Mosaic writings. When he found it necessary

to impugn the existence of Moses, then because,

forsooth, Christ spoke of Moses as a real person,

he found himself obliged to get rid of His

testimony. In order to effect this, besides the

two other methods, which at tlie beginning of

this Lecture were dismissed as untenable,

he imagined the compatibility of imperfect

knowledge with God Incarnate. It was a

hard conclusion to ariive at, and one does not

sec, apart from other indications of his leaning,

how long the entertainer of it can forbear

gliding into Arianism. At any rate, his \new
of the gradual development of knowledge in

Chriet is suspiciously and singularly like that

of Milton, whose Arian tendencies are well

known. You will remember the soliloquy

which that great, but scarcely orthodox, Poet

has put into the mouth of our Saviour, when,

just after His Baptism, He was about to enter

upon His Temptation. Milton seems to have
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assigned Christ's Baptism as tlio date upon

which a portion of supernatural knowledge was

infused into Christ. Even this, however, would

not altogether suit the purpose of Bishop

Colenso ; for the utterances about Moses were

made after that date. Perhaps it may partly

help him, because Milton makes it only the

dawn of supernatural knowledge, a taste of it,

which made Christ yearn for more; and, ac-

cording to the Bishop's style of argument. He
might not have ever attained the particular

information which his theory denies Him. If

so, he is w^elcome to it.

But let us hear the words whicli are put into

Christ's mouth :

—

" 0, what a multitude of thoughts at once
Awakened in ^Me swarm, while I consider

"What from within I feel Myself, and hear

"What from without comes often to My ears,

111 sorting with My present state compared !

"When I was yet a child, no childish play

To Me was pleasing ; all !My mind was set

Serious to learn and know, and thence to do
"What might be public good ; JNIyself I thought

Born to that end, born to promote all truth,

All righteous things ; therefore, above My years,

The law of God I read, and found it sweet,

Made it My whole delight, and in it grew
To such perfection, that, ere yet My age

Had measured twice six years, at our great feast

I went into the temple, there to hear

The teachers of our law, and to propose

"What might improve My knowledge or their own

;

And was admired by all : yet this not all

To which IMy soul iispirffd."
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Tlieu follows a description of the gradual ex-

pansion of His knowledge, partly by reflection,

partly by hints imparted by His Mother. Then

He approaches the subject of His Baptism, and

the Spirit's descent, and the Father's voice.

After this He goes on :

—

" By wliich I kuew the time
Now full, that I should no more live obscure,

But openly begin, as best becomes
The authority which I derived from Heaven.
And now by some strong motion I am led

Into this wilderness, to what intent

I learn not yet : perhaps I need not know,
For what concerns My knowledge God reveals,"

What shall I say of this passage, which is

well worth your reading in full ? It is the

noblest description ever penned of a Christian

soul, conscious of God's leadings already, recog-

nizing them as God's, and willing and waiting

to be led further. The Christian grows in

one sort of knowledge, i.e. knowledge of His

Lord and Saviour and of his own relations to

Him, as he grows in grace. But if Christ was

God, His knowledge, of every kind, was perfect

from the beginning. The description might

apply to us, (God grant it may !) but it could

never have been applicable to Him.
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Galatians ii, 11.

" But when Peter was come to Antiocli, I withstood him

to the face, because he was to be blamed."

I HAD an ojoportunity, some time ago. of visiting

a room in a School of Art, where a L^rge number

of students were occupied in drawing. They

were all copying the same object, a model of a

Cathedral. All of them w^ere advanced draughts-

men, and little fault, I was assured by the teacher,

could be found with the perspective of their

performances. And yet no two of tlieir drawings

were alike. In one the choir or chancel w^as

the prominent object ; in another, the spire ; in

another the nave concealed the chancel alto-

gether ; in another the whole building appeared,

though, even here, projections threw parts of it

into deep shadow. Of course the reason of this

was that no two of tliem could from their

allotted places, nearer or further off, in the

front or at cither side, on the floor or in a

gallery against the walls of the apartment,
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obtain exactly the same view. Each took the

Cathedral from his own position, and accord-

ingly transferred a modified idea of it to his

cartoon. And yet there was similarity enough

even in the most different representations to

convince me that the object copied must have

been one and the same.

It struck me at the time that this might serve

as a sort of parable of the compatibility of a

general grasp of truth with considerable variety

of opinion, in members of the same Church.

One man, it seemed to me, might be awed and

impressed with the greatness of the grace con-

ferred in Baptism, another with the fear ot

indolently reposing on that grace. One with

the importance of laying hold on Christ by
faith, another with the necessity of evidencing

his Christianity in his life. One with the im-

portance of Holy Orders as a Divine com-

mission, another with the obligation to improve

the grace of God tlius conferred. One with the

great blessedness of frequent Communion in the

Holy Eucharist, another with the great blessed-

ness of Prayer, or the read or preached word,

and the like. Each person might seize upon
any one of these as his dominant idea, without

being supposed to neglect the others.

But I did not pause at this point. It struck
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me furtlier, that I saw in the scene before me
a key for the unlocking questions which have

been raised as to the teaching of the Apostles.

They might have been regarding the one body

of Truth indeed, but under different aspects.

St. Paul might have been viewing the Christian

in his faith, St. James in his works, St. John in

his love, St. Peter in his trials, St. Jude in his

exceeding great reward. And yet none of them

need be supposed to have disparaged the Chris-

tian's possession of the other qualities or excel-

lences which it did not fall within their purpose,

at the date of their writing, to describe.

Well, I mentioned this thought of mine to a

friend who unfortunately entertained an objec-

tion to the i^ew Testament, because, as he stated

the matter, the Apostles vary in their accounts

of what is called the Truth. " Yes," he replied,

"there is something in what you say. There

are many cases of which the scene in the Art-

School may serve as a parable. Take two

persons to witness a vast and thronged public

ceremonial, and ascertain the impressions made

upon them ; one of them will have been most

impressed with the ceremony itself, the other

with the general spectacle produced by the

building, the work transacted, and the crowd

of spectators. Take a man of taste and an
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agriculturist through the same rich country

;

one will remark on the beauty of the landscape,

the other on its value as a farming speculation.

I can imagine different readers of the Bible

having their favourite texts, and even their

favourite doctrines; and the more so, because

I believe that many texts and many doc-

trines are opposed to eacli other. But if I

read the Gospels aright, the Apostles were to be

guided by the Holy Spirit into all truth, in

order, I suppose, that they might each of them

communicate it in the same terms, and under

the same aspects, to those whom they were to

instruct. They do not appear to me to have

done this. They have not realized the promise

which they professed to have received, and I

must, though unwillingly, reject their teaching.

Their voices, which by hypothesis convey the

inspirations of the God of the Bible, are too

discordant to have come from One with whom
' is no variableness, neither shadow of turning,'

such as I conceive God to be."

So spoke my objector. I will not dwell at

this moment on the ramifications of his diffi-

culty, but at once apply myself to the question,

or rather the questions, which I propose to con-

sider to-day. These are : 1. Do the preaching

and the correspondence of the Apostles exliibit
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apparently remarkable diversities, and indeed

personal changes, of tone, of doctrine, and of

expectation ?

2. If tliey do, are siicli diversities and changes

of a kind or degree which is unaccountable,

except on the supposition that the promise

alluded to has not been fulfilled?

To the former of these questions I have little

hesitation in returning, under some limitations,

an affirmative reply, though I shall negative

the latter.

The most superficial reader of the New
Testament is acquainted with the apparently

divergent statements of St. James*and St. Paul

upon the subject of Justification. Each of them

quotes from the Older Scriptures the cases of

Abraham and Eahab. But while St. James

draws from them the inference, " that by works

a man is justified, and not by faith only," St.

Paul, when referring to them, seems to speak

merely of the "faith" which they displayed.

It must be admitted again that St. Paul and

St. John appear to be at issue as to the effects

of Baptism, or, at any rate, as to the necessity

of Baptism :
" Ye are aU the children of God by

faith in Christ Jesus. For as many of you as

have been baptized into Christ have put on

Christ," is the language of the former to the
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Galatians, (iii. 26, 27) ;
" Every one that loveth

is born of God," says St. John, (I. iv. 7,) omit-

ting mention of Baptism altogether. The Coun-

cil of Jerusalem was held in order to settle a

most important controversy. It was, whether

circumcision and obedience to the precepts of

the ceremonial law were obligatory upon Gen-

tile converts ; a circumstance which shows that

the Apostles themselves were hardly at first

agreed upon that matter. It is obvious also,

from Galatians ii. 11, that there must have been

two opinions upon it. Even after the holding

of the Council, a reaction from its decision took

place on the part of St. James and St. Peter,

though St. Paul carried it out, for the most part,

loyally and energetically. The qualification, for

the, 'itiost part, seems necessary, even in his case.

We find him going up to Jerusalem to perform

a vow which he had accompanied by the cere-

monial act of cutting off his hair in Cenchre£e,

and, from whatever motives, associating four

others with him, in the performance of similar

vows and of similar acts. He may have had

good reasons for this, but his conduct, which was

approved of, and indeed advised, by St. James

and the Elders of Jerusalem, exhibits an indi-

cation of wavering which ^:>rim(6 facie causes a

.doubt as to the possession of Divine guidance

N
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by the Apostles, whether collectively or indi-

vidually. His conduct, too, with reference to

Titus and Timothy seems marked with some-

thing like inconsistency. Of the former he

says, " Titus, who was with me, being a Greek,

was not compelled to be circumcised," (Gal. ii.

3) ; but he circumcised Timothy, " whose father

was a Greek," (Acts xvi. 3). And to revert to

the subject of Justification or Salvation, or

how it is attainable, what is to be made of the

following diverse statements ? " Baptism doth

even now save us," says St. Peter (I. iii. 21).

" By grace ye are saved, through faith," says

St. Paul, (Eph. ii. 8) ; though he had said in

another place, (Eom. viii. 24), " We are saved

by hope." St. James makes the enquiry, " Can

faith save a man ? " (ii. 14,) albeit in another

passage (i. 21) he had said to his correspon-

dents, "Eeceive with meekness the engrafted

word, which is able to save your souls." " The

blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin,"

is St. John's assurance, (I. i. 7) ; and yet in

Piomans viii. 27, " The Spirit is said to make

intercession for the saints according to the will

of God." And there seems to be a conflict of

statement between Christ and one of His

Apostles as to the name and office of the

Spirit. Christ calls Him the Paraclete, and
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dtributes to Him a certain relation to His

disciples
;
yet St. John (I. ii. 1) gives the title

of Paraclete to Christ. Occasionally, even when
writing instructions to those who needed them,

St. Paul speaks with a reserve which seems to

imply that he had not always with him Divine

guidance. " I have no commandment of the

Lord : yet I give my judgment, as one that hath

obtained mercy of the Lord to he faithful. I

suppose therefore that this is good for the

present distress," (1 Cor. vii. 25, 26). "I speak

this by permission, and not of commandment,"

(1 Cor. vii. 6). Yet elsewhere he says, " Unto the

married I command, yet not I, but the Lord,"

(1 Cor. vii. 10). " This we say unto you by the

word of the Lord," (1 Thess. iv. 15). And this

last passage relates to a matter upon which not

merely the Apostles generally held different

views, but upon which St. Paul seems to be

inconsistent with himself, namely, whether the

second coming of Christ, and, with it, the Day
of Judgment, were to be looked for immediately

or no.

Put although I am ready to admit these

^rimd facie instances of diversities, and even of

personal changes of opinion on the part of the

Apostles, it by no means follows that the pro-

mise, that they should be guided by the Spirit

N 2
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into all trutli, has therefore failed of realization.

A variety of princiijles may, I think, be laid

down, by the judicious application of wliich the

following results may be obtained :

—

(1) That the appearance of these and simi-

lar diversities and personal changes, if such they

be, was to be expected under the circum-

stances of the case,

—

i.e. the vast and over-

whelming magnitude of the Gospel message,

the character of the messengers conveying

it, and the character of those to whom they

conveyed it, but

(2) That, after all, they do not involve actual

differences, but are only different and partial

aspects of the same truths entertained by dif-

ferent minds, and conveyed by these to other

minds under differing circumstances.

The first principle which I would lay down

is this. Whatever that inspiration may be

which makes a man an especial messenger of

the Almighty, or which makes a man a Chris-

tian, it is not necessary to suppose that it

changes the individuality of the person whom
it affects. As in the latter case it does not in-

vert a man, but simply convert him, so, in the

former, it leaves him in a great degree to his

own method in conveying his message, and his

expression of it is coloured more or less by his
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previous habits of tlioiiglit and life. A very great

difference in style and tone of address is observ-

able between even Moses and Joshua, a greater

difference between Isaiah and Jeremiali, and a

greater still between Ezekiel and Daniel. And
each writer has peculiarities of phrases and

words, and indeed what we may almost call an

attachment to certain topics, which distinguish

him from those with whom we compare him,

characterize the very time at which he is writ-

ing, and even point to an era in his national

language. We can frequently trace his manner

of life and the associations amid which he grew

up, in the images and allusions which occur in

his compositions. All this is observable on the

very face of documents which have come down
to us as inspired. It is thus an inference d pos-

teriori concerning the ^^Titers, not an d i^nori

assumption ; for this, in reference to documents,

some of them the earliest which the world ever

saw, and, as a whole, unique in their aim, we
should not be entitled to make. " We know not,"

(says Bishop Butler,) " beforehand, what kind or

degree of natural information it were to be ex-

pected God would afford men, each by his own

reason and experience ; nor how far He would

enable and effectually dispose them, to commu-

nicate it, whatever it should be, to each other. . .
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In like manner, we are wholly ignorant what

degree of new knowledge it were to be expected

God would give mankind by revelation, upon

supposition of His affording one ; or how far, or

in what way, He would interpose miraculously

to qualify them, to whom He should originally

make the revelation, for communicating the

knowledge given by it; and to secure their

doing it to the age in which they should live

;

and to secure^its being transmitted to posterity." ^

Still, admitting all this most fully and unre-

servedly, we are able to gather, to a certain

extent, by examination of the works comprised

in what are called the Older Scriptures, that

the man was not lost in the inspired man, and

that variety of character, tone, and the like was

not obliterated in the messengers of the Most
High. In their case, substantial unity of mes-

sage was compatible with considerable diversity

in its delivery. And I think we are entitled

thereby to argue, with a very high degree of

probability, that this was so with the inspired

teachers and writers of the New Testament.

But I lay down a second principle. What-

ever the revelation given to messengers from

God is, whether it is an elucidation of old truths

or a communication of new, it is not necessary

^ Analogy, part ii. c. iii.
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to suppose tliat it is given to tliein at once, or

"by a Divine act once for all. So far as Ave can

ascertain, the revelations of God's intentions to

persons mider the Old Testament were gradual.

Noah, Abraham, and Moses, Samuel, David,

and Solomon, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel, were

led on from point to point, from one thing

received to another, lest they should he over-

whelmed with abundance of revelations. Such

at least we may reverently conjecture was the

reason of this arrangement. The knowledge of

God's dealings even in His personal and ordi-

nary providence was in many instances " too

wonderful for them ; it was high, and they could

not attain unto it," (Psalm cxxxix. 6). The

partial revelations of His interior and ulterior

economy were sometimes more than they could

bear unmoved—more than they could listen to

without deprecation of their being carried into

effect, or without seeking further enlightenment.

" Shall one man sin, and wilt Thou be wroth

with all the congregation ? " (Numbers xvi. 22)

;

"Then Daniel, whose name was Belteshazzar,

was astonislied for one hour, and his thoughts

troubled him," (Daniel iv. 19), are illustrations

of what I mean. There were cases in which

their moral equanimity was discomposed, and

temptations to unrighteousness were thrown in
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their path, by the existence of prophetic power.

Tlie fraud perpetrated by " the old prophet who
dwelt at Bethel," and the disobedience of his

guest, " the man of God who came out of Judah,"

to an unequivocal injunction which lie had

received, are instances in point. These w^ere

persons who, because they had been guided

supernaturally in one or more respects, fancied

themselves sure to be right in all respects, and

in fact presumed they must be infallible. To

a similar presumption we may attribute the

conduct of Joshua, when he made peace and

a league with the Gibeonites to let them live,

without "asking counsel at the mouth of the

Lord." He evidently trusted thoughtlessly to

the general guidance of which he was conscious,

and omitted to ask for a special renewal of it.

And so of Saul. The fact of his having received

an injunction to destroy the Amalekites pro-

duced on liis ill-balanced mind an impression

that he was perfectly justified, without further

information, in modifying the particulars of its

execution, and indeed in partially overruling it.

And this, coinciding with the covetousness of

his heart, eventually issued in the conduct for

which he was rebuked by Samuel.

But, whatever may have been the reasons

for the arrangement, we may, considering that
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the recipients of inspiration continued to be

men, argue from the analogy of what took pLace

under the Older Dispensation, to its being

highly probable that gradual and partial, not

sudden and complete revelation, was the

ordinary rule under the New.

And now I proceed to a third principle.

It is this. If it is highly probable that such

communications from God as make men His

special messengers are gradual and partial, it

is more probable still that their communica-
tions to others are gradual and partial also.

It cannot but be that those who are mediately

communicated with are more w^eak than those

to whom immediate communication is vouch-

safed, that they are less able to receive a

Divine message in its fulness, and to follow

it to its results. Even " Moses hid his face
;

for he was afraid to look upon God," (Exod.

iii. 6), when the Divine Presence was mani-

fested to him in the Bush. And when he

afterwards desired to see the Divine Glory,

(Exod. xxxiii. 18), he was assured that its

full splendour would be more than he could

bear :
" Thou canst not see My face : for there

shaU no man see Me, and live," (Exod. xxxiii.

20). But of the Israelites it is said much
more strongly: "And all the people saw the
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thunderings, and the liglitnings, and the noise

of the trumpet, and the mountain smoking

:

and when the people saw it, tliey removed, and

stood afar off And they said unto Moses,

Speak thou ^vith us, and we will hear : but

let not God sjpeak with us, lest we die," (Exod.

XX. 18, 19). And their awe of God extended,

on one occasion at least, to the presence of His

minister :
" It came to pass, when Moses came

down from mount Sinai with the two tables of

testimony in Moses' hand, when he came down
from the mount, that Moses wist not that the

skin of his face shone while he talked with

Him. And when Aaron and all the children of

Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin of his face

shone ; and they were afraid to come ni^h

him. . . . And till Moses had done speaking

with them, he put a veil on his face," (Exod.

xxxiv. 29, 30, 33). Well, in strict analogy to

this ackno^^dedged inability to endure anything

like God's Presence, we find the Law, and

God's will concerning it, the destiny of their

race, and the manner in which their own con-

duct would affect it, only gradually unfolded

to the Israelites, here a little, and there a little,

as they were able to bear it, or as the exigency

of the case demanded. And so, in later times,

the Prophets dealt with them. The manner
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iu which Moses and tlio Prophets had been

themselves taught, was the canon, so to speak,

of their teaching their brethren. They taught,

ratioiiG hahitd, irrimo rcrum, dcindc loersona-

rum. Their message was indeed the chief

tiling, but they had to consider the case of

those to whom it was to be addressed. It was

to be delivered to them at such times, and in

such degree, as might be most likely to ensure

an audience of it?, and that ordinary rule of

secular instruction was to be observed

—

*' In this, or I mistake, consists the gi-ace

And force of method, to assign a place
For what with present judgment Ave should say,

And for some happier time the rest delay." i

We may then, I think, argue that the method

pursued by Moses and the Prophets under tlie

Older Covenant was, to say the least, not un-

likely to have been pursued under the ISTew.

The Jews of the Apostles' time were certainly

not more ready to receive, or more capable of

apprehending. Divine truths than their fore-

fathers had been ; the Gentile mind was so

strongly fortified by ignorance and error that

it required repeated survey before an inlet

1 " Ordinis hrec virtus erit et venus, aut ego fallor,

Ut jam nunc dicat jam nunc debentia dici,

Pleraque diflerat, et prsssens iu tempus omittat."

Hon. ^1. P. 42-44.

The rendering in the text is that of Francis.
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could be discovered, or, when discovered, ap-

proached, or, when approached, so enlarged,

as to admit the introduction of any appreci-

able amount of truth.

No confirmation of the first and second of

the above principles can be derived from the

example of our Lord. His knowledge, as I

have argued in my Tifth Lecture, was part of

Himself, and was possessed by Him, in its

entirety, from the very beginning. But the

whole course of His ministry among men was

an exemplification of the third principle. His

method of teaching by parables, and His with-

holding interpretations of them from such as

were unable to receive them; His inability

to do mighty works -in places where unbelief

prevailed ; His interdiction of " giving that

which is holy unto the dogs, or of casting one's

pearls before swine," (Matt. vii. 6,) which

implies discretion and selection ; His heginning

at such and such a time " to teach His disciples

that the Son of man must suffer many things,"

(Mark viii. 31J which shows that He had up

to that date been reticent on the subject

;

His observing, " I have yet many things to say

unto you, but ye cannot bear them now,"

(John xvi. 12,) which implies a deferring of

full information; His words to the two dis-
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ciples at Emmaus, when, " beginning at Moses
and all the Prophets, He expounded to them in

all the Scriptures tlie things concerning Him-
self," some of which, of course, they had not

been able " to bear " before : all these—unless I

am much mistaken—are evidences that, if the

-Apostles graduated their teaching, or withheld

for a time its fulness, they had for their pattern,

in this method of procedure, not merely Israel's

instructors under the Old Testament, but the

Great Teacher Himself.

With the sanction offered by these prin-

ciples, I think we can ask confidently :

—

May not the Apostles' minds, though ac-

tuated generally by the same Spirit of Truth,

have been left with considerable freedom as to

the way of expressing Truth ?

May they not have been guided into Truth,

by the Spirit of Truth, in all cases gradually,

though in some with greater rapidity or with

earlier development than in others ?

May not the system whicli is called in Scrip-

ture " rightly dividing the word of Truth," have

been a system of discriminating and gradual

indoctrination of those whom they were com-

missioned to teach ?

An affirmative answer to the First and Third

of these questions will account for diversities
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of statements of the same Truths, and for

apparently defective enunciation of Truth, on

certain occasions.

An affirmative answer to the Second question

will account for, First, statements by the same

Apostle at different times, which exhibit dif-

ferent de^ees of knowledcje.

Secondly, opposition of statement by different

Apostles, caused by their not having attained

respectively the same degree of knowledge at

the time the opposition occurred.

And now to show how all this may be applied

to the sort of allegations supposed in the

earlier part of this Lecture to have been made
by the objector.

The first point that I would notice is this.

It is quite true that both St. James and St. Paul,

(if indeed he wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews,)

notice the cases of Abraham and Eahab. But
the former notices them in order to contend

against the old Pharisaic notion of the Jews,

that if they believed in one God, they were

quite safe, whatever their lives might be. It

was not an error in Cln^istian belief, but an
erroneous holding of Jewish belief, that he set

himself at work to combat. And he did so, by
showing that if Abraham and Eahab, with whose
examples they were perfectly familiar, had
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rested at the point of acknowledginpj merely

so mucli, and liad not gone on to giving

evidence of their faith in their actions, it had

availed them nothing-. Those whom he ad-

dressed were not at that time fit subjects for

remonstrance as to holding Christian truth in

unrighteousness, that is, for making what they

called belief in the atonement of Christ for

sin an excuse for indidging personal licen-

tiousness of life. They were at an earlier stage

of progress. They were still in the condition

of those who called themselves the seed of

Abraham, but did not do the works of Abraham.

Therefore St. James, graduating his instruction

to their condition, insisted upon what must be

preliminary to the reception of purely Chris-

tian doctrine. In the same way, at Athens,

St. Paul began with a reassertion of the prin-

ciples of Natural Eeligion, which lay dormant

in the minds of his hearers, being obscured

by a sensuous Polytheism, and without preju-

dice to the inculcation of Eevealed Eeligion

afterwards. The Epistle to the Hebrews, how-

ever, was directed to persons wdio were advanced

to a third stage. Thus the Athenians were

at the lowest stage of belief, or susceptibility of

belief; the correspondents of St. James at the

middle stage ; and these, the Hebrews, at a third.
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They were inclined, as they were Christians,

to believe that the works which they did as

Christians were intrinsically acceptable and

pleasing to God. It was time, therefore, that

they should be undeceived ; that the annals

of Scripture should be interpreted to them

;

that the inner springs of the life of all who had

been accepted should be discovered ; and that

Taith in the Divine commands and other

revelations should be shown to be the principle

which rendered everything that they had done,

or could do, well pleasing in God's sight.

Here again we find notliing but a graduation

of instruction to the needs of those who were

being instructed. And albeit the same words,

Faith, Works, &c., are used, though with a

modified meaning, this is not to be attributed to

any fundamental diversity of teaching, but to

the imperfection of the arbitrary symbols by

which all teaching has to be conveyed. On the

whole, as we do not charge Bishop Butler with

inconsistency, because at the commencement of

his Analogy he argues that a future life is merely

probable or is not improbable ; whereas, else-

where, he takes it for proved; as we admit,

without hesitation, that he was dealing on

different occasions with different classes of

persons, and had distinct objects in view : so
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here—there is no ground for asserting that

graduation of teaching necessarily implies

diversity, whether it proceed from the same

Apostle, or from difterent Apostles.

But it was said that St. Paul and St. John are

at issue as to the effects of Baptism, or at any

rate as to the necessity of Baptism. But what,

if they were writing in the passages alleged,

with entirely distinct objects, to persons of

distinct necessities, and living at distinct times

of the infant Church ? What, if St. Paul were

.

instructing persons who had lately been con-

verted and baptized, prospectively, to exhibit

fruits of their Eegeneration ; warning them

that non progrecU est regrcdi—that they should

not be content with what they had already

attained, but press forward ? His argument

would be a positive one, not a negative one.

But as for St. John, what, if his address, written

at a later date in the infancy of the Church,

when love had begun already to grow cold, and

persons valuing themselves on the fact of their

being regenerate, and of God's peculiar family,

had placed themselves in a Pharisaic attitude

to the rest of the world ? May we not imagine

him to have felt it necessary, not to mention

the ordinance, but to demand an evidence of its

effects ? Of the important fact of the ordinance
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having Ltjon administered to tlieni, those to

whom he wrote were perfectly, and indeed

proudly, aware. There was no occasion to

enibrce or to magnify its indispensableness.

Wliat they required was to be reminded that

the tree should be known by its fruits. As our

Lord once said, " I have not found so great

faith, no, not in Israel;" intimating thereby

that belief in His Divine power raised the

Gentile above the Israelite ; so, St. John may

be supposed to intimate, if a Christian liavc

not love, he is no true Christian. The baptized

person is then only, to any saving purpose,

born of God, when he has His loving spirit,

into whose Name he is baptized. Thus, there

is no essential diversity between the two

Apostles ; there is only that discreet aj^plica-

tion of Truth which is the attribute of the

skilful teacher.

It was said, moreover, that contradictions

exist in the teaching of the Apostles on a point

no less important than the question. To wliat

cause is the Justification of man to be attributed ?

Tliis is a very serious charge, but it admits of a

tolerably complete answer.

It is quite conceivable, I think, that compa-

tibly wdtli the strict application of the word

cause to the Great First Cause, Almighty God,
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it should bo useful and even necessary to em-

ploy that word in a variety of secondary senses.

Thus, though God's will and mercy in Christ is

the primary efficient cause of man's Justification,

the Sacraments, and answer to Prayer, and bless-

ing upon the reading and listening to the Word
of God, may be the instrumental causes or in-

struments on God's part of its communication to

the soul ; Faith in the atonement of Christ tlie

instrumental cause or instrument on the soul's

part, by which it is apprehended; Obedience

springing out of faith, the form in which

justification appears in a man's outward life,

or what is sometimes called the formal cause.

]\Ieanwhile, the grace of the Holy Spirit is the

immediate efficient cause, which adjusts and

harmonizes the soul and body of man, i.e.

sanctifies them, both in their present action,

and for their eventual destinies. We use

the phrase 'eventual destinies,' because in this

world the creature is not complete. He is saved

potentially and in hope ; liis final salvation is to

come. Well, if these things be so, we can surely

imagine it possible tliat, though on some occa-

sions it might be necessary to set forth the whole

scheme of redemption, there might be other occa-

sions on which it might suit the purpose of the

Apostles, and indeed be their only rational mode
2
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of procedure, to dwell merely upon one aspect

of it, or to urge merely that view of it which the

circumstances of those whom they were address-

ing demanded. Now this theory is actually in

accordance with facts. We find St. Paul, in his

Epistle to Titus, adducing, in what seems to bo

a fragment of a primitive Creed, in the form ot

a hymn, nearly the whole body of Christian

truth on this subject, including a recital of its

aids and advantages, as a motive for abandoning

the evil practices of heathenism. " But after that

the kindness and love of God our Saviour toward

man appeared, not by works of righteousness

that we have done, but according to His mercy

He saved us, by the washing of regeneratic n, and

renewing of the Holy Ghost ; which He shed on

us abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour

;

that being justified by His grace, we should be

made heirs according to the hope of eternal life.

This is a faithful saying, and these things I will

that thou afi&rm constantly, that they which

have believed in God might be careful to main-

tain good works." (Titus iii. 4—8.) On another

occasion he says to the Ephesians (ii. 7— 10),

" That in the ages to come He might show the

exceeding riches of His grace in His kindness

toward us through Christ Jesus. For by gTace

ye are saved, through faith; and that not of
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yourselves : it is the gift of God : not of works,

lost any man should boast, i'or we are His

vvorkniaiiship, created in Christ Jesus to good

works, which God hath before ordained that we

should walk in them." The only appreciable

difference between these two passages when fully

set out is that in the former, as might have been

expected in a Creed, Baptism is mentioned. In

both, tlie love or free gift of God, the atonement

of Christ, the grace of the Spirit, which ani-

mates the Sacraments, faith on the part of the

human soul, obedience springing out of it, and

proving the reality of the faith by works ensu-

ing on and manifesting justification, as opposed

to any works previously meriting God's grace,

appear vividly and distinctly. There is no real

opposition between the two passages. It must

be remembered, that in the former of the two

cases St. Paul was imparting to Titus a manual

for his whole teaching ; that in the latter he

was addressing men who needed reminding, not

of the ordinance by which they had entered

Christianity, or of the ordinance by which they

were maintained in it, but of their duties, as

Christians, to God the Author of their Salvation

and to themselves. As to the passage in Komans

viii. 24, where St. Paul says, " We are saved by

hope," he is not speaking of tlie cause, or means,
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or instrumeDts of Justification at all; he is simply

encouraging persons not to despair, because they

are not already perfect. This they cannot be

so long as they abide here: there is a better

state to which they may look forward. Though

St. Peter says, " Baptism doth save us," (1 Peter

iii. 21,) he docs so simply because his argument

led him to contrast the temporal deliverance of

Noah by water with the spiritual deliverance of

mankind by Christ, which, in individual cases,

commences with the ordinance of Baptism by

water. A careful perusal of his next two verses

exhibits a setting forth of the resurrection of

Jesus Christ, and of the necessity of a good

conscience towards God—accompaniments these

quite sufficient to obviate any misunderstanding

as to the relation of Baptism to Justification.

The objector's statement, that St. James is incon-

sistent either with himself or at variance with

the other Apostles, because of the two passages

quoted in page 178, is answered at once. The

occurrence of the two passages rather proves

his perfect agreement with the other Apostles.

Their apparent diversity is due to the fact that

they occur in two different arguments. Tlie

gist of the former I have explained already.

The gist of the latter is, that we arc not to im-

pute our weakness or sins to God, but, (with a
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manifest allusion to the well-known parable of

the soircr,) to receive with meekness the word

which is awaiting our reception of it to spring

up, and make us new plants, and which is thus

able to save our souls. Between St. John's

assurance (I. i. 7), that " the blood of Jesus Christ

cleanseth us from all sin," and St. Paul's assertion

in Eom. viii. 27, that "the Spirit niaketh inter-

cession (v7r€p€VTvyxav6c) with the saints accord-

ing to the will of God," it is obvious, when we
consult the context, that there is no opposition

whatever. Those whom St. John speaks of are

persons who, being redeemed by Christ, arc to

walk in the light. Tliis they cannot do, unless,

as St. Paul tells them, the Holy Spirit, when
they pray or intercede, intercedes and prays with

them, directing their prayers to Ilim who answers

prayers, and telling them for what to pray.

And as little opposition is latent in the use

of the word Paraclete by Christ as applicable

to the Holy Spirit, and by one of His Apostles

as applicable to Christ Himself. For, in the

first place, Christ says, I will send you another

Paraclete, an expression wliich, of course,

implies that in one sense He was a Paraclete

Himself. And in the second place, His promise

is that the second Paraclete, the Holy Spirit,

should abide with His disciples for ever, in
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contrast with His own temporary sojourn

with them ; and His description of what the

Holy Spirit should do in the way of teach-

ing, guiding, and convincing, shows an office,

that of making intercession with them, and

strengthening them, distinct from His own,

that of making intercession for them, by

pleading His own merits with the Father.

But it is of Christ's ofi&ce that St. John speaks,

when he says (I. ii. 1), " H any man sin, we
have a Paraclete, or Advocate, with the Father,

Jesus Christ the righteous : and He is the pro-

pitiation for our sins." A curious and apposite

illustration of what has been here said is deriv-

able from the fact that the Latin representative

of the word Paraclete, Advocatus, had two dis-

tinct senses. In its former or more classical

sense, it denoted a person who simply appeared

by the side of a defendant, and comforted him

by his presence and advice, but did not actually

plead his cause before the Court. In the

latter, which was of post-Augustan usage, it

denoted a person who actually pleaded for a

defendant, and urged upon the attention of the

Court whatever could be advanced in refuta-

tion or in extenuation of the offence laid to his

charge.

But there remains still to be observed upon,
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the averment that St. Paul, who did not compel

Titus to be circumcised, but yet circumcised

Timothy, was guilty of an inconsistency, which

amounted to an ignorance, or at least to an

isnorincr, of the relation of Jewish ordinances

to Christianity. To my mind he was guilty

of nothing of the sort. I do not urge that

astute method of reconcilement of his con-

duct, which says that he did not compel

Titus to be circumcised, but that without com-

pulsion Titus voluntarily submitted himself to

circumcision. Though this metliod approved

itself to some of the ancients, it seems to

imply an ambiguity of statement on St. Paul's

part which is utterly unworthy of him. The

truth appears rather to be this. He was so

charitable himself, as, when any stumbling-block

could be removed by his personal self-denial,

to act upon the principle, " I will eat no flesh

while the world standeth, lest I make my
brother to offend." And thus he was willing,

when Timothy's half-Jewish extraction rendered

him offensive to the Jews, to allow him to be

circumcised—to become as a Jew to them : just

as he liimself became as a Jew, that he might

gain the Jews ; as he became " as without law,

that he might gain them that were without

law " (1 Cor. ix. 20, 21).
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His abstinence from meats, Lis compliance

with Jewish ceremonies, connected with vows,

his allowance of Timothy's circumcision, were

all of them manifestations of one and the same

abundant charity. Both St. Paul and his fellow

Nazarites on the occasion which was objected

to were Jews ; and, as Gentile consciences were

not to be burdened or outraged, so Jewish

Xorejudices as to the conduct of men who were
' Jews by birth were entitled to every reasonable

allowance. Toleration was not to be demanded

by or granted to one party only in the Church.

But, on the other hand, when a great prin-

ciple was at stake, especially a principle enun-

ciated by a Council, in which he had taken

a share, he was bold and uncompromising.

The Gentiles were not bound, it had been

decreed, to submit to the Jewish law. It was

demanded that Titus should be circumcised, in

direct contravention of this decree. To that

demand he declined to accede. I find then, in

his conduct, no inconsistency. I find a " right

dividing of the \\'ord of truth," and an avo\val

qualified by the particular occasion, that "in

Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any-

thing, nor nncircumcision, but a new creature
"

(Gal. vi. 15). This is perfectly consistent with

his assertion, that circumcision under Chris-
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tianity is but " concision" a useless mangling of

the flesli, now that its distinctive federal clia-

racter lias passed away. " We," (he says to

the Philippiaus, iii. 3, just after his employ-

iiieut of this contemptuous appellation of the

Jewish rite,) "We are the circumcision, wliicli

worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ

Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh."

I liave now gone through the chief objections

which I supposed to be raised at the outset, in

reference to apparent diversity of statement on

the part of different Apostles, and indeed of the

same Apostle at different times. And the answers

given to these may serve as specimens of the

manner in which persons may, if they will,

answer any similar allegations for themselves.

Tor, I would observe, my intention, throughout

these Lectures, has been rather to suggest out-

lines of reply to classes of difficulties, than to

furnish replies to every imaginable ditficidty.

As in matters of conscience it is more desirable

to strengthen the self-guiding faculty, than to en-

courage a man to resort habitually to an external

spiritual director ; so, in reference to the difiicul-

ties contained in Scripture, it is better to exhibit

principles on which they may be met generally,

than to meet every one by a specific answer.

And now for the other point.
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The words of our Saviour do not seem to

imply either that the Apostles should be guided

into all truth at once, or that the progress of

each should be conducted with equal rapidity.

In fact the word employed seems to convey an

idea both of time and of variety. They are to

be guided as persons on a journey, on which

some may be engaged a long time, some a

comparatively short time, but all some appre-

ciable time. In accordance with this view, j ust

as before Pentecost, St. John seems to have em-

braced a belief in Christ's Itesurrection later

than did St. Peter, and St. Thomas to have

demanded stronger proofs than the rest of the

Apostles were contented with, so it was after

Pentecost. It required a heavenly vision to

convince St. Peter that the Gentiles were to

be admitted into the Gospel covenant at all,

albeit his Lord's parting words had intimated

that the Apostles' v.-itnessing to His Xanie was

not to bo confined to Jerusalem, or even to

Judea, but, after embracing the despised Sama-

ritans, to extend even to the uttermost part of

the earth. It was not until after a debate tliat

the members of the Apostolic College saw

clearly, what St. Paul saw almost intuitively,

that, as far as the Gentiles were concerned,

Judaism should cease to form part of their
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preaching. Even after their decree had gone

foith, St. Peter, St. James, and St. Barnabas either

wanted discernment to apply it, or courage to

carry out what they knew. And though all

good and perfect gifts came from one and the

same Spirit, not every one had the same gift,

and powers granted to one were used to sup-

plement powers granted to another. He who
had the gift of tongues did not always have

the gift of interpretation of tongues ; another

had that, and not the former gift. When St.

Paul is asked for advice, he gives it sometimes

with authority from God, sometimes with

reserve and hesitancy, and with a confession

that he has not received any special Divine

instruction upon the particular question sub-

mitted to him. That hesitancy of St. Paul on

some matters, thougli it has been urged as an

evidence that he was not fully acquainted with

what he was commissioned to teach, is, as I

take it, an evidence quite the other way. It is

an evidence that he knew the mind of the Spirit

of God, and did not confuse with that, as we

have seen some did under the Old Testament,

the dictates of his own prejudices or desires.

For it does not appear to be the Divine rule,

either to enforce perfect accuracy, even upon

inspired men, on points which are unimportant

;
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or to invest tliemwith siipcrDatiiral iiiformcitlon

upon points which may be safely entrusted to

their own decision. The former are left to be

conveyed with the indefiniteness of ordinary

narrative; the latter are committed to tlie

enlightened judgment to vdiich the careful and

prayerful attain. I will give specimens of each

sort. It was utterly unimportant what w^as the

exact capacity of the "waterpots of stone"

which are mentioned in the account of the mira-

cle at Cana of Galilee ; or what was the exact

distance that the disciples had rowed on the

lake of Tiberias, when Jesus appeared to them,

walking on the water. It was utterly unim-

portant W'hat was the x>recise minute at which

St, Peter was pouring forth his soul in prayer

on the house-top at Joppa ; or whether St. Paul

had baptized one or two more persons than

Crispus and Gains and those composing the

household of Stephanas. So, St. John was not

guided into greater accuracy than is conveyed

by the words " containing two or three firkins

apiece," and ''when they had rowed about five

and twenty or thirty furlongs ;" or St. Luke,

than is conveyed by the words " about the sixch

hour," and St. Paul is allowed to say, " besides,

I know not whether I baptized any other." Yet

observe, the capacity, the distance, the point of
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time, the iiuinber of persons, in tlicsc cases

respectively, were matters of fact, and such

matters of fact as might have been spoken of

Avith certainty, liad certainty been essential.

Tor the other sort, as the encpiiries made of St.

Paul were rather about cases of conscience sub-

mitted to him l)y individuals, on which he had

to exercise his discretion as a pastor, than about

general doctrines which he had to set forth as

an Apostle, what does he do ? He separates the

pastor's prudent counsels from the dogmatic

positions of the Apostle—he candidly acknow^-

ledges the broad distinction which exists be-

tween them : he confesses that he speaks of his

own judgment, enlightened indeed, but only

so far enlightened " as that of one who had ob-

tained mercy of God to be faithful:" he does

not pretend to be a man directly inspired to

pronounce upon them. In this, I say, he shows

his superiority to one already alluded to, who,

because he had been inspired at some time and

in some respects, simulated a commission to

overrule God's command to his guest :
" I am a

prophet also as thou art ; and an angel spake

unto me by the word of the Lord, saying,

Bring him back with thee into thine house, that

he may eat bread and drink water." That

prophet "lied unto" his brother, he had no
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command, says the sacred annalist. But when St.

Paul had no command, he confessed the absence

of any command. This surely shows, that, as

he did not fall short of, so he did not overpass,

the extent of what he was commissioned to

deliver. Well, though we concede all this, do

we concede at the same time tliat the promise

of being guided into Truth has failed to the

Apostles as a body ? We concede nothing ot

the sort. The utmost we can allow is, that

the influence of the Holy Spirit was not of

such kind or degree as to obliterate natural

character, to make perfect all of them at once,

or necessarily to invest any one of them with

invariable and absolute infallibility. And this

is perfectly compatible with the assertion, that

by their united teaching, nay even in spite of

individual failures in teaching or in conduct,

or reserve in solving points on which they

were left to their discretion, the Truth was

established for the Church by the Holy Spirit,

and crystallized by that same Spirit, through

their writings, in the Volume of Scripture.

It has been allowed very unnecessarily,

indeed I think wrongly, both by Bishop Burnet

and by Archdeacon Paley, that a distinction

may be fairly and safely made between our

acceptance of the conclusions to which the
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Apostles came in their teaching, and the argu-

ments by which they are supported. It is per-

fectly true that a good cause may inadvertently

be defended by fallacious reasoning, or even

by false principles and unsupported assump-

tions ; or that the connection of the terms

of a conclusion may be apparently brought

about by an ambiguous middle term. And
it is perfectly true that the theoretical effect

of exhibiting the existence of either a material

or a formal fallacy in an argument, is not to

disprove a conclusion, but simply to leave it un-

supported or unproven. Still the practical effect

upon the multitude is to make them believe it

disproved and false. On mere logical grounds

therefore I consider it to be quite impossible

tiiat the Great Inspirer of the Apostles should

Imve left His messengers to themselves in so

important a matter as the truth of their pre-

mises, the correctness of their inferences, and the

precision of their terms. Besides, He who framed

the human mind, as He gave it the inferential

faculty, and so connected it vath the human
heart as to make that resent as immoral any-

thing like false statement or fallacy, cannot be

supposed to have sanctioned anything so like

deception as this would seem to be. It is to

be added; that what led the two wTiters whose

p
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names I liave just mentioned to make so strange

a concession, may have partly been a fancied

necessity of meeting a certain alleged fact,

viz. that the Apostles employed nncandidly or

incorrectly citations from the Elder Scriptures.

This I shall hereafter show to be no fact, but a

gratuitous assumption. They may have formed

also exaggerated notions as to the number ot

instances required to constitute a fair induction.

They maj^ again have supposed assertions to

be erroneous which cannot be proved to be

really such, or inferences to be incorrectly

drawn, which maturer investigation has ascer-

tained to be liable to no such objection. Mr.

Litton observes very well, " Demoniacal posses-

sion," (wliich Paley supposes may have been

falsely imagined by them to be a fact,) "as

described in the New Testament, can never be

reduced to the class of ordinary diseases ; and the

supposition that the writers of the New Testa-

ment adopted ' a general, but erroneous opinion

Tof the times,' affects not only their perspicacity,

but that of our Lord Himself, who, in the

plainest terms, recognizes the fearful nature

of the malady. We are too ignorant of the

mutual relations of body and sj^irit to warrant

dogmatism on such a subject; and certainly no

one can ever prove that demoniacal possession
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is impossible." ITe goes on to say, tliat the

admission of a distinction as to correctness

between the premises and the conclusions of

the Apostles is even more questionable ; and

that no passage can be alleged which implies a

fallacy in reasoning. He concludes that, though

Vthe Apostles wrote throughout, each in his

own style and according as education, tempera-

ment, or circumstances prompted him ; each

also wrote under such a guidance of the Holy

Spirit as effectually controlled even the out-

ward vehicle of the words, much more the pre-

mises on which the conclusions are founded."

Tlie only exception to this determination of

the matter before us would appear to be that

the Apostles were under an incorrect impression

that the Day of Judgment was close at hand.

I have already, in my Fifth Lecture, spoken of

the passage in which our Lord says that the

Son knoweth not of that Hour, and given what

appears to me the true interpretation of it,

that it was not among the Truths necessary for

man to know, and therefore not among those

which He, as the Son of Man, should disclose.

I may add, that it may not have been among

those which the Holy Spirit, who was to sup-

plement the work of the Son of ]\Ian, was to

guide man into. It is at any rate worth re-

r 2
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marking, as an evidence of a sort of limitation

of the words " guide you into all Truth/' such as

I have indicated, that the Holy Spirit's commu-

nications are mentioned in the following manner

:

" He shall not speak of Himself ; but whatso •

ever He shall hear that shall He speak : and

He will shew you things to come." (John xvi.

13.) This seems to intimate that, as far as

revelation to man was concerned, if there were

some things which Christ, as the Son of Man,

did not know, there might be some things

which the Holy Spirit, as man's Guide, should

not hear, and so would not speak to man, the

reason in both cases being the same, that it was

not good for man to know them. The paral-

lelism is very noticeable. Of Himself Christ

says, "All things that I have heard ^ of my
Father, I have made known unto you." (John

XV. 15.) Of the Holy Spirit He says, "What-
soever He shall hear,^ that shall He speak." But

be this as it may, only thus much was revealed

positively, concerning the Day of Judgment, that

it is to be sudden, searching, universal in its

application both to those who had died before,

and to those who were still living, equitable

in its administration, carried out by the Son of

Man. And thus much was revealed negatively,

^ TrduTa & rfKovca, ^ '6aa aKoxxxn.
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that no more was to be known concerning it,

until it actually came to pass. The intention of

this would seem to be, that men might be always

prepared for it,—not specially prepared as a ser-

vant ordinarily careless and unfaithful might

be, arranging matters in decent order, because

he had gained information when his injured

or defrauded lord would return home; not

specially prepared as an ordinarily incautious

householder might be, barring his doors and
setting his bolts, because he had learned that

a robber would assail his dwelling at a certain

hour,—but always and generally prepared,

always diligent, always watching. This being

the knowledge, positive and negative, vouchsafed

to the Apostles, the question is, Do they con-

tradict either themselves or each other in the

way in which they speak on the subject of

the Day of Judgment ; and do they inculcate

dogmatically anything beyond what they were

commissioned to inculcate ? I will quote five

passages, two from St. Paul, one from St. James,

one from St. Peter, and one from St. Jude, and

you shall determine for yourselves.

This is the earlier utterance of St. Paul

(1 Thess. iv. 13—18) : "But I would not have

you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning them

which are asleep, that ye sorrow not, even as
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others wliich have no hope. For if we believe

that Jesus died and rose again, even so them

also which sleep in Jesus will God bring with

Ilim. For this we say unto you by the word of

the Lord, that w^e which are alive and remain

unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent

them which are asleep. For the Lord Himself

shall descend from heaven with a shout, with

the voice of the archangel, and with the trump

of God : and the dead in Christ shall rise first

;

then we which are alive and remain shall be

caught up together ^^ith them in the clouds, to

meet the Lord in the air : and so shall we ever

be with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one

another with these words."

' This is his later utterance (1 Cor. xv. 50—54):

" Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood

cannot inherit the kingdom of God ; neither

doth corruption inherit incorruption, Ijehold,

I shew you a mystery ; we shall not all sleep,

but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in

the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump : for

the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be

raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.

For this corruptible must put on incorruption,

and this mortal must 'put on immortality. So

when this coiTuptible shall have put on incor-

ruption, and this mortal shall have put on
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iininortalily, then shall be brought to pass the

sa^-iiig that is written, Death is swallowed up
in victory."

St. James speaks after this manner (v. 7, 8)

:

"Be patient therefore, brethren, nnto the coming

of the Lord. Behold, the husbandman Avaitetlx

for the precious fruit of the earth, and hath

long patience for it, until he receive the early

and latter rain. Be ye also patient; stablish

your hearts : for tlie coming of the Lord

draweth nioh."

St. Peter's words are (1 Peter iv. 7) :
" But

the end of all things is at hand : be ye there-

fore sober, and watch unto prayer."

And those of St. Jude, (verse 14,) cj^uoting the

Book of Enoch, are these :
'' And Enoch also, the

seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying.

Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand ot

His saints, to execute judgment upon all, and to

convince all that are ungodly among them of all

their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly

committed, and of all their hard speeches which

ungodly sinners have spoken against Him."

I might, as you know, cite more ; but these

are enough for my purpose. Look at them care-

fully, you will find that the Apostles are laying

down nothing new, but that they are applying

the limited knowledge they had received to
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purposes, different indeed, but all connected

with the good of man.

In the first passage, St. Paul is urging the

Thessalonians to perseverance. We (for he

includes himself with his brethren) may liave

to endure much, and to deny ourselves, but our

rov/ard is certain. This and the future world

are but separated by a veil ; the former is intro-

ductory to the latter. And if we urge, Some
have gone down to the grave unrecompensed,

we are to know that death is not destruction;

when Christ comes, we who are alive shall

meet those who have died in Christ before us,

and all of us shall be comforted together. While

he uttered the word loe, some were doubtless

passing away; but stiU the spirit of what he

said would remain and would be true.

In the second passage, St. Paul introduces

the Day of Judgment simply as the consumma-

tion of his argument touching the resurrection.

lie introduces nothing concerning its imme-

diateness.

In the third passage, St. James, though he

speaks of the coming of the Lord drawing

nigh, introduces the mention of it by citing the

waiting of the husbandman, which of itself

negatives the idea of an event close at hand.

It is not the near approach, but the eventual
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approacli, that is the chief topic of consolation.

Certainty of event ^vill diminish the tedium of

expectation.

In the fourth passage, St. Peter does but echo

his Lord's own words, " What I say unto you,

I say unto all, Watch."

And in the fifth passage, St. Jude is simply

enforcing the universality of judgment, its sud-

denness, and its discriminative character both

towards the evil and towards the good.

I conclude then that the Apostles were not at

variance in their tone, their doctrine, and their

expectation, concerning this matter, either with

themselves, or with others; that as much as

they received of the Truth, so much tliey

handed on, and only varied in adapting their

application of the Truth to the circumstances

which they had in hand. And I conclude

further, in the words of 'Mv. Litton :
" In the

attitude which Christians ought to maintain, in

reference to the Day of Judgment—an attitude

of expectation and desire—they were not

mistaken, and only expressed what ought to

be the state of mind of the Church in every

age."

I have but two words to add as practical

inferences from what has been said.

The Apostles' teaching was gradual, many-
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skied, at one time bringing one aspcet of Truth

into view, and at anotlier time, auotlier. Ijiit

this does not prove that the promise that tliey

should he guided into all Truth failed of ac-

complishment, or that they did not announce

the whole Truth committed to them. If those,

who without indeed their supernatural gifts,

but still with their desire to teach the Truth,

resemble them in the particulars above stated,

let us not judge of them from one sermon, or

from one passage in a sermon, or expect the

whole body of divinity to be included in every

sermon that they deliver.

The Apostles' teaching, as it has come down

to us, was informal, unstudied, and indicative

of a holy recklessness as to system. It con-

sulted the special needs of those to whom it

was, from time to time, addressed; it did not

speculate on points not revealed; it did not

hesitate to acknowledge lack of information

or even doubt where they existed. But these

circumstances did not prevent its winning, but

rather contributed to its winning, the world.

Those who imitate their method most closely,

will, under God's blessing, be the most powerful

teachers of Christianity in our own day.
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Luke xxiv, 27.

'

"And beginuing at Moses and all the prophets, lie

expoimded unto them in all the Scriptures the tilings con-

cerning Himself."

The student of geological science, in examining

the crust of the earth which we inhabit, finds

traces of animal and vegetable existence which

seem anterior and even foreign to the present

state of things. This naturally excites a cu-

riosity, which is not merely harmless but

laudable, to discover the original forms of the

fauna and flora which thus meet him. He would

reconstruct, as it were, the anatomical fabric

of that gigantic mammoth or ichtliyosaurus,

or plant again, in imagination, a pre-Adamite

forest or jungle, composed of the amazing

trees of which the carboniferous strata exl libit

unmistakeable remnants. And he attempts,

sometimes, to go even further, to determine the

conditions of climate or of habits under which
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these wonders of zoology or of botany possessed,

and exercised or enjoyed, their several grada-

tions of life. Wliile he is doing all this, few,

I had almost said, no moral cares, or, indeed,

scruples of any kind, step in to interfere with

his enquiries. For, let the forms or conditions

which he supposes he what tliey may, they

need not contradict any authenticated record

or delineation of the earlier state of things, nor

is anything in the present state of things

affected by their having actually been as he

supposes them, or otherwise than as he supposes

them.

To a certain extent the case of the geologist

finds a parallel in the case of the student of the

New Testament, but only to a certain extent.

As the former finds traces of an earlier arrange-

ment of things in the Book of the God of

ISTature, so the latter finds traces of an earlier

revelation from God in that portion of Scripture

towards which his attention is turned. There

are in it fragments of history, fragments of per-

sonal biography, fragments of prophecy and

moral teaching, fragments of other monuments

of bygone time. These are imbedded in the

very texture of the New Testament, and he

feels it to be a matter, at the least, of curious

research, to ascertain whence these fragments
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caniG; aud wliat position they occupied iii the

earlier Eevelation. But, (and here the parallel

ceases,) he feels it to be something more, to be

a matter of obvious and anxious duty to as-

certain those points. The fragments alluded to

are not merely old materials worked up anew

by the Great Architect and Artist of the Uni-

verse, old elements existing in modern com-

binations, like primeval vegetation converted

into coal, or calcareous and silicious shells ot

animals and sea-plants entering into the sub-

stance of chalk; they are, or profess to be,

vehicles of facts upon which later facts, and

assertions upon which later assertions, very in-

timately depend. In the substantiation of these

later facts, and in the correctness of these later

assertions, his moral and spiritual nature is

deeply interested. To be certified of the truth

of these, he must be certified also that the pas-

sages on which he has thus lighted are fairly

quoted or fairly applied; or, at any rate, he

must discover tlie principles on which tliey are

applied as he finds them. His case, therefore,

though, as I have said, it may derive some

illustration from that of the geologist, varies

considerably from that enquirer's case. It

makes all the difference in the world to him

what position those fragments held in tlie
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earlier Eevelation. He has to satisfy himself

upon such points as the following :—Did certain

persons say or write, exactly or in substance,

what tliey are reported to have said or written ?

If they did tliis, did they say or write it witli

tlie purposes to which it is applied in the later

Kevelation ? Or, if this cannot be shown to be

always so, are any adequate principles discover-

able on which applications, not originally con-

templated by them, may be justified, without

irretrievably impairing the trustworthiness,

certainly of the later Revelation, and perhaps

of both ? There is another point, also, in which

the cases of the two involve a diversity. The

Older Eevelation, or what is said to represent it,

is still in existence. Therefore, his task is, not

to reset the renmants or traces of it in a hy-

pothetical frame of his own contriving, but

to examine whether they are to be found in

the pages of that ancient record, in forms, or

relations, or meanings, which will justify the

use made of them in the New Testament.

At first sight, perhaps, the verification of

quotations from the Old Testament in the JSTew,

would seem to be a very simple procedure.

Tliere are, however, considerable difhculties in

the way, resulting from certain circumstances

wliich I am about to lay before you, and which
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I trust I sliall l)c able to explain in this and

in my concluding lecture. Tlic ill-intentioned

opponent of Christianity makes a most unfair

use of these circumstances, exacfsjjeratini:j and
' CO o

misstating them to such a degree, as to shake

the confidence of the ill-instructed believer in

the trustworthiness of the document on which

his best hopes are founded. I have nothing to

do with the class of persons of whom the former

of these two men is a type. He must be left to

other agencies than can be employed by man.

But I have much to do with, and have much
hope of, those who are represented by the latter.

They are persons who are inexpressibly pained

by being told, as they are in effect told, by him

who would shake their faith, that the Xew
Testament contains a system supported by

garbled, and therefore immorally employed,

quotations from the Old Testament.

But let us hear how our conscientious objector

has been taught to set forth the circumstances

connected with the subject before us, the diffi-

culties founded upon them, and the doubts

suggested by them. This is absolutely neces-

sary before I can urge any topics towards the

removal of such difficulties and doubts.

"I have been told" (says our objector) "that

of the Older Ptevelation there are two represen-
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tatives—one in the Hebrew language, and one

in the Greek, which is called the Septuagint.

Both of tlieso claim to be inspired—one ot

them as the original form in which that reve-

lation had been communicated ; the other, as

having been executed at a certain date by men
who were supernaturally enabled to transfer the

import of the former into the language of the

latter. They must therefore be equally trust-

worthy ; for, by hypothesis, they were both of

them composed under Divine guidance. It fol-

lows that their statements ought to be to the

same effect, and that nothing should be con-

tained or omitted in one, which is omitted or

contained in the other. As a matter of fact,

however, they do vary considerably. Many
passages in the Greek convey a meaning, or at

least possess a colouring, different from that

supplied by the Hebrew ; many passages are

found in the one of wdiich tliere is no trace in

the other. And the variations are of consider-

able importance. Now, if the two vary so

much, it is impossible that both of them should

be inspired. Therefore the critic must give up

the correctness, and wdth it the pretensions to

inspiration either of one or of the other, or,

perhaps, of both.

" But the manner in which portions of the
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Older Revelation are quoted in the New Testa-

ment forbids either of them to be given up.

The New Testament is, by hypothesis, an in-

spired document, and the speakers and -svriters

must therefore be supposed to be correct in the

terms in which they quote the Old Testament,

and fair in their manner of quoting it. Yet

what is the character of their quotations ? They
sometimes quote the Hebrew version, some-

times the Greek version, almost in exact terms.

Sometimes the^ combine in the sama quota-

tion a clause derived from the Hebrew with a

clause derived from the Greek. Sometimes

they quote in terms which are scarcely jus-

tified by either version. Yet those who quote

are Christ and His Apostles. Is it reverent,

therefore, looking at the matter from a Christian

point of view, to suppose that they did not know
which of the two was the more trustworthy

document ; or, again, tliat, if they knew, they

could quote, as suitable to their immediate pur-

pose, from the one, a passage which, in the

version of the other, would not have suited

their purpose ? However these questions may
be answered, as it is impossible that both ver-

sions should have been inspired, and as it is

impossible to decide from the practice of the

quoters, which of the two was inspired, it seems

o
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til at there is nothing to be done but to give

up both, and with the Older Revelation thus

discredited, the New Testament must be given

up also.

" To these circumstances it might be added,"

(our objector's informant continues,) " that

sometimes the Speakers and Writers of the

New Testament appear to quote (as, ' He shall

be called a Nazarene,') what is not found in

either version ; that sometimes they make what

looks like a mistake in a reference, as in attri-

buting to Jeremiah, what is in iToth versions of

the Older Eevelation attributed to Zechariah:

and that, as in the speech of St. Stephen, mis-

statements of historical facts are discoverable.

All this exhibits an inaccuracy wdiich seems

to impair one's ability to admit tlie connection

of the two Eevelations, and to invalidate the

inspired character of both. But besides, one

finds in the New Testament, passages quoted

in a sense which could not have been dreamed

of by the original writers—prophecies applied

in a double sense—men and events employed

as types of other men and events to which they

bear scarcely any resemblance or even analogy

—verses strung together as one quotation, which

though the Greek places them together, the

Hebrew exhibits in very different places. What
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is to be thought of tlic candour of the Speakers

or Writers who have done all tliis, to say nothing

of their accuracy ? Do "what you will, you can-

not verify satisfactorily the quotations from tlie

Older Picvelation which profess to be made in

the New Testament. The difficulties in the

way of doing so are insuperable. There is no

w^ay of untying the knots which they present.
.

The best plan is to cut these knots boldly

—

to abandon the Bible altogether, and to betake

oneself to the revelation supplied by the God

of Nature, which is free from such doubts and

perplexities."

Such is the way in which, by unscrupulous

statement of some things as facts which are

not facts, by magnifying the importance of

some things, and by suppression of certain

topics which ought in all fairness to have been

brought into view, the difficulties of the subject

now before us have been rendered exceedingly

formidable. And then, because they are so

formidable, the persons upon whose attention

they have been urged, have been ready, on

the false assumption that Natural lieligion

has no analogous difficulties, to embrace that

as a sort of refuge from them. I would

fain save them even from the contemplation

of such a step, by meeting, as far as I can,

Q 2
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the difficulties which the alleged facts above

stated, for I do not allow all of them to

be facts, have suggested. When this has been

done, I shall endeavour to lay down cer-

tain principles by which nearly every passage

in the New Testament which professes to be

quoted from the Older Kevelation may be show^n

to be quoted fairly. That these principles will

cover every passage, and meet every difficulty,

I dare not assert. When it is recollected that

the places in the New Testament in which

obvious quotations from the Older Eevelation

occur, (independent of allusions to it, and phrases

drawn from it, which are very numerous,) are at

least 266, and that the passages quoted from the

Old Testament are at least 213—it will appear

at once that the task of verification is one of

considerable magnitude in respect of the sur-

face which it traverses. And when it is recol-

lected also that the texts both of the Old and

of the New Testaments could not have been

preserved in absolute purity except by a per-

petual miracle, it will not excite our surprise

to find some five or six passages in the one

which no method can bring into complete

harmony with the form i'^ which they appear

in the other. i

A careful consideration will enable us to
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remove the allegation, that them are, in any-

strict sense of the words, two representations

extant of God's Older Revelation.

For where did the Septuagint or Greek

version come from? and whence arc its pre-

tensions to he an inspired or even an accurate

translation of the Hehrcw derived ?

The earliest account of its origin, which is to

be found in a letter ascribed to a certain Aristeas

or Aristagus, whom Josephus, tlie Jewish his-

torian, and Aristobnlus, a writer quoted by

Eusebius, substantially follow, says nothing

about its inspiration. This document, indeed,

is held in the present day to be utterly spurious,

and though professing to have been written in

the time of Ptolemy Philadelplius, it was pro-

bably composed by some Jew of Alexandria,

shortly before the Christian era. It is to the

following effect. Demetrius Phalereus, the

Athenian orator, was an exile in Egypt, and

there acquired great influence over Ptolemy

Soter, the founder of the Macedonian dynasty.

One result of his influence was the commence-

ment of the Alexandrine Library. On the

death of Ptolemy Soter, he became all-powerful

with Ptolemy Philadelj^hus, his successor; and

with the view of extending and improving the

library, which he considered to be a work of his
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own creation, he induced the king to send an

embassy to Jerusalem, in order to obtain a copy

of the Law of Moses, and competent persons

to translate it into Greek. The desired copy

was obtained, says the story, and six persons

were chosen out of each tribe by the high priest,

to perform the office of translators. These men,

seventy-two in number, proceeded to Egypt,were

brilliantly entertained by the king, tried, after

the Eastern manner, with a variety of questions,

and eventually lodged in the island of Pharos.

There, in the space of seventy-two days, they

effected the version, called from their own
number, and the number of the days consumed

in the work, the Septuagint, by conference and

comparison. This document, so produced, was
read publicly in the presence of the king, and

of representatives of the Jewish community resi-

dent in Egypt, and the latter both attested its cor-

rectness, and adopted it with solemn anathemas

on all who should add to it or detract from it.

We need not dwell on the various improba-

bilities or inconsistencies of this narrative, or

insist upon what seems to have been the fact,

that at the date which is generally assigned to

the transaction, Demetrius was out of favour

with Ptolemy Philadelphus, and in banishment

in Upper Egypt, so that he could have had
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very little to do with it. But, granting for a

moment that it is worthy of credit, it is im-

portant to notice these two features in it

:

First, that it says not one word about inspi-

ration, but attributes the version entirely to

human agency
;

Secondly, that it speaks rather of a version

of the Law of Moses, than of one of the whole of

the Older Scriptures.

This story, however, though it gave a royal

and learned origin to some j^ortion of the Older

Scriptures in Greek, was not sufficient to satisfy

those who found, what was indeed the fact, a

version of the wJiole of the Older ScrijJiurcs in

Greek, in existence before the commencement

of the Christian era. Accordingly, in some

way or otlier, it grew, and received a variety of

embellishments, and it is in its embellished

form that we find it in the pages of the Chris-

tian Fathers. Irenaius (lib. iii. c. 2) tells us

that Ptolemy Soter, the father of Philadelphus,

was the king who sent the embassy ; that he

separated the seventy-two interpreters, each

from the other, and caused them to translate

the whole of the books of the Older Scriptures

independently ; that when they had done this,

he called them into his presence, and found

that their independent renderings agreed exactly
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from beginniDg to end, in every phrase and

word, so that all men could perceive that their

version was made by the inspiration of God.

Justin Martyr (Cohort, ad Gr?ec. p. 34) had

given this account previously, with what he

doubtless considered to be a corroboration of it,

that he had been shown the cells in which the

translators performed their work. Epiphanius,

by shutting up the translators in pairs, instead

of leaving each solitary in a cell, reduces the

number of independent renderings to thirty-six,

but asserts that these thirty-six renderings, by

their agreement in every particular, gave mani-

fest evidence that they were accomplished by

the gift of the Holy Spirit. Augustine does

not repeat the story, but insists on the inspira-

tion of the version.

It is impossible, I think you will agree with

me, to do much more with this story—incredible

and rejected even in its unembellished state

by such critics as Dr. Bentley and Dr. Hody,

and rendered yet more incredible by its mar-

vellous accretions—than to dismiss it as ''a.

fond thing vainly invented."

The only points that are fairly ascertainable

concerning the origin and the history of the

Septuagint appear to be these :

—

First, that a formal translation of a portion
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of the Older Scriptures, namely of the Law, was

made in the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, i.e.

towards the commencement of tlie third century

before Clnist.

Secondly, that tlie translation was made in

Egypt, and probably in Alexandria, either for

the purpose of improving the royal library or

for the benefit of tlie Jews of the Dispersion.

Thirdly, that the rest of the books of the

Older Scriptures were gradually translated into

Greek, until, by the commencement of the

Christian era, they were all extant in that

language.

But as to the first effort at translation having

been divinely inspired, or having embraced the

whole of the Older Scriptures, not one word

appears in confirmation of these assertions in

the three authorities of whom we have spoken.

Their fable, for fable it was, did not venture so

far. The first germ of the embellished state in

which it afterwards appears in the Christian

Fathers is to be found in Philo (De Vita IMosis,

ii. 5—7). Even he does not extend the original

translation beyond the Pentateuch (vofioOeaia),

and says nothing about the cells, but his descrip-

tion of the proceedings of the translators is such

as almost to necessitate the engrafting upon it of

the cells as an accessory. He tells us, in the
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first place, that the translators prayed earnestly

to God that they might not fail in their design,

(firj Bia/jiapTeLv r?)? Trpo^eo-eco?) : God listens

favourably to their prayers (6 Se eirLvevei rac<i

evxcih)i and grants a blessing to those efforts

which were to benefit a portion, nay even the

whole of mankind.

Thus far, indeed, there is nothing in Philo's

narrative which implies marvellous aid, but only

tliat ordinary assistance which earnest and well-

directed prayer is considered to bring to the

works of good men. But he goes on to say,

secondty, that so effectual and so direct was

the guidance of the Almighty, that " being as

it were filled with deity they began to put

forth, not different renderings, but every one of

them the same rendering, whether of nouns or

verbs, as though a prompter or suggester were,

though unseen, whispering in the ears of each

of them." This passage of course cannot merely

mean that they felicitously and almost marvel-

lously concurred in the results of their labours,

after conference and comparison such as are

mentioned by the Pseudo-Aristeas ; the word

each implies much more, namely, that each

\vrought separately, and under a separate and

special divine influence, which, (for a divine

influence could not be variable,) produced a
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uniform result in llic case of each. Out of tliis

statement of Philo's the story of the cells

arose ; and, the theory of the inspiration of the

Greek version of the Law once set on foot, it

Avas a natural transition to extend it to the

remainder of the Greek version of the Older

Scriptures. The Fathers generally were stu-

dents of Pliilo, and in this, and in many other

respects, went even beyond him. Had they

been acquainted with Hebrew, and thus been

enabled to compare the Hebrew with the Greek,

and test the truth of Philo's further statements,

they would, I think, have been inclined to dis-

trust the grounds which he goes on to allege in

support of the inspiration of the Greek version

of the Law.

For thirdly, Philo proceeds to descant upon

the copiousness of languages in general, and of

the Greek in particular, and to state that the

same thought may be rendered from one lan-

guage into another by the adoption of various

phrases. This, he says, (utterly forgetting that

variety of phrase is consistent with faithful

representation of the spirit of a thought,) was

not the case here. The translation agreed with

the Hebrew, (or, as he calls it, the Chaldaic,)

word for word, and the most fitting word was

adopted in every instance. And then he goes
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on to make a statement, which most strongly

confirms the suspicion generally entertained,

that, with all his devotedness to the laws and

institutions of his nation, he was very sliglitly

if at all acquainted with any form of his

national language. " I will suppose," he says,

"a Chaldee instructed in the Greek tongue, and

a Greek instructed in the Chaldee tongue,

examining the two versions : what will be

their impression of them ? That these are more

than sister performances, that they are abso-

lutely identical both in facts and in expression

of facts ; that they will be filled with feelings of

astonisliment and adoration of them, and that

they will go on to consider the men who trans-

lated the Chaldee into Greek to be, not mere

interpreters, but hierophants and prophets, so

perfectly and clearly have they hit upon an

exhibition of the exact spirit of what Moses

wrote." Now no man who had compared, or

had even the ability to compare, any one book

of the Hebrew Pentateuch with the Septuagint

version, could have ventured upon a statement

so audacious as this. Yet by this statement

Philo thought he had confirmed what he said

above, of the inspiration of the Greek version

of the Law. And the Fathers, being unable to

test the truth of his confirmatory statement,
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accepted his assertion, and expanded and em-

bellished it in the manner which has been

already remarked upon.

The inference from what has been said is

irresistible. The inspiration, whether of the

whole of the Greek version of the Older Scrip-

tures, or of part of them, if it is to be proved at

all, must be proved either by internal evidence,

or by some substantiation more to the point

than anything which appears in the Pseudo-

Aristeas and his two followers, and more reliable

than the statements of an uncritical rhetorician

like Philo, or the credulous fancies of the

equally uncritical Christian Fathers.

But in failure of the argument which I liave

just shown to be untenable, the following asser-

tions have been made, and they deserve at least

a cursory notice.

"Whatever may be thought of the historical

character of the account of its origin, this ver-

sion was undoubtedly made before the present

Masoretic notation and punctuation of the He-

brew were invented.

" It was made at a time when the Hebrew,

being no longer vernacular in Palestine, ex-

cept perhaps in Jerusalem, was understood tho-

roughly only by the learned.

" It is probable that the translators were the
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most learned persons who could be found in tlie

Jewish nation.

*

'' The inference, therefore, would seem to be,

that though the authors of the version may not

have been personally inspired, their version

may at least claim to be a very exact image of

that part of the Word of God which it professes

to represent."

ISTow we must of course admit that the Sep-

tuagint precedes in point of time the Masoretic

notation and punctuation. And it is a position

more than probable, that at the time it was

made, or at least by the time it was completed,

(for its construction ranges over three centuries,)

the Hebrew, being no longer vernacular in

Palestine, except perhaps at Jerusalem, was

understood thoroughly only by the learned.

There is no doubt that after their return from

the Captivity the Jews had so far lost their

mastery over their native language, that when

the Scriptures were read in their synagogues

in Hebrew, it was necessary to subjoin an ex-

planation of them in Chaldee, a dialect standing

to the Hebrew much in the relation that

Eomaic does to ancient Greek, or Italian to

Latin. There is also little doubt that as Pa-

lestine became more and more the battle-field,

the Belgium, as it were, of the contending Greek
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powers of Syria and Egypt, as Greek colonies

svere settled within its borders, and as large

portions of it, especially the northern and

eastern portions, became tlioroughly gentilized,

the knowledge even of Chaldce became faint

and dim, and a Greek translation was substi-

tuted in the synagogues for one in Chaldee.

But it still remains to be shown that such

translation was made by the most learned

persons who could be found in the Jewish

nation. This postulates for the Pentateuch the

truth of the story ascribed to Aristeas, and

besides assigns to one and the same date and

effort the translation of the whole of the Older

Scriptures ; whereas his story, whether true or

false, relates to the Pentateuch merely. The

fact, however, is that, critically speaking, the

Greek versions of different parts of the Older

Scriptures differ widely, in the mastery of the

Hebrew, and I may say also, in the mastery

of the Greek language which they display,

in faithfulness, in accuracy, in freedom from

interpolations or omissions. The translation of

the Pentateuch is by far the most learned and

accurate portion of the performance ; a circum-

stance due, perhaps, partly to the greater sim-

plicity of the Hebrew style of the Pentateuch,

partly to the execution of it having been earlier,
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when tlie knowledge of Hebrew had not so

entirely died out. But even of the Pentateuch

itself the Greek version is unequal. The parts

of which the translation is best, appear to be

Leviticus and Deuteronomy, a fact which is

perhaps attributable to their containing the

enactments of the ceremonial law, with which

the translators may have been, professionally,

most conversant, and which they were especially

interested in preserving in their integrity. The

historical books are next in value to the Penta-

teuch. But their value as an exact image of

the language of inspiration may be estimated

by a specimen of the Book of Joshua, supplied

to me by one^ who took the trouble to examine

it accurately. " I have compared," he says, " 354

verses of that book with the Hebrew. Of these

there are only forty verses which exactly and

literally tally with the Hebrew, that is, which

would nowadays be allowed to pass as a strict

and critical rendering of the Hebrew text.

There are 314 verses of which the renderinii

is more or less loose. In some there is a sliirht

omission or addition. In some there is a con-

siderable omission or addition. In some the

translator appears to be mistaken. And there

1 The Eev. Dr. Collis, sometime Grinfield Lecturer on tlio

Septuagiut at Oxford.
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are, besides all these varieties, interpolated

verses of a more or less significant character."

The poetical books are, as a whole, much in-

ferior, as a translation, to the historical. The
Psalms and Proverbs stand first in order. The

Minor Prophets are respectable, but the Greater

Prophets are positively bad. In many places,

as in Isaiah xvi., not merely has the Hebrew
been misunderstood, and even misread, but

the translation is scarcely intelligible; whilst

the Book of Daniel was so travestied that it was

very early abandoned as anything like a trans-

lation of the original. It should moreover be

added, that the Septuagint, as it has Ci.'nc down
to us, contains not merely what w term the

canonical Scriptures, but various other docu-

ments which are excluded from that denomina-

tion—in fact, eleven-twelfths of our Apocrypha,

and two books besides, the Third and Pourth of

Maccabees, to which we havo. not conceded so

much as the doubtful honour of a place in the

Apocrypha.,

Under these circumstances you will, I think,

agree with me that it is impossiljle to allow that

the authors of the Septuagint version were the

most learned persons who could be found in

the Jewish nation. It is obvious that, except

perhaps in the case of the Pentateuch, they

R
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were private persons, such as was Jesus the sou

of Sirach, who entered on their tasks at dif-

ferent times, and under different circumstances,

and with very different degrees of qualification

for their work. And they all needed that allow-

ance to be made for them which he found it

necessary to bespeak for himself :
—

" Wherefore

let me beseech you to read it with favour and

attention, and to pardon us, wherein we may
seem to come short of some words, which we
have laboured to interpret. For the same

things uttered in Hebrew, and translated into

another tongue, have not the same force in

them : and not only these things, but the law

itself, and the prophets (Marg. Gr. prophecies),

and the rest of the books, have no small differ-

ence (Marg. excellency) when they are spoken

in their own language."

And not only this, but a comprehensive study

of the volume brings very strongly into view

the following points also :

—

1st. That there was nothing like a comparison

of the several parts of the work one with

another, so as to ensure uniformity in the spell-

ing of proper names, or consistency in the

rendering of terms. This assertion, which is

true of the Pentateuch as well as of the rest

of the version, destroys at once the statement
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attributed to Aristeas, that the translators com-

pared uotes.

2ndly. That even in contiguous passages,

words differing in the Hebrew, and expressing

ideas entirely different, are not unfrequently

rendered by the same Greek equivalent, to tho

manifest impairing and weakening of the sense.

This destroys the hypothesis that the trans-

lators were at all exactly learned.

3dly. That the Septuagint translators, as a

whole, were men strongly tainted with a leaning

to the Alexandrine philosophy, and that their

bias has displayed itself in alterations or modi-

fications of whatever seemed to them to savour

of Anthropomorphism. Of this, however, I gave

several instances in the Seventh Lecture of my
former series, and I need not enlarge upon it

here.

4thly. That again, they have a great many
places in which not merely is a different mean-

ing conveyed to the reader than is expressed b}''

the Hebrew, but whole paragraphs are intro-

duced which are not found in the Hebrew at all.

A remarkable instance of this occurs between

the thirtieth and thirty-first verses of Joshua

xxiv,, which adds a curious feature to the account

of that chieftain's burial. " And there they placed

with him in the sepulchre in which they buried

r2
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him, the knives of stone, with which he circum-

cised the children of Israel in Gilgal, when he

brought them forth out of Egypt, as the Lord

commanded, and there they are to this very

day." And at the end of Joshua xxiv. there is

a yet longer interpolation.

It is, of course, an ungracious task thus to

dissect and criticise a work so venerable, and

one to which, with every abatement, the

Christian Church owes deep obligations. But

the manner in which it is frequently quoted,

sometimes for the Hebrew, sometimes against

the Hebrew, by favourers of one theological

view or another—the undiscriminating appeal

to it, on the one hand, as if every part were

equally scholarlike and equally trustworthy;

and the contemptuous rejection of it, on the

other hand, as if it were throughout unworthy

of notice—compels us to examine the history

of its composition, and to weigh carefully its

several ingredients. More, however, wiU be

said on this point bye and bye. At present,

and on the whole, as one of the most essential

premises towards such a conclusion has utterly

broken down, the assumption can scarcely be

considered to be supported that, " though the

authors of the version called the Septuagiiit

may not have been personally inspired, their
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version may at least claim to be a very exact

image of that part of the Inspired Word
which it professes to represent."

It has however been asserted, that "if the

phrase Wery exact image' is objected to, the

Septuagint version may at least claim

—

" Either, to be coordinate with the unpointed

Hebrew

;

" Or, to be an aid in the interpretation of the

unpointed Hebrew superior to that which

the Masoretic notation and punctuation

can supply."

The former of these propositions virtually

assumes that, whatever be the degree of inspira-

tion possessed by the Hebrew, that same degree

of inspiration may be possessed by a translation

from the Hebrew.

BiU:

The inspiration of the Hebrew, whatever it

is, (and I am not called upon at this moment

to define it,) is compatible with a great variety

of styles,—that of narrative, that of legislation

that of poetry and prophecy, and the like;

with a variety of degrees of mental cultivation

on the part of the several writers, and with

developments of the language employed, in

accordance, or nearly so, with the dates assigned

to the several books.
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Therefore :

In order to place the Septuagint translators

in a position at all similar, it should be

shown :

Either

:

That being, ex hypotliesi, of one age, and, by

comparison of their several performances, of

one stage of mental cultivation, their style is

equable throughout, and varies only as that ot

one writer would vary when his tone is dif-

ferent, e.g. as that of Isaiah varies when relating

history and when uttering prophecies.

Or:

That, throwing themselves into the diverse

ages and tones of the diverse books, they pur-

posely adopted a style, rugged or refined, poetical

or prosaic, as the case might be, wiiich might

best mirror forth that of the original ^Aaiters.

But neither of these is the case :

The style of the Septuagint varies, not in

books, but in groups of books, as we have re-

marked already. For instance, Isaiah varies

from the Pentateuch in being less perfectly

rendered; but it agrees with the group of the

greater Prophets, of which it is one, in that

point. The w^hole of that group are very im-

perfectly rendered. And if, in the Greek of

Isaiah itself, there is a perceptible difference
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between the historical and the prophetical

passages, the difference is not that of a trans-

lator, thorouglily master both of Greek and of

Hebrew, accommodating himself to the vary-

ing mood or subject of his author ; but some-

thing of quite another character. It may be

compared to the different degrees of success

with which a young scholar renders into

Englisli a portion of the narrative of Tliucy-

dides, and one of the hard speeches with

which the narrative is interspersed; or a dia-

logue of Sophocles, and one of that author's

choral odes, respectively. It is, in fact, the

difference between an imperfectly qualified

translator, w^hen essaying a passage of which

the construction is tolerably easy, and of which

he has an uncorrupted text ; and that same

translator, w^hen essaying another passage,

wdiere the construction is involved, the mean-

ing mystical, or the text perhaps not presented

to him in its integrity.
j

" Nil fiiit iinquam

Sic impar sibi
;

"

so strange, indeed, are the degrees of qualifi-

cation possessed by the different translators for

the task, that while we find some almost every-

thing that could be wished, we find otliers, as
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was said above, carelessly rendering different

Hebrew words by some word in Greek which

only suits one of them, and others insisting on

rendering a Hebrew word invariably by the

same Greek word, in utter disregard of the

context. I need not point out to you how
utterly this last-mentioned practice ignores the

whole theory of gradations of meaning in words.

If itself based on any theory at all, it must be

on the assumption that the genius of the He-

brew and the Greek ^ is absolutely identical. No
two languages have their genius absolutely iden-

tical. If any one doubts this, let him try to

render ^apt? in the New Testament, which

has a large variety of shades of meaning, by
one invariable English word, grace or favour.

But if not co-ordinate in authority with the

unpointed Hebrew, is not the Septuagint an aid

in the interpretation of the unpointed Hebrew

superior to that which the Masoretic notation

and punctuation can supply ?

It would be difficult to reply to this question

in full, without going into the history of the

Masorah, and the jMasoretic or traditional inter-

preters of the Old Testament, an inquiry which

would utterly exceed the limits which I propose

1 See Philo's uncritical assertion on this point, quoted

above, but the |whole passage is worth pemsal. (De Vit^

Mosis, ii. 7.)
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to allow myself. But it may be observed gene-

rally, that the movement of wliich the Masorah

was the result, was one conducted by learned

men acting together and comparing the views of

different schools, set on foot on purpose to vin-

dicate and hand down to posterity the genuine

Word of God, and carried on through many cen-

turies. On the other hand, with regard to the

Septuagint version so-called, we have no trust-

worthy evidence of learning, none of concerted

action, none of careful or reiterated collation on

the part of the translators. Books, or groups

of books, seem to have been rendered into

Greek by private persons, some having one

object in view, some another; moreover, such

translations must have been produced at dif-

ferent times, and there is nothincr to show that

a unity of design or plan was handed down

from one translator to another.

Thus much for the general question : Are

there, as a matter of fact, two representatives

of the Older Eevelation of God which are of

equal authority ? Well, if there are not, if the

Septuagint is no adequate representation of it,

how comes it that Christ and His Apostles

sometimes quote from the one and sometimes the

other ? " They did so," our objector tells me he

has been informed, " in their letters, in their nar-
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ratives, in tlieir speeches, in their prophetical

writings. And it is evident they did so, be-

cause, while, occasionally at least, their quota-

tions do not agree with tlie Hebrew text as we

now possess it, they do, in several of these

cases, and in a vast number of others, agree

with the Septuagint. Now this cannot be with-

out necessitating either an admission of the

inspiration of the Septuagint, or an admission

that those who thus quoted it employed it

for their immediate purpose, ignorantly or

immorally."

I am not inclined to admit either alternative.

So far as I have been able to form an opinion,

the agreement of the citations from the Old

Testament in the New^ w^itli the Septuagint

version, has been greatly exaggerated, or attri-

buted to a wrong cause, or applied to establish

much more than it can legitimately establish. !

First, It has been greatly exaggerated. This

may be shown by looking at such citations

from the Hebrew side, and not merely, as is

frequently done, from the Greek side. It may
be shown that of the 266 citations (more or

less), certainly a larger number by far agree,

or nearly so, with the Hebrew, than agree, or

nearly so, with the Septuagint ; and, without at

this moment entering into minute calculations,
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it should be added tliat, whereas there are but

six passages which differ, from whatever cause,

materially, from the Hebrew, there are at least

thirteen passages which, while they differ from

the Septuagiut, agree, or nearly so, with the

Hebrevv\

If even an approximation to an establishment

of these assertions can be effected, it will

I think be evident that the agreement of the

citations of the Old Testament in the New
Testament with the Septuagint version has

been very much overrated. But, secondly^

granting for the moment that the instances ot

accordance were much more numerous and

much more close than they are, might not the

following method of accounting for them, for

which I am indebted to Mr. Malan, be very

fairly alleged ? " Common sense tells us that

men speaking and writing, in the same lan-

guage, and on the same subject, what they

all draw from the same source, must of neces-

sity often agree in thought and in word
Accordingly, we find that the Apostles and the

Evangelists, having not only to preach and to

write in the same language as that of the

Septuagint, and having not only to refer to the

same original, of wliich the Septuagint is only

a translation, but also to treat of the same sub-
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jects, could scarcely help employing the same

expressions as the Seventy, be they Hebraisms,

idioms, terms of phrase, &c., all of which may be

more or less modified, according to the character

or birth-place of the writer." Thus far Mr.

Malan; and I may add that his position would

be greatly strengthened if he had admitted,

which he does not, the theory of Dr. Roberts,

that Greek and not Chaldee was the ordinary

means of communication in our Saviour's time,

and that the writers of the New Testament had

to give not only their own citations of Scrip-

ture, but those of our Lord Himself, which

were probably uttered by Him in Greek.

But thirdly, what, after all, would any amount

of citations of the Old Testament in the words

of the Septuagint avail to prove ? Surely not

the inspiration of the whole version, unless the

production of a few carefully wrought stones,

{^^eipjaa/jLevoi \i6ol,) from the wall hastily

constructed by the Athenians, under circum-

stances of difficulty, would prove, without

further J^spection, that the whole wall was con-

structed of similarly dressed material. To my
mind it would prove no more than what is

Bishop Pearson's carefully considered doctrine,

that " when an interpretation of the Old Testa-

ment, (whether it agrees with the Hebrew or with
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the Seventy,) occurs in the New Testament, the

inspired character of the New Testament forbids

us to doubt its correctness." It proves nothing

at all as to the inspired character of the Septua-

gint generally. It is, doubtless, our duty when

we find any passage quoted in the New Testa-

ment agreeing Avith the Septuagint, and differ-

ing from the Hebrew, to
^ endeavour to discover

the cause of such variation, and, (the integrity

of the New Testament text in that place being

supposed to be established,) whether we can

discover the cause or no, to acquiesce in the

interpretation given by the Greek version.

But it is by no means our duty to acquiesce in

a theory of Septuagint inspiration, which would

cause us to disturb a very large portion of the

Bible, and after all leave us in doubt, whether,

the inspiration of the Greek and of the Hebrew

being supposed equal, we are to agree with the

former or with the latter, to wrest the Hebrew

to the Greek by conjectural emendations, or the

Greek to the Hebrew. Schleusner, in his well-

known and valuable Lexicon to the Septuagint,

attempted part of this work, viz. the discovery,

in each case, what reading the Greek trans-

lators might have had before them, or what

errors of reading they might possibly have

fa,Uen into. But the task baffled in many
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instances even liis great ability and unweary-

ing patience.

On the whole, then, although Christ and Kis

Apostles may appear to have sanctioned the

Greek version, because their quotations, fre-

quently paraphrastic, use its language, it seems

to me impossible:

Either that a version .so legendary in its origin,

so wanting in the received marks of inspi-

ration, of faithfulness, of honesty, should

have been intended to be sanctioned by

them as co-ordinate with the Hebrew Scrip-

tures.

Or, that their apparent quotation from it

should be traceable to any other consider-

ation than that, so far as it happened to

be accurate on any particular occasion, its

language, ready to hand, presented a con-

venient instrument for communication

with those whom they addressed or desired

to influence.

But nov/ let me state the theory which, I

think, should guide us in onr comparison of the

passages cited from the Older Scriptures in the

Nev/, with the source from which they are drawn.

It is contained in the following proposition.

Though, ^;nm^/«c^(?, in some, perhaps in many
cases, the Septuagint Version may appear to be
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sanctioned by the method of quotation, yet tlie

Ilebrew meaning, and the Hebrew meaning

only, is substantially referred to in the New
Testament as inspired Scripture.

Paradoxical though this may seem, it is

capable of establishment, because the passages

cited, in reference to which difficulties have

occurred, may be classified in the following

manner:

—

1. Some are passages of such a character

that the writers or speakers in the New Testa-

ment could scarcely, with the Hebrew in their

minds, have expressed them in Greek much

otherwise than they have done, and their ren-

dering agrees quite as much with the Hebrew

as with the Septuagint, if not more.

2. Some are passages in the case of which

we may not unreasonably suppose that a

reading somewhat different in letters, or in

combination of letters, or in vocalization, or

occasionally in the omission or insertion of a

word or words, from that which the present

Masoretic Text supplies, was before both the

writers or speakers in the New Testament, and

also the Septuagint translators. This reading

however, v/hen discovered, we adopt, not be-

cause the Septuagint suggests it simply, but

because, being virtually sanctioned by the
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IsTew Testament, our reverence for the inspired

authority of that volume forbids us to doubt

its correctness.

3. Some present us with a combination of

texts, which combination, or something like it,

has been, as we have reason to believe, intruded

into the Septuagint as one substantive text,

and has thus caused a difference between the

Hebrew and the Septuagint and, apparently,

an exclusive agreement of the New Testament

with the latter to the prejudice of the Hebrew.

This we may attribute to the well-intentioned

but unlearned zeal of those who desired to see

the New Testament agree in every respect

with the only Old Testament of which they

knew anything, viz. the Septuagint. (It is worth

observing, by the way, that many of the cor-

rections of the Vatican text of the Septuagint

which are found in the Alexandrine, which

was somewhat later, were dictated by the same

anxiety to reconcile the Old Testament Greek

to that of the New Testament. A large portion

of the various readings which manuscripts of

the New Testament exhibit in the quotations

is attributable to the same wish, only developed

in a different way. By them the New Testa-

ment was to be forced into accordance with the

Greek of the Old Testament.)
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4. Some present us witli instances of mis-

translation, or not quite adequate translation,

in our Authorized Version, which have caused

an apparent discrepancy between the Hebrew
and the Xew Testament, and apparently an

exclusive aOTeement of the New Testamento
with the Septuagint to the prejudice of the

Hebrew.

• 5. Some suggest to us the existence of an

error in the Greek of the New Testament,

capable, ho^Yeve^, of being corrected by MSS.,

or by probable conjecture.

6. Some present us with instances in which

the New Testament agrees with the Hebrew
but not with the Septuagint. (How the Sep-

tuagint came to differ from the Hebrew, though

an interesting subject of speculation, has

nothing to do with our present purpose, as

we have abandoned the idea that the Septua-

gint was inspired.)

7. Some are cases in which apparent differ-

ences between the New Testament and the

Hebrew may be accounted for on the follow-

ing supposition :—No literal quotation, but

a paraphrase, more or less free, sometimes of

a single, sometimes of a composite text, was

intended by the Writer or Speaker in the New
Testament. (Such paraphrase is occasionally
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found couched in the words of the Septuagint,

which is itself often paraphrastic rather than

translationaL But, if such w^ords fairly represent

the meaning of the Hebrew, it is by no means

inconsistent with our theory that the Writer

or Speaker in the New Testament should have

adopted them, especially in his intercourse with

a Greek-speaking and Greek-reading people,

perhaps somewhat acquainted already with the

Septuagint version.

In my concluding Lecture I shall endeavour

to give specimens of the manner in which texts

may be referred to some of these heads of classi-

fication. It would, of course, be impossible to

do more than this in discourses addressed pri-

marily to the ear, and not to the eye.

In that Lecture I shall also endeavour to

meet the allegations by which the mind of

our objector w^as poisoned, when he was as-

sured that the Writers and Speakers in the

New Testament not merely quoted the Older

Scriptures inaccurately, and if so, either igno-

rantly or with the purpose of making men
believe that God had spoken what He had not

spoken, but that they applied them to purposes

for which they were not intended, and some-

times quoted as being therein what is not

therein
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Luke xxiv. 45.

"Then opened He their understanding, that they might

understand the Scriptures."

Christ, the Omniscient and Omnipotent, opened

the understanding of His disciples that they

might understand the Older Scriptures. The

disciples ^Yere thus endued with, and their

souls were interpenetrated.by, a portion of the

knowledge of their Divine Master. We may

not doubt that they exercised, and, by exercis-

ing, proved the reality of, the gift bestowed by

Christ. And yet*both He and they, the Writers

and Speakers in the New Testament, have been

accused, either of not knowing what document

accurately represented those Scriptures, or,

knowing that, of having used their knowledge

uncandidly and unfairly. I take up this sub-

ject at the point where I broke it off at the

termination of my Seventh Lecture.

The conclusion to which I arrived was, as

you will recollect, tliat the Greek version of

s 2
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the Older Scriptures, generally called the Sep-

tuagint, was a very imperfect and inadequate,

and, therefore, as a whole, an untrustworthy, re-

presentation of the mind of the Holy Spirit. I

showed that the story of its origin, whether in its

embellished or in its unembellished condition,

was devoid of credit ; and, that in failure of that,

the Aversion itself gives no sufficient evidence

tilat it was, I will not say an inspired, but even

a faithful rendering of the Hebrew. I added,

that though the Christian Fathers quoted from

it, and though some of them believed the story

of its origin, they were scarcely qualified by
habits of criticism, or by acquaintance with

oriental languages, to form a correct judgment

concerning it or its contents. (I will add here

that the only two of the Fathers who were

learned in Hebrew, Origen and Jerome, both

denied its inspiration, and impugned its accu-

racy as a translation.)

Hence, I went on to say, it must be dis-

missed as the source from which Christ and

His Apostles drew, at least as the primary

source, their quotations of the Older Scriptures.

jMy positions were

:

Neither Christ Himself, with His Divine,

inherent, and self-possessed knowledge, nor

His Apostles, with their supernaturally im-
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parted knowledge, could be reverently sup-

posed to have been ignorant either of the

language in which Scripture was communicated

or of what was Scripture or no.

Xeither Christ nor His Apostles, full of love

and truth, could be reverently supposed capable

of quoting at one time the sense of the Hebrew
version, and at another time the sense of the

Greek version, as suited their immediate object.

It might be imagined of a dishonest pleader

wdio had two copies of a deed at his com-

mand, one of them genuine and one of them

falsified or corrupted, that he. would refer to

one or the other, with a view to deceive : but

nothing like this could be imagined of them.

And it was contrary to common sense to

believe that two documents, differing so mate-

rially, can be of equal or co-ordinate authority.

"We were reduced, then, to the theory, that

the primary source of their quotations must

have been one document only, viz. the Hebrew

version.

And if it were said, that in several instances,

nay, in a great many, the phraseology of the

Greek version appears, the reply w^as, this may
be granted. Tliey had to teach peoj^le in

Greek ; a Greek version existed ; was more or

less familiar to their hearers ; and could be
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readily referred to by their hearers. It was,

therefore, competent for them, it was a chari-

table and condescending course on their part, to

employ it so far as it was correct. Still, they

by no means employed it exclusively, or gene-

rally, or primarily, and they always had refe-

rence substantially to the Hebrew meaning, and

the Hebrew meaning only, as inspired Scripture.

And if it were said again, This is scarcely

reconcileable with facts, at any rate, at first

sight, the reply was. Let the quotations be

examined, one by one, and the difficulties con-

nected with this theory will be found to bo

removable if not absolutely, yet to a very great

extent, by the application of the seven conside-

rations or heads which I ventured to adduce.

This task was of course to be undertaken by

the students of the Bible for themselves. The

nature of it, as well as its length, would render

it unsuitable for treatment in a spoken lecture.

The utmost that could be attempted w^as, to

give specimens of the manner in which texts

may be ranged under some of the heads

suggested.

This I will now attempt, premising, however,

that I desire you to bear the exact terms of my
proposition " substantially referred to " carefully

in mind while accompanying me in my remarks.
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For, though I allow that many of the quotations

are literal renderings of the Hebrew into Greek,

or nearly so, or literal repetitions of the Greek

of the Seventy, or nearly so, I contend that the

spirit rather than the letter, the substance

rather than the mere words, was ordinarily

within the purview of the Writers and Speakers

in the Xew Testament. They paraphrased as

a general rule, and sometimes paraphrased for

a particular object, rather than directly quoted.

But I shall enlarge upon this point hereafter.

The first quotation that I purpose to examine

may be ranged under the second head. The

place in which it occurs is Hebrews xi. 21. It

is taken from Genesis xlvii. 31, where it is

found thus, and forms part of the closing scene

of Jacob's life: "And Israel bowed himself

upon the bed's head." In the New Testament

it is found, exactly in the terms of the Septua-

gint, "And he vrorshipped, (leaning) upon the

top of his staff." At first sight this rendering

would appear to be hopelessly at variance wit!ti

the Hebrew, but a closer examination showa

that it does not differ from the Hebrew itself,

but only from the Masoretic pimctuation of

the Hebrew, which does not of course possess

the same authority. The Hebrew word (niD»),

upon which \\\9. irrimd facie discrepancy turns,
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has two meanings according to tlie jmnctuation

or vowel sounds wliich its consonants receive.

Pointed or sounded one way (^^P), it means

a led; pointed another way (^*^P), it means

a staff. The Septuagint obviously read it in

the latter w^ay, and the Writer in the New
Testament having adopted it, we cannot doubt

the correctness of their united reading, and

must alter the Masoretic punctuation accord-

ingly. But this we do, not because the Septua-

gint must have had it, but because the inspired

authority of the New Testament indicates tliat

their punctuation of the word in the particular

passage was preferable in the way of accuracy

to the Masoretic punctuation. And though in

Genesis xlviii. 2, only a few verses further on,

the Septuagint read the same elemental letters

differently, (as "^^P,) and translate the word by

(KXii^r),) a led, and, as far as w^e know, rightl}',

for no New Testament authority steps in to in-

validate their reading, this does not prevent our

reading {^^^) a staff in tlie former place.

The second quotation for my examination is

a somewhat remarkable one. It may be ranged

under the third head. Many of you have

doubtless noticed a strange difference in our

Prayer-book and Bible versions of the Four-

teenth Psalm. The third verse (or the fourth
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in the rrayer-book version) is essentially the

same in Loth : It is, " They are all gone out of

the way, they are altogether become abomi-

nable : there is none that doetli good, no, not

one," but after this are found in the Prayer-

book version, three other verses, " Their throat

is an open sepulchre, with their tongues they

have deceived : the poison of asps is under

their lips. Their mouth is full of cursing and

bitterness : their feet are swift to shed blood.

Destruction and unhappiness is in their ways,

and the way of peace have they not knoAvn

:

there is no fear of God before their eyes."

These do not occur in our Bible version, and

on turning to the Hebrew, from which that

version was chiefly made, we find them wanting

there. But, on turning to the Septuagint, whom
the framers of the Prayer-book version mainly

follo^^'ed, we find the three verses given as

part of the text. St. Paul in the Eomans,

(iii. 13-18,) agrees with the Septuagint in in-

serting them after a portion of verse 3, which

he also quotes. Is not this, some one might

perhaps say, and, indeed has said, an evidence

that, in his inspired judgment, the Septuagint

was a better representation of the mind of the

Spirit than the Hebrew?

My answer is at once rcddy. It is an
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evidence of nothing of the sort. St, Paul is

not making a continuous quotation from any

one i)lace in the Old Testament. He is com-

bining together various texts from the Old

Testament, which describe the wickedness of

the natural man. Verses 10, 11, 12 are indeed

taken as to their substance from Psalm xiv.

1, 2, 3, but the thirteenth verse is taken partly

from Psalm v. 9, partly from Psalm cxi. 4, the

fourteenth verse from Psalm x. 7, verses 15,

16, 17 from Isaiah liv. 7, 8, and the eighteenth

verse from Psalm xxxvi. 2. There is, indeed,

no indication given by the Apostle that he is

quoting from different places. Hence, no doubt,

the well intentioned but unlearned zeal of those

who desired to see the New Testament agree

with the Old Testament in every respect, made

them think that the verses ought to be found

in a sequence in the only version of the Old

Testament with which they were acquainted,

viz. the Septuagint, and induced them to inter-

polate them into that document. The fact of

this interpolation, which must have occurred

at a very early period, w^as soon forgotten,

and hence St. Paul was afterwards supposed

to have quoted continuously from one and

the same place, and the Hebrew version was

depreciated as not agreeing with him. He
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leally Lad the Hebrew in mind, and really-

quoted or adapted from different parts of the

Hebrew Bible, the six texts which were

ignorantly supposed to have occurred in a

sequence.

The next quotation may be ranged under the

fourth head of Classification. It is the passage

which the Eunuch, the minister of Candace,

Queen of the Ethiopians, was found reading

in his chariot by Philip the Deacon. It occurs

in Isaiah liii. 7, 8 :
" He was oppressed, and he

was aftlicted, yet he opened not his mouth :

he is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and

as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so

he openeth not his mouth. He was taken

from prison and from judgment : and who
shall declare his generation ? for he was cut

off out of the land of the livinf^ : for the trans-

gression of my people was he stricken." And
it is thus referred to in the Xew Testament,

Acts viii. 32, 33 :
" The place of the scripture

which he read was this, He was led as a sheep

to the slaughter ; and like a lamb dumb before

his shearer, so opened he not his mouth. In

his humiliation his judgment was taken away

:

and who shall declare his generation ? for his

life is taken from the earth."

In considering this passage, T must of course
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allow that the Septuagint version, whether it

prove to be paraphrastic or translational, gives

the true and full meaning of the Hebrew, for it is

given, in the words of the Septuagint, with tlie

slightest possible variation, by St. Luke. This,

however, as has been already stated, I admit,

not because it is in the Septuagint, but because

the New Testament confirms its rendering in

this particular place, by agreeing with it almost

vcrhatim. There can be no reasonable doubt

that the Eunucli was reading the Septuagint,

which would have been the version in general

use in Egypt, and of course in Meroe, the

Ethiopian settlement from which he probably

came. Candace, as we are told by Pliny vi. 29,

was the ordinary name or title of the Queens

of Meroe. If, therefore, the Hebrew appears to

disagree with tlie Greek, we have to discover

some way by which it may be reconciled to it.

Two methods have been suf^^o^ested. Amend-
ment of the English translation, and correction

of the Hebrew text itself To the latter of

these two expedients one is always most un-

willing to resort. And I will not resort to it

here, even in the clauses which seem to need

it, though corrections of an easy and simple

character have been proposed. I greatly prefer

the former. The Septuagint translation of the
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Hebrew is a paraphrastic, not a literal one

;

and if the Hebrew is closely examined, it will

be found susceptible of a meaning as like that

given in the Septuagint, as can fairly be required.

The discrepancy alleged chiefly affects two of

the clauses. The former of these is in the

Hebrew really an instance of a grammatical

figure, called Hendiadys,-^ that is, of the use of

two substantives imited by a copula, or some-

times only parallel and not united, one of whicli

may receive in translation the force of an

adjective; and the preposition (IP) which the

Englisli version of the Hebrew has rendered

from, may fairly be translated, as is provable

by many instances, hy tlw instrumentality of.

AVe have then simply to amend the English

version of the Hebrew to " Ey constraint and

judgment was he taken away, ' or, " By a violent

judgment was he taken away," and we elicit a

sense quite compatible with an amended version

1 The following are other instances of Hendiadys :—
Gen. i. 14: *' They shall be for signs and for seasons," i.e.

for signs of seasons. Gen. iii. 16 : "I will multiply thy sor-

rows and thy conception," i.e. thy soitows and pains in con-

ception. Job X. 17 : "^[isfortunes and a host," i.e. a host

of misfortunes. Job iv. IG: "Stillness and a voice," i.e. a

low voice, &c.

Parallel and not united :—Jer. xxxi. 15. " Lamentation,

weeping, bitternesses;" in E. V. "Lamentation and bitter

weeping."
^
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of the English of the New Testament and

Septuagint, *' By the humiliation which He
Buffered, was His fair judgment taken away."

As for the latter clause, it seems to me, that

granting the Septuagint rendering sanctioned

by St. Luke in this place to have been not

translational but paraphrastic, " His life is

taken from the earth," is fairly enough ex-

pressed by, ''He was taken from the land of

the living."

On the whole, then, I conclude, that, if the

English version is amended both in the Old

Testament and in the New Testament, the

Hebrew and the Greek are shown to be as

much in accordance as an original need be

with a paraphrase of it, or as a paraphrase need

be with its original. Thus there is nothing to

make us believe that the Septuagint version

was deliberately preferred to the Hebrew as a

version, or was otherwise adopted on the occa-

sion in point, than as a convenient and familiar

medium, present at the moment, for conveying

the mind of the Holy Spirit speaking through

Isaiah, to the Greek-reading, and Greek-speak-

ing Ethiopian.

I have selected, as you will doubtless have

observed, instances of some difficulty as speci-

mens of the manner in which my theory of the
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way in which quotations from the Old Testa-

ment were made in the New may be supported.

I have done this for two reasons. First, because

I think that it is more ingenuous to grapple

with hard than with easy passages ; secondly,

because 1 wish to show you that in undertaking

this task for yourselves, you must be prepared

to encounter some trouble. It is, as I have

said, very important that the Speakers and

Writers of the New Testament should be cleared

of the imputation of having drawn their quo-

tations from a source which cannot be depended

upon, and so of having produced them, with

whatever motive, or from whatever cause, inac-

curately. And this imputation is sufficiently

disposed of if it can be shown, as I believe it

can be shown, that they had one source, the

Hebrew, in view, whether they employed for the

moment the words of the Septuagint or no

—

whether they gave the exact words, so far as

they could be represented in another language

—or whether they gave, as they very frequently

did give, a paraphrastic rendering of the pas-

sage which they desired to bring before their

hearers or readers.

There may be, of course, one or two places in

the New Testament, as the attribution of the

prophecy concerning " the potter's field " in
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Matthew xxvii. 0, to Jeremiah instead of to

Zeohariah, where we cannot account for an

error. The oklest MSS., the Sinaitic, the

Vatican, the Alexandrine alike fail to help us.

And there may be also one or two places, as

the celebrated passage in Hebrews x. 5, "a

body hast thou prepared me," where it is im-

possible to account satisfactorily for the adop-

tion of that reading, (which occurs in the

Scptuagint,) in preference to " mine ears hast

thou opened," in the original, Psalm xl. 7. It

may be that the Greek of the former passage

was altered at a very early date by some tran-

scriber who confused an abbreviation of the

word Zechariah with one of Jeremiah. And the

difficulty of attaching any meaning whatever

to " mine ears hast thou opened " makes us

suspect an error in the Hebrew of the latter.

But the very rarity of these exceptional in-

stances only serves to confirm the strength

of our principles which seem to explain so

many. The former passage is one upon which

lias been founded a charge not merely of

ignorance of the true text of the Bible, but

of such insufficient acquaintance with its con-

tents as is supposed, I need not observe hovv^

unjustly, to negative the idea of the inspiration

of St. j\Iatthew. But surely the possibility of a
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flaw on the part of a copyist, which is readily-

conceded in the case of a profane author, should

not be denied in the case of a sacred author.

But still, supposing, with such exceptions,

the charge of inaccuracy, whether inadvertent

or intentional, so far as the matter of the quo-

tations is concerned, to be disposed of, the work

of answering our objector is not completed. He
lias been assured, so he tells us, that the Older

Scriptures, though they may be quoted cor-

rectly, are employed uncandidly, ix. for pur-

poses foreign to the design with which they

were written in the New Testament. This

charge, a very serious one, I will meet with

what ability I may, and as much at length as

the limits yet remaining to me will allow.

And, first, I would ask. Is it quite certain

that we know, that the predicters themselves

always knew, that those who thought they saw

their fulfilment knew, I will not say the pur-

pose, but all the purposes which God had in

view in making or allowing the communica-

tions called prophecies ? It seems to me to

be of the very essence of that sort of commu-
nication to mankind that its complete scope

and bearing should be veiled from him who
has sometimes to reproduce it, sometimes to

yecord it, so far as the exact circumstances are

X
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concerned, and especially, so far as the time of

its fulfilment is concerned, unless the time itself

is a part of the communication. To take some

instances from the Xew Testament. The dis-

ciples said, on Christ's predictiog a second

coming of the Son of Man, " Where, Lord ?

"

They received an enigmatical reply, which

covered at once His coming in vengeance to

Jerusalem, and His coming in Judgment to

the whole world: "Wheresoever the body is,

thither will the eagles be gathered together."

(Luke xvii. 37.) On another occasion, " Wilt

Thou at this time restore the kingdom to

Israel ?
" was met by Christ on this -svise :

" It

is not for you to know the times or the seasons

which the Father has put in His own power."

(Acts i. 7.) This answer gave a spiritual inter-

pretation to the words which He had uttered,

when speaking to His disciples of the things

pertaining to the kingdom of God, and at the

same time left it open whether these might not,

at some distant day, receive a literal fulfilment.

St. Paul tells the Thessalonians that '' of tho

times and the seasons they had no need that

he should write to them." (1 Thess. v. 1.) It

was enough for them to know that the Day of

Judgment would inevitably arrive, and that it

would suddenly arrive. The question of its
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exact date ^vas, for their good, to remain un-

settled. Then, in reference to his own fortunes,

though St. Paul " went bound in the Spirit to

Jerusalem," he did not "know the things that,

should befyll him there: save that the Holy

Ghost was witnessing to him in every city that

boLds and afflictions abided him." (Acts xx.

22, 23.) St. Peter's anxiety to learn the future

of St. John, received no other answer than one

which seemed at the moment to involve a pre-

diction that " that disciple should not die."

" Tarrying till Christ came " might have meant

that he should be one of those who should be

Btill alive at the Day of Judgment. But it

afterwards became clear that he was only to

survive the destruction of Jerusalem, an event

which was at once a primary fulfilment of our

Lord's predicted coming, and itself a prophetic

type of His ultimate coming. The visions in

the Book of Pievelation are still exercising the

minds of the students of that Book. That many
of them are already fulfilled, that many others

are in course^ of silent, unperceived fulfilment,

are points generally agreed upon. And it is

undoubted that many yet remain to be ful-

filled. Butt where the line is to be drawn in

these matters is as yet under discussion. Well,

If it happened under the New Testament

t2
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that projDliecy should be of double or even of

progTessive accomplishment

:

If, even in the case of our Lord, putting Him-

self for the time on a level with His brethren,

there was, as was shown in the Fifth Lecture,

one thincj which, as the Son of Man, He did

not know :

Jf there were some things, relating either

to the world or to themselves, which St. Paul

and St. John did not know, though they were

both of them partially illuminated as to their

own destiny and as to the destiny of others :

If one fulfilment of a prophecy did not pre-

clude a further fulfilment, but became, occa-

sionally, a type, or intermediate prophecy, of

a further fulfilment

:

: If this be so.

Is it altogether a strange thing that particular

prophecies in the Old Testament should have

had attributed to them, in the New, fulfilments

beyond their predicters' ken, though they saw,

or thought they saw, something of their primary

intention ; and beyond the ken of those who
recognized their primary fulfilment ? Nay, that

some of those prophecies should remain still, to

exhibit a yet more sweeping reach of appli-

cation ?

There is a thoughtful passage in Bishop
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Butler, which, though penned by him with a

different design, namely, to answer objections

to rrophecy, as one of the Evidences of Chris-

tianity, is so very much to my purpose, that

I venture to quote it here, and to incorporate

it into my own argument. It occurs in the

seventh chapter of the second part of his

Analogij, and is to the following effect:

—

" The showing even to a higher probability, if

that could be, that tlie prophets thought of

some other events, in such and such predic-

tions, and not those at all which Christians

allege to be completions of such predictions
;

or that such and such prophecies are capable

of being applied to other events than those to

which Christians apply them—this would not

confute or destroy the force of the argument
from prophecy, even with regard to those very
instances. For observe how this matter really

is. If one knew such a person to be the sole

autlior of such a book, and was certainly as-

sured, or satisfied in any degree, that one Imew
the whole of what he intended in it, one should
be assured or satisfied to such degree, that one
Icnew the whole meaning of that book : for the

meaning of a book is nothing but the meaning
of the author. But if one knew a person to

have compiled a book out of memoirs, which
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he received from another, of vastly superior

knowledge in the subject of it, especially if it

were a book full of intricacies and difficulties,

it jwould in no wise .follow that one knew the

whole meaning of the book, from knowing the

whole meaning of the compiler : for the original

memoirs, i.e. the autlior of them, might have,

and there w^ould be no degree of presumption, in

many cases, against supposing him to have, some

further meaning than the comj)iler saw. To say,

then, that the Scriptures, and the things con-

tained in them, can have no other or further

meaning than those persons thought or had who

first recited or wrote them, is evidently saying

that those persons were the original, proper, and

sole authors of those books, i.e. tliat they were not

inspired : which is absurd, whilst tlie authority

of those books is under examination, i.e. till you

have determined they are of no authority at all.

Till this be determined, it must in all reason

be supposed, not indeed that they have, for this

is taking for granted that they are inspired;

but that they may have some further meaning

than what the compilers saw or understood.

And, upon this supposition, it is supposable

also that this further meaning may be fulfilled."

Thus far Bishop Butler— I quote his words,

you will observe, to serve as an element in my
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endeavour to account for the fact that the

Writers and Speakers in the Kew Testament

sometimes allege prophecies from the Older

Eevelation as fulfilled in a way wliich seems

secondary or remote, or in a sense not contem-

plated by the utterers. I say, the fact, for such

I readily acknowledge it to be. But I say this

concerning it : they may have done so on

certain intelligible and justifiable principles.

They need not be accused of uncandidly de-

siring to press every available weapon into

their service in order, j^^r fas aut ncfas, to

succeed in the warfare which they had in

hand.

But let me produce two, and only two, illus-

trations of what I would enforce upon you.

St. Stephen, in Acts yH. 43, quotes a pro-

phecy, which is referable to the Book of Amos
(v. 27), but which varies in its terms from that

Book in a very remarkable manner. Amos had
said, " I will cause you (God is speaking of and
to the Israelites) to go into capitivity beyond
Damascus," and no doubt he had a definite

meaning when he said this. St. Stephen quotes

him, as if he had said, " I will carry you away
beyond Babylon." Now I maintain that the

prophecy was not contradicted, but simply en-

larged by the inspired Martyr's interpretation.
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It remained perfectly true, as a fulfilment of it,

that the Israelites were carried away beyond

Damascus, though Babylon, eastward of that

place, and even the further east, became the

exact scene of their captivity. Again, in St.

Luke X. 18, our Lord Himself says, "I beheld

Satan, like lightning, fall from heaven," His

allusion being, no doubt, to Ispaah's words (xiv.

12), "How art thou fallen from heaven,

Lucifer, son of the morning !
" Now it is un-

questionable that Isaiah meant to refer to the

fall of the great Eastern power, Babylon, the

enemy and oppressor of God's people, and it

is not probable that his view carried him on to

any remoter fulfilment of his words. This does

not, however, render it unfair, whether the pre-

diction be regarded simply as a x)rediction, or

whether its first fulfilment liad become his-

torical, for our Lord to view it as a foreshadow-

ing of a grand ulterior event, (as present to

Him as though it had already occurred,) the

discomfiture of the Chief Enemy of God and of

His mystical Israel.

Secondl}', I put another question to you,

suggested by, and naturally springing ouu of,

the illustration just given. It is this :

Are we quite certain that we know all the

purposes for which God caused events, inclu-
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ding as well those in personal biographies, as

those in the histories of nations, to be recorded

in the Old Testament ?

I think we do not know them all, and I think

this on the analogy following :

The nations and the men who are brouQ,ht

before us in the pages of the New Testament,

though some of them knew, to a certain extent,

that they were instruments in the hand of God,

and were carrying out His will, were all, more

or less, unconscious how they were doing this,

and many of them were ignorant of His super-

intendence altogether. The case of Caiaphas,

which I noticed in my Second Lecture, is re-

markably in point; the cases of the Jews in

their delivering up Christ to the Gentiles, and

of the Eomans in becoming His slayers, are

no less in point. These last " could have had

no power over Christ at all, except it had been

given them from above." And had we not been

told, either directly or indirectly, that such

was not the case, we might have supposed

that Caiaphas only carried out a temporizing

policy ; that the Jews only vented their disap-

pointment at discovering their long-expected

Messiah to be rather a moral reformer than a

temporal prince ; that the Eomans only contented

the Jews by a concession to their turbulent
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demands. Novj we know more concerning these

actions than did the agents, more than did the

standers-by, more than did the Apostles tliem-

selves until their Lord '-'opened their understand-

ing that they might understand the Scriptures,

and said unto them, Thus it is written, and 'thus

it behoved Christ to suffer." Their difhculty

was, how to reconcile the unjust sentence on

their Master, and the cruel and ghastly scenes

by which it had been succeeded, with what had

been prophesied concerning Him. His per-

secutors had seemed to have been working

their own wicked will, and so, to their con-

demnation, they had, but God's will was above

them, and overruled them to His good pleasure.

Now, I say again, if tliis was so under the New
Testament, may it not have been so under the

Old ? May not the calling of the Israelites,

the federal sons of God, out of Egypt, (Hosea

xi. 1,) have been an enacted Parable of Christ,

the only-begotten Son, being called from thence,

as well as a summons, (which they only par-

tially understood, for they longed to return,)

to themselves, to quit bondage and idolatry?

And may not St. Matthew (ii. 25) be justified

in thus interpreting it? May not the wan-

dering of the Israelites in the wilderness, though

it was, indeed, and was so explained to them,
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a trial and a punishment, have been a parablo

of man's spiritual life, of his retrogressions and

transgressions ? So at least our Church under-

stands it, as her daily rehearsal of the Ninety-

fifth Psalm evinces. And may not the author ot

the Epistle to the Hebrews be allowed so to

imderstand it (Heb. iv. 3—11)? May not the

harsh and jealous words of Sarah, (Genesis

xxi. 9,) " Cast out this bondwoman and her

son: for the son of this bondwoman shall not

be heir with my son, even with Isaac," have

been divinely overruled for a purpose beyond

the foundation of an Arabian clan, sprung

from "the lad who grew, and dwelt in the

wilderness, and became an archer ? " May it

not have been a prophetic allegory of the con-

trast between the covenants of Judaism and

Christianity. And may not St Paul be justified

in so alluding to it in the Epistle to the

Galatians, (iv. 30,) with the introduction,

** Thus saith the Scripture," and in juxtaposition

with another Scripture, written ages afterwards,

(Isaiah liv. 1,) "Sing, O barren, thou that didst

not bear; break forth into singing, and cry

aloud, thou that didst not travail with child : for

more are the children of the desolate than the

children of the married wife, saith the Lord "
?

May not David's impatient words under afflic-
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tion, unhallowed as they were at the time, have

been permitted to be recorded and applied as

they were by St. Peter to the fate of Judas,

God showing thereby that, literally as well

as metaj)horically, He " sitteth above the water-

flood" of man's passion, "and abideth a King

for ever"?

Thirdly, I ask, Are we quite certain that we
understand all the x^^i'poses for which the

Jewish ordinances were instituted? Under
the New Testament it is more than doubtful

whether the Apostles themselves comprehended

the mysterious intimation of the grace of the

Sacrament of Baptism conveyed in the words,

" Baptizing them into the Name of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost," until

the gift of Pentecost had been bestowed. And,
" How can this man give us His flesh to eat ?

"

not merely betrayed a misapprehension on the

part of the Jews generally, but exhibited its

working in the fact that thenceforth " many of

Christ's disciples went back and walked no

more with Him." It was only afterwards, when
the Great Sacrifice had been offered, that the

full power of the words recorded by St. John,
*' My Flesh is meat indeed, and my Blood is

drink indeed," was recognized, and indissolubly

connected with the other Sacrament. Then
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issued from tlie moutli of an Apostle those

other words, "The Cup of blessing which we
bless, is it not the Communion of the Blood of

Christ? The Bread which we break, is it

not the Communion of the Body of Cln-ist?"

(1 Cor. X. 16.) And may not this have been so

under the Old Testament? May not, in the

view^ of the multitude, many of tlie precepts of

the Law have "gendered to bondage," because

not appreciated ? May not the M'orship of the

Tabernacle or the Temple have seemed a useless

system of ceremonial ? The minute distinctions

of meats an infringement upon natural liberty,

for which it was hard to account, sanitary and

social and political considerations being quite

inadequate for that purpose ? And yet, may
there not have been, nay, was there not, beneath

them, a hidden and mysterious meaning, per-

ceived, perhaps, only by a few at the time of

institution, realized only by the higher and

nobler souls of the nation in the using, but

bye and bye to be declared? And may not

this justify our Lord's frequent declarations of

that inner and spiritual sense ? and St. Paul's

extraction from the two agricultural precepts,

" Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth

out the corn," (Deut. xxv. 4,) and " Thou

shalt not plough with an ox and an ass
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together" (Deut. xxii. 10); of the two morals,

" They that wait at the altar are partakers with

the altar," (1 Cor. ix. 13,) and "Be ye not

unequally yoked together with unbelievers"

(2 Cor. vi. 14)? Is it necessary to imagine

that the Writers and Speakers in the New
Testament were uncandid and unfair in thus

citing the words of the Old ?

But fourtlily, for I ask yet one more ques-

tion. Are we quite sure that we understand

the full import of all the typical actions which

men were directed to perform under the Old

Testament? We find that in later days the

disciples, even St. Peter, did not comprehend

our Lord's reason for condescending to wash

their feet. It seemed an unnecessary degrada-

tion of Himself. Only after a time they learned

thoroughly that " if a person had washed the

saints' feet" that person had given evidence

of humility within. (1 Tim. v. 10.) Then they

appreciated the action, and commended such as

performed it. And may it not have been so

under the Old Testament? Was it an unfair

application on our Lord's part of the type

supplied by Moses w^hen "he lifted up the

Serpent in the wilderness " to interpret it of

His own lifting up on the Cross ? Was it not

a redeeming of that typical emblem from the
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idolatrous uses which had degraded it, and which

eventually caused it to be termed Nelmshtan ?

Nay, was it not a raising it to a significant glory

which the Israelites never dreamt of, to asso-

ciate it thus permanently with Himself? Was
it lack of candour, or was it deep spiritual

insight on the part of St. Paul to allege, and to

discover the meaning of, the action of the High

Priest when " he entered into the Holy Place

every year with the blood of others," and to

contrast the figure and the substance, the type

and the Great Antitype ? Was it anything else

but a using of not merely the things written

aforetime, but of the things done aforetime, for

the edification of those who were emphatically

desired " to search the Scriptures ? " May wo
not thus apostrophize their temper ?

Into God's word, as in a palace fair,

Thou loadest on and on, while still beyond
Each chamber, touched by holy wisdom's wand,

Another opes, more beautiful and rare
;

And thou in each 9rt kneeling down in prayer.

From link to link of that mysterious bond
Seeking for Christ

!

Lyra A post, xciii.

Those, of course, who fail to recognize God's

voice in prophecy, God's hand in Providence,

God's love in ordinances, God's prevision in
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the arrangement of types, will quarrel with

this employment of the lessons supplied by the

Old Testament on the part of the teachers of

the New. It will not be so with others, who

diligently examine the records of God's succes-

sive revelations and patiently compare them

together.

I come lastly to a more special considera-

tion, and to some pertinent exemplifications

of it.

Is it necessary to assign want of candour to

the Writers and Speakers in the New Testa-

ment, if satisfactory reasons for the attribution

of some better motive in their references to the

Old Testament can be discovered ?

What if an Apostle has combined texts, or

adduced single texts, in-order, either to exhibit

a spiritual reading of the Old Testament, or

to show that what was forbidden under the

Old Testament, was d fortiori forbidden under

the New ?

St. Paul quotes (1 Cor. xiv. 21): "In the

law it is written, With men of other tongues

and other lips will I speak unto this people

;

and yet for all that will they not hear me,

saith the Lord." This passage is taken from

Isaiah xxviii. 11, 12, and forms part of a descrip-

tion, by that prophet, of the stubbornness and
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unaptness to learn, displayed by the Jewish

people. They were menaced with a harshe^'

teaching in the tongue of their Assyrian captors.

Even so they would not learn. The Apostle

intimates that those who will not take heed to

the simple Gospel will equally disregard the

miracle of strange tongues.

St. Paul quotes (2 Cor. vi. 17, 18) : "Where-
fore come out from among them, and be yc

separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the un-

clean thing; and I will receive you, and will

be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons

and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty."

This is a composite passage, derived partly,

as it would appear, fi^om Isaiah lii. 11, 12, and

partly from 2 Sam. vii. 14. In the seventeenth

verse, the Apostle applies to Christians the

exhortation addressed by the prophet to the

Levites, who were to precede the people in their

return from Babylon, to preserve them from

impurity. In the eighteenth verse he uses, for

the same purpose, God's promises to Solomon,

contingent upon his personal holiness.

What if an Apostle sometimes quotes from

the Old Testament, what may be called pro-

verbial sayings, in order to strengthen the

setting forth of his own argument ?

St. Paul quotes (1 Cor. i. 31) : "As it is written,

V
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He that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord."

This seems to be taken from Jeremiah ix. 23,

24: "Thus saith the Lord, Let not the wise

man glory in his wisdom, neither let the mighty

man glory in his might, let not tlie rich man
glory in his riches : but let him that glorieth

glory in this, that he undcrstandeth and knoweth

me, that I am the Lord which exercise loving-

kindness, judgment, and righteousness, in the

earth : for in these things I delight, saith the

Lord." The prophet had adduced in it a grand

principle, embodied in the law of nature, which

had passed into a proverb ; on this principle,

he had exhorted the Jews to trust or glory, not

in themselves, but in the Lord. The Apostle

adduces it also, with the additional sanction it

had now obtained, by its occurrence in Scripture.

It was an instrument to inculcate generally the

doctrines of humility, and renunciation of self-

righteousness.

AAHiat if an Apostle quotes the Old Testament

analogically ?

St. Paul says (1 Cor. i. 19), " For it is written,

I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and will

bring to nothing the understanding of the pru-

dent." He is evidently referring to Isaiah xxix.

14 :
" For the wisdom ot their wise men shall,

perish, and the understanding of their prudent
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men shall be hid." In the book of the prophet

these words form part of God's sentences of

judicial blindness upon the Jews because of

their stubborn hypocrisy. The Apostle employs

them as an analogy to confirm his assertion that

those who are setting themselves in an evil way
(ot aTToXkvfievoL) shall find themselves unable

to appreciate the saving doctrine of the Cross.

It shall be folly {ixcopCa) to them. They shall

not see its blessings or feel them.

AVhat if an Apostle quotes tlie Old Testament

historically, for some fact to illustrate his argu-

ment ?

St. Paul says (1 Cor. xv. 45), " And so it is

written, The first man Adam was made a living

soul." This is simply an historical citation of

Genesis ii. 7, where the particulars of man's

creation are recorded.

"What if an Apostle quotes the Old Testament

in favour of some noble sentiment, the appre-

ciation of which will prepare his hearer for the

reception of what he is advancing ?

St. Paul quotes (1 Cor. x. 2G), " Por the earth

is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof." This is

the commencement of the twenty- fourth Psalm,

and the Apostle adopts its lofty note to show,

for the purposes of his argument, that in spite
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of men's miscalling or misusing God's creatures,

they may, as they come from Him, be harm-

lessly and lawfully used.

What if an Apostle sometimes quotes the Old

Testament prophetically ?

St. Paul says (1 Cor. xv. 54), " Then shall

be brought to pass the saying that is written,

Death is swallowed up in victory." He is

evidently alluding to, and making a Messianic

application of, those words in Isaiah xxv. 8,

which describe the triumphs of God— and

showing that the same God who triumphed

of old, was to be triumphant to the end and

beyond it.

What if an Apostle sometimes draws atten-

tion to the solemnity of" what he is about to as-

severate or inculcate, by employing well-known

words of the Old Testament which happened to

be appropriate ?

St. Paul says (2 Cor. iv. 13), " AVe having the

same spirit of faith, according as it is written,

I believed, and therefore ^ have I spoken ; w^e

1 Hengstenbcrg says on this passage, "The apostle i)laces,

after the example of the Septuagint, therefore instead of/o?',

without any material alteration of the sense." Dr. Kay
translates, "7 believed in that /(tlms) spaJcey I aclvnoAvlcdgo,

with ]\Ir. Pcrowne, the difficulty of the Hebrew, but do not

think it insuperable.
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also believe, and therefore speak." He is but

using three strikmg words of the Psalmist (cxvi.

1 0), not indeed exactly as the Psalmist employed

them, for he spoke historically, recording his

experience of, and gratitude for, the past good-

ness of God. The Apostle employs them to

express his trust in the future goodness of God.

And he is surely justified in doing so. The

quotation looks before and after. As God was

yesterday, such will He be to-morrow.

What if an Evangelist, carrying out his prin-

ciple of combining texts, which we have shown

already to be not unusual-, sometimes quotes as

from the prophets, what is not found in express

words, but what gathers up into a focus their

united teaching, introducing it with tlie sort of

paronomasia of such frequent occurrence in the

Old Testament ?

'

V St. j\ratthew (ii. 23) tells us that "Christ

came and dwelt at Xazareth : that it might be

fulfilled which w^as spoken by the prophets, He
shall be called a ISTazarene." Well, did not the

prophets notably foretell that He should be a

despised person ? Was not Nazareth, and were

not its inhabitants, held in contempt ? Did not

even Nathanael say, " Can any good thing coino

out of Nazareth ? " And is not the Evangelist
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justified in noticing the strange coincidence,

we sliould rather say, the marvellous Provi-

dence of God, who caused the earlier days of

Him who was to be despised, to he spent

amongst the inhabitants of a desjjised country

village ?

"What if the whole College of Apostles, iden-

tifying their cause with Christ's, employed the

words of a Messianic Psalm, to express their

confidence that God would as surely deliver

His own Son's disciples, as He had delivered

David aforetime ? What if they compared

the persecution which they experienced, to

those which David experienced from the

heathen ?

Surely the words of the Second Psalm were

not inappropriately, (as in Acts iv. 25,) applied

to their suffering of sorrow, and to their hopes

of deliverance.

And, lastly, what if St. Stephen, in his sum-

mary of God's dealings, relates something that

does not appear on the surface of Genesis?

What if he speak of an appearance to Abraliam

before he dwelt in Charran or Haran, which

the authorized version of the Old Testament

seems to ignore ?

I

A careful examination of Genesis xii. 1 detects
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the words, "Now, the Lord had^ said to Abram."

Said when ? Obviously when lie was in Me-
sopotamia, and suggests that his obedience to

God's command might have produced the

first movement westward of Terah and his

family.

AVell, what if all these things are so ? Do
they not exhibit principles of quotation from

the Older Scriptures, which, while they obviate

the suspicion that the Writers and the Speakers

in the New Testament quoted the Old Testa-

ment uncandidly, show at the same time the

variety of uses to which the words of the Older

Covenant were employed, and might be legiti-

mately employed, by Christ, the Light of the

New, and by those who were graciously en-

lightened by Him,

I have now linished what I proposed to do in

these two concluding Lectures of my present

course, the setting forth of principles by which

you may test for yourselves the truth of the

two accusations urged against those \Yriters and

those Speakers. I leave you to apply them

^ The Hebrew langiiage had no meaus of making the nice

distinction convoyed by the Pluperfect, as opposed to the

more Past. But the Past included the other, and so our

Translators were right here.
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more at your leisure when you liave them

before you in their printed form. And I pray

God, if anything has been said according to llis

will, and in sound defence of His Holy word,

to carry its influence beyond the circle of those

who have heard me in this place, and for

whose unabated attention I have been most

thankful.

'^HE li'.ND.
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